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•• 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Murray State University 
November 30, 1995 
The Board of Regents of Murray State University met on November 30, 
1995, in quarterly session in the Board of Regents Room, Wells Hall, on 
the campus of Murray State University. The meeting was called to order 
at 1:40 p.m. by Chairman Sid Easley. Mr. Easley welcomed the visitors . 
Mr. Richard Lewis gave the invocation. 
Resolutions, adopted 
Chairman Easley introduced Dr. Mark Malinauskas who expressed 
appreciation for the recognition for the Honors Program. 
Dr. France moved, seconded by Mr. Kassing, that the following 
Resolution honoring the MSU Honors program be adopted. Motion carried. 
Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Resolution 
Regarding Honors Program 
WHEREAS, the student and faculty members of the Murray State 
University Honors Program bring academic distinction to this institution 
by being selected to make presentations on the results of their research 
to state, regional, national, and international societies; and 
WHEREAS, the student members of the Honors Program, under the 
direction of Mark Malinauskas, are actively involved and assume 
leadership roles in departmental and collegiate organizations; and 
WHEREAS, the student members annually host the President's 
Invitational West Kentucky Academic Tournament which brings academically 
gifted students to the campus to engage in intellectual inquiry; and 
WHEREAS, program members volunteer in various community service 
projects of the University; and 
WHEREAS, the contributions of student and faculty members of the 
Honors Program enhance the intellectual and social life of Murray State 
University; 
NOW, THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED, that the Board of Regents of 
Murray State University recognizes the unique contributions the Honors 
Program makes to the life of the University and offers its appreciation 
for the efforts this program makes in bringing distinction and 
recognition to the academic programs of Murray State University. 
*** 
Chairman Easley then introduced Football Coach Houston Nutt. Coach 
Nutt expressed appreciation to the Board of Regents for the recognition 
for the team and coaches. 
Mrs. Jones moved, seconded by Mrs. Ford, that the following 
Resolution be adopted. Motion carried. 
Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Resolution 
Regarding Coach Houston Nutt and the 1995 Football Team 
WHEREAS, Murray State University football Coach Houston Nutt and 
his 1995 football team have brought honor and distinction to Murray 
State University; and 
10; 
WHEREAS, their undefeated season of 11-0 is the first since 1933; 
and 
WHEREAS, Coach Houston Nutt and the Racers have won the 1995 Ohio 
Valley Conference championship, the first for Murray State University 
since 1986; and 
WHEREAS, Coach Houston Nutt and the Racers have earned a berth in 
the NCAA I-AA national playoffs, which will bring continuing national 
attention to Murray State University and the Jackson Purchase area; and 
WHEREAS, Coach Houston Nutt and his coaching staff, assistant 
coaches Kim Dameron, Mark Hutson, Larry McClain, Mark Markuson, Danny 
Nutt, Charley Wiles, Bo Hannaford, Cary Fowler, and Justin Crouse have 
consistently brought outstanding young men to Murray State University and 
the City of Murray, both on and off the field; and 
WHEREAS, the 1995 season has seen a tremendous outpouring of 
attendance and support; and 
WHEREAS, the University wishes to honor Coach Houston Nutt, his 
coaches, and players; 
NOW, THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED, that the Board of Regents and 
the University extend heartfelt congratulations to Coach Houston Nutt, 
his staff, and players for their outstanding accomplishments in 1995. 
*** 
Upon roll call, the following were present: Mr. Thomas A. Burich, 
Mrs. Beverly J. Ford, Dr. Nancey France, Mrs. Marie Jones, Mr. Brum 
Kassing, Mr. Philip Lanier; Mr. Richard H. Lewis, Mr. Wells Lovett, 
Mr. Robert Matthews, and Mr. Sid Easley. Absent: Mrs. Arlivia Gamble. 
Others present were: Dr. Kern Alexander, President of the 
University; Mrs. Sandra M. Rogers, Secretary to the Board; Mr. Tom 
Denton, Treasurer; Dr. James Booth, Provost and Vice President for 
Academic and Student Affairs; Mr. John Fitzgibbon, Interim Vice 
President for University Relations and Administrative Services; members 
of the faculty, staff, news media, and visitors. 
Agenda 
The following agenda for the meeting was presented: 
AGENDA 
Board of Regents Meeting 
Murray State University 
November 30, 1995 
1:30 p.m. 
1. Roll Call 
2. Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Regents 
September 8, 1995 
3. Report of the President 
4. Report of the Chairman 
5. Report of the Treasurer 
(Financial and Investments Reports for the 
period of July 1, 1995 to September 30, 1995) 
6. Personnel Changes 
A. Faculty Leave of Absence without Pay 
B. Staff Leaves of Absence without Pay 
C. Sabbatical Leave 
7. Report of the Dean of Admissions and Records 
December 1995 Graduates 
8. Committee Reports/Recommendations 
A. Academic Affairs 
B. Athletic 
C. Buildings and Grounds 
D. Development/Investments 
held on 
Dr. Alexander 
Mr. Easley 
Mr. Denton 
Dr. Alexander 
Dr. Alexander 
Mr. Lovett 
Mrs. Ford 
Mrs. Ford 
Mr. Lovett 
•• 
~ 
E. Faculty/Staff Affair~ 
F. Finance/Audit 
G. Student Life 
H. Governmental Relations 
I. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
9. Appointments to the University Appeals Board 
Mr. Matthews 
Mr. Easley 
Mr. Kassing 
Mr. Matthews 
Mrs. Gamble 
Dr. Alexander 
11. 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Regents held on September 8. 
1995. approved 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Minutes of the Board meeting held on 
September 8, 1995, be approved as submitted. Dr. France seconded and 
the motion carried. 
Report of the President 
President Alexander informed the Board that the University is 
progressing with renovations and maintenance programs on the campus. 
The facilities of the U~iversity are recovering from the financial 
period in 1991 and we are moving. forward to improve them. 
He further stated that MSU's academic programs continue to be 
ranked among the best schools in the south and southern United States, 
both public and private institutions, that have substantial academic 
reputations. We feel that the quality of our instructional program has 
increased and has not remained status .quo. While the overall financial 
condition of the University has not been as it should have been in the 
past ten years, the faculty and staff of the university have maintained 
that quality level and increased it over the past several years. 
The University is preparing a legislative program and has discussed 
it with legislators. He further solicited support from the Board and 
alumni to bring issues and the University's program before the 
legislature. 
Chairman Easley expressed appreciation for the President's efforts 
for the past three months with the legislature and the Council on Higher 
Education: 
Report of the Treasurer 
Chair Easley expressed appreciation to Tom Denton and his staff for 
the clean audit presented to the Finance Committee. 
Mr. Tom Denton presented and reviewed the financial and investment 
reports for the period of July 1, 1995 to September 30, 1995. Following 
a brief discussion, Mrs. Jones moved, seconded by Mr. Lanier, that the 
Treasurer's Report be approved. Motion carried. 
(See Attachments #1 and #2) 
Chairman Easley expressed appreciation to Regent Tom Burich who 
assisted in pushing through a proposal with the MSU Foundation to invest 
in equities. Specifically, $3 million of the $14 million invested by 
the Foundation has been invested with Capital Guardian Funds, which is a 
large prestigious investment firm in New York. He pointed out that 
Mr. Burich represents the Board of Regents on the MSU Foundation's 
Investments Committee. 
Personnel Changes. Approved 
President Alexander recommended the following personnel changes: 
Faculty Leave of Absence without Pay. approved 
Dr. France moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, grant a leave of absence without pay 
to Concetta Culliver,·Department of Political Science, Criminal Justice 
and Legal Studies, effective 8/1/95 through 5/31/96. Mrs. Ford seconded 
and the motion carried. 
12. 
Staff Leaves of Absence without Pay; approved 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the staff leaves of absence 
without pay as listed below: 
Charles Bowling 
Ruth Drew 
Tammy Elkins 
Porter Huie 
James Jenkins 
Robert Saucier 
Patricia Thornton 
Carolyn Williams 
Building Services 
Admissions & Registrar 
Food Services 
Grounds Maintenance 
Grounds Maintenance 
Building Services 
Building Services 
Food Services 
Dr. France seconded and the motion carried. 
Sabbatical Leave. granted 
10/13/95--11/24/95 
10/20/95--12/31/95 
7/26/95--9/11/95 
9/1/95--1/5/96 
10/11/95--11/24/95 
9/28/95--11/24/95 
10/26/95--11/24/95 
8/9/95--9/11/95 
Dr. France moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, grant a sabbatical leave to 
Dr. Allan Beane, Sponsored Programs, for the period of 1/1/96--5/31/96, 
at full salary for one semester. Mrs. Jones seconded and the motion 
carried. 
Report of the Dean of Admissions and Records 
Mr. Kassing moved that upon the completion of all requirements, 
individuals recommended by the Dean of Admissions and Records be awarded 
the respective degree effective December 15, 1995. Mrs. Jones seconded 
and the motion carried. 
{See Attachment #3} 
Committee Reports 
A. Academic Affairs - Mr. Lovett. 
Mr. Lovett stated that the Academic Affairs unanimously passed the 
following recommendation. 
For the Academic Affairs.Committee, Mr. Lovett moved that the Board 
of Regents, upon the recommendation of the President of the University, 
approve the Master of Arts degree program in Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages {TESOL}, effective August 1, 1996. 
Mrs. Ford seconded and the motion carried. 
B. Athletic - Mrs. Ford. No report. 
C. Buildings and Grounds - Mrs. Ford. No report. 
D. Development/Investments - Mr. Lovett. No report. 
E. Faculty/Staff Affairs - Mr. Matthews. No report. 
F. Finance/Audit - Mr. Easley. 
Mr. Easley stated the business conducted in the Finance/Audit 
Committee meeting included the follow.ing actions: 
Audit Reports for 1994-95, accepted 
Mr. Lewis moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, accept the audited financial reports 
for 1994-95. Mrs. Jones seconded and the motion passed. 
{See Attachments #4, #5, and #6} 
13. 
Tuition Rates for 1996-97. acknowledged and authorized 
Mr. Lovett moved that the Board of Regents acknowledge and 
authorize.the following tuition rates for the 1996-97 year as 
established by or based upon the Council on Higher Education for Murray 
State University. 
Full-time Tuition 
Resident: 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Non-Resident: 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Part-time Tuition 
Resident: 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Non-resident: 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
$ 870 (3.6% increase) 
.960 (4.3% increase) 
$2,610 (3.6% increase) 
2,880 (4.3% increase) 
$ 77 (4.1% increase) 
113 (4.6% increase) 
·s 223 (3.7% increase) 
324 (4.2% increase) 
Mr. Lewis seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
a. New fees 
1) Course fees 
Dr. France moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the following new course 
fees for the 1996-97 academic year: 
Biology Undergraduate Lab Fee - $10 
All biology courses that include a laboratory will be 
assessed this fee. 
Mr. Burich seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
2r Technology 
Mr. Lanier moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the implementation of a 
student technology fee for full-time students of $20 per semester and 
$10 for students enrolling in six hours or more during the summer 
semester. 
Mr. Lewis seconded and the ro 11 was ca 11 ed with the fo 11 owing 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
3) Developmental Tutoring 
Dr. France moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the following fee, effective 
1996-97, for students choosing to participate in Murray State 
University's Developmental Tutoring and Assistance Program: $150 per 
semester for one hour per week of academic and personal individual 
counseling, tutoring, and related services. This replaces the current 
$75 Learning Disabled Student Individual Tutoring Fee. 
14. 
Mrs. Ford seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
b. Fee Increases 
1) Course Fees 
Mr. Burich mqved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the following increases in 
course fees for the 1996-97. academic year: 
Change from $3 per credit hour to $6 per credit hour: 
Current Art Course Fees 
Change from'$20 to $65: 
Guidance (GUI 676) Appraisal in Community & Agency Counseling 
Guidance (GUI 677) Individual Appraisal 
Guidance (GUI 689) Individual Intelligence Testing: Children 
Guidance (GUI 690) Individual Intelligence Testing: Adolescent & 
Adult 
Mrs. Ford seconded and the ro 11 was ca 11 ed with the fo 11 owing 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
2) Room and Board 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of t.he University, approve a 4.6 percent room and 
3.6 percent board increase, effective 1996 Summer Session and the 
1996-97 academic year. 
Mr. Matthews seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
3) Breathitt Veterinary Center 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the attached fee increases 
for diagnostic services at the Breathitt Veterinary Center effective 
January 1, 1996. 
(See Attachment #7) 
Mr. Kassing seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; ·or. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes .. Motion carried. 
4) Summer Orientation 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the following change in 
Summer Orientation fees effective Summer 1996: Students - from $40 to 
$50, Parents - from $20 to $25. 
Mr. Kassing seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
c. Modifications and Reductions 
I) Murray State University Payment Plan 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the implementation of a new 
"Murray State University Payment Plan" (MSUPP) effective for the Fall 
1996 semester which is based on the following components: 
15. 
One open-ended contract allows installment payments for 
the duration of the student's continuous enrollment. (4-5 
.years) 
There are four monthly payments per semester. 
A .65% per month (7.8% per annum) service charge is 
applied to rem~ining balance due. 
Dr. France seconded and the·roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
2) Coop Education Tuition Waiver 
Mr. Kassing moved that the Board of Regents, upon the 
recommendation of the President of the University, approve a waiver of 
the out-of-state portion of the tuition for students enrolled in a 
cooperative education class, effective Fall 1996. 
Mr. Lewis seconded.and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr~ Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
3) Late Registration Fee 
Dr. France moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the. President of the University, approve the following registration 
fee changes, effective Fall 1996: 
Delete the $5 Drop/Add Fee 
Delete the $25 Reinstatement Fee 
Increase the Late Registration Fee from $10 to $25 
Mr. Lewis seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr·. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
4) Refund Policy Amendments 
Mrs. Ford moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve changes in the refund 
policy, effective Fall semester l996, to agree with federal financial 
aid regulations and to provide more consistency in refunds to both 
financial aid recipients and non-recipients. 
Standard Table BEFORE Change: 
100% Prior to First Day of Class 
75% Day 1-10 
50% Day 11-20 
25% Day 21-30 
0% After Day 30 
1st Time Stds BEFORE Change: 
100% Prior to First Day of Class 
90% Day 1-7 
80% Day 8-15 
70% Day 16-23 
60% Day 24-30 
50% Day 31-38 
40% Day 39-46 
0% After Day 46 
Standard Table AFTER Change: 
100% Day 0-1 
. 90% Day 2-8 
50% Day 9-20 
25% Day 21-40 
0% After Day 40 
1st Time Stds AFTER Change: 
100% Day 0-1 
· 90% Day 2-7 
No Change 
No Change 
No Change 
No Change 
No Change 
No Change 
Mr. Lovett seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
16. 
Extension of Incentive Grant Counties 
Mrs. Jones moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University, approve the extension of incentive 
grant counties to the following new·counties; effective Fall Semester 
1996. 
Tennessee: 
Illinois: 
Missouri: 
Fayette 
Haywood 
lauderdale 
Shelby 
Tipton 
Dixon 
Crockett 
Marion 
St. Charles 
Mr. Lovett seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley, yes. Motion carried. 
Revenue Refunding Bond Project No. 59 
Mr. lewis moved that·the Board of Regents authorize the President 
to sign the ·state Property and Buildings Commission Revenue and Revenue 
Refunding Bonding Project No. 59 Sublease (execution and delivery of 
sublease agreement for our portion of the bonds) and Cancellation of 
Prior lease Agreement. The Board, by· its action, indicates approval of 
the Project together with its intent to request the State Property and 
Buildings Commission to issue the bonds on behalf of the University to 
fund the project. 
Mr. Lanier seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Burich, yes; Mrs .. Ford, yes; Dr. France, yes; Mrs. Jones, 
yes; Mr. Kassing, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. lewis, yes; Mr. Lovett, yes; 
Mr. Matthews, yes; and Mr. Easley,.yes. Motion carried. 
Appointments to the University Appeals Board 
Mr. Matthews moved that the Board of Regents, upon the 
recommendation of the President of the·University, appoint the following 
faculty and students to the University Student Appeals Board for the 
terms indicated: 
Faculty: Three-year term (1995-98) 
Sally Duford, College of Industry and Technology 
Roy Helton, College of Humanistic Studies 
Faculty: One-year term (1995-96) replaces John Guyton 
Chuck Hulick, College of Education 
Students: One-year term (1995-96) 
Anne Dennison 
Shawn Smee 
Greg Gooch 
Mr. Kassing seconded and the motion carried. 
Meeting Adjourned 
Following a brief discussion on the S 
playing turf, Mrs. Jones moved, seconded 
adjourn. Adjournment was at 3:40 p.m. 
I 
I 
I 
Murray State University 
Financial 
Report 
FOR THE PERIOD 
July 1, 1995 -September 30, 1995 
SUBMITTED TO 
THE PRESIDENT 
AND 
BOARD OF REGENTS · 
November 30, 1995 
Attachment #1 
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Murray State university 
POBOX9 
MURRAY ICY 42071-0009 
November 1 o, 1995 
President Kern Alexander 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Murray, KY 42071 
Dear President Alexander and Members of the Board: 
Attached is the Financial Report of Murray State University lor the period July 1, 1995 
through September 30, 1995. 
Contents Page 
Current Unrestricted Funds - Balance Sheet. ......................................................... 1 
Current Unrestricted Funds- Summary of Changes and 
Allocations in Fund Balance ................................................................................... 2 
Current Unrestric1ed Funds - Summary of Budget Adjustments. ..................•........ 3 
Current Unrestricted Funds - E & G- Schedule of Revenues 
by Source, Expenditures by Function, and Other Changes ......•..................•........ 4 
Current Unrestricted Funds -Auxiliaries- Schedule of Revenues by 
Source, Expenditures by Function, and Other Changes ........................................ 5 
Current Unrestricted Funds -Auxiliaries- Schedule of 
Revenues by Source, Expenditures and Other Changes by Unit. ......................... 6 
Current Restricted Funds - Revenues by Source and 
Expenditures by Function ...............•..............................................................•........ 7 
Current Unrestricted Funds - Schedule of Revenues ....................................•. S-1 0 
Plant Funds - Balance Sheet. ...............................•........................................•...... 11 
Plant Funds - Statement of Changes in Fund Balance ........................................ 12 
Plant Funds - Schedule of Revenues and Expenditures ...............................•...... 13 
Plant Funds - Schedule of Revenues and Expenditures by Project.. ............ 14-15 
Notes to Financial Report ................................................................................ 16 -1 B 
:;;;2Jj' . 
John Fitzgibb'F 
Interim Vice President lor 
University Relations 
and Administrative Services 
Thomas W. Denton 
Treasurer and Director lor 
Financial Management 
and Planning 
emd Equal education and employment opportunities 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESTRIClB> FUNDS 
UNAUDITED BALANCE SHEET 
As of Sep:ember 30, 1995 
With Compuative Rgures as of Sep:ember 30, 1994 
1995-96 
Educational 
and General Auxiliaries Taal 1994-95 
ASSETS 
Cash (Note 2) $ 1,667,262 $ 343,579 $ 2,010,641 $ 6,075,203 
Investments (Note 2) 18,297,344 13,340,207 
Taal cash and investments 20,308,185 19,415,410 
Inventories (Note 3) 371,937 567,819 939,756 1,082,315 
Prepaid expenses 7,441 7,441 5,737 
Accounts and loans receivable, net 1,917,398 215,864 2,133,262 2,155,951 
I Interest receivable 234,822 23,440 258,262 145,182 Due from other funds 17,181 17,181 409,393 Total assets $ 19,919,543 $ 3,744,544 $ 23,664,087 $ 23,213,988 
LIABIUllES AND FUND BALANCE 
Liabilities: 
Accounts p!yable $ 178,111 $ $ 178,111 $ 223,648 
Accrued expenses 950 
Accrued compensated at:sences 1,126,216 86,063 1,212,279 1,134,610 
Health and life insurance liat:ility 1,259,870 1,259,870 1,653,548 
Racer Card liability 99,294 99,294 103,014 
Deposits 3,829 247,201 251,030 222,191 
Due to aher funds 406,855 
Taalliabilities $ 2,568,026 $ 432,558 $ 3,000,584 $ 3,744,816 
Fuld Balance: 
Begnning fund balance - July 1 $ 8,866,869 $ 1,170,468 $ 10,037,337 $ 9,060,117 
Additioos/(deductions) - year to date 8,484,648 2,141,518 10,626,166 10,389,055 
Taal fund balance $ 17,351,517 $ 3,311,986 $ 20,663,503 $ 19,469,172 
Total liabilities and 
fund balance $ 19,919,543 $ 3,744,544 $ 23,664,087 $ 23,213,988 
I 
-1-
I 
MURRAYSTATEUNIVERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESTRITCED AJNDS 
UNAUDITED SUMMARY OF CHANGES AND ALLOCATIONS IN AJND BALANCE 
For the Period .illy 1, 1995through Sej:iember30, 1995 
With Comr:arative Figures lor the Period Ended Sej:iember 3:J, 1994 
1995-96 
Educational 
and 
General Auxiliaries Taal 1994-95 
Fund Balance - Beginning July 1 
Working capital $ 1,092,235 $ 735,269 $ 1,827,504 $ 1,934,922 
ReseJVe for self insurance 900,000 900,000 650,000 
Reserve lor revenue contingency 997,123 997,123 913,999 
Encumbrances 880,402 44,9al 925,382 467,rrn 
Carryovers 4 997,109 390,219 5,387,328 5,114,119 
I 
Total fund balance -beginning 
July 1 $ 8,866,869 $ 1,170,468 $ 10,037,337 $ 9,080,117 
lncrease/(decrease) - year to date 
Reverwes $ 23,204,457 $ 5,248,366 $ 28,452,823 $ 27,027,799 
Expenditures (15,249,701) (2,669,901) (17,919,602) (16,208, 169) 
Mandatory transfers (439,892) Dett service (178,011) (308,627) (486,638) 
lDan match (2,100) 
Phone switch nae r:ayai:Je (197,001) 
Non-Mandatory transfers 
ToCERR 
From CERA 850,139 850,139 240,365 
To plant funds (225,411) (51,000) (276,411) (33,000) 
From plant funds 5,411 5,411 48 
To educational and general n,320 (77,320) 
From educational and general 
Other changes 444 444 1,605 
Total year to date increase/(decrease) 
in fund balance $ 8,484,648 $ 2,141,518 $10,626,166 $ 10,389,055 
Fund Balance - ending September 30 
Working capital $ 2,524,157 $ 807,123 $ 3,331,280 $ 3,238,264 
Reserve lor self insurance 900,000 900,000 650,000 
Reserve for revenue conungency (Note 5) 997,123 997,123 913,999 
Encumbrances 1,567,584 56,463 1,626,047 9n.oo9 
Carryovers 4,997,109 390,219 5,387,328 5,114,119 
Unallocated 6,365,544 2,056,181 8,421,725 8,574,921 
Total fund balance-
I ending September 30 $17,351,517 $ 3,311,986 $ 20,663,503 $ 19,469,172 
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MURRAYSTATEUNIVERSilY 
CURRENT UNRESTRICTED RJNDS 
UNAUDITED SUMMARY OF BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS 
For the Period .illy 1, 1995 through Sertember 30, 1995 
With Comi)'lrative Figures for the Period 81ded Sertember XI, 1994 
1995-96 
Current 1994-95 
Ori{jnal Adjustments/ Budget Per Budget Per 
Bud~ Revisions RePOrt Re~rt 
REVENUES 
Educational & General $ 63,392,787 
Prior year carryovers (Note 6) $ 3,034,152 
Prior year carryovers-adjustments 10,500 
I Prior year encumbrances (Note 6) 869,752 Various account adj.Jstments 288,417 Taal Educational & General $ 63,392,787 $ 4,202,821 $ 67,595,608 $ 64,982,783 
Auxiliary Enterprises $ 11,483,639 
Prior year carryovers (Note 6) $ 390,219 
Prior year carryovers- adjustments 86,114 
Prior year encumbrances (Note 6) 44,960 
Various account adj.Jstments 
Taal Auxiliary Enterprises $ 11 ,483,639 $ 521,313 $ 12,004,952 $ 11,666,357 
Total Rewnues $74,876,426 $ 4,724,134 $ 79,600,560 $76,649,140 
EXPENDITURES 
Educational & General $ 63,392,787 
Prior year carryovers (Note 6) $ 3,034,152 
Prior year carryovers- adjustments 10,500 
Prior year encumbrances (Note 6) 869,752 
Various account adj.Jstments 288,417 
Taal Educational & General $ 63,392,787 $ 4,202,821 $ 67,595,608 $ 64,982,783 
Auxiliary Enterprises $ 11,483,639 
Prior year carryovers (Note 6) $ 390,219 
I 
Prior year carryovers- adjustments 86,114 
Prior year encumbrances (Note 6) 44,960 
Various account adj.Jstments 
Taal Auxiliary Enterp-ises $ 11 ,483,639 $ 521,313 $ 12,004,952 $ 11,666,357 
Total Expenditures $74,676,426 $ 4,724,134 $ 79,600,560 $ 76,649,140 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESTRICTED FUNDS - EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
UNAUDITED SCHEDULE OF REVENUES BY SOURCE, EXPENDITURES BY FUNCllON, AND OTHER CHANGES 
For the Period ..IJiy 1, 19!5 throug, Sertember30, 1995 
With Comparative Fig.ues lor the Period Ended Sertember 30, 1994 
1995-93 1994-95 
CUrrent F1scal Year Actual F1scaiYear Actual 
BJd~ Actual %BJdQEt Actual %BJd~ 
REVENUES 
Tuttion and feEs (Note 7) $ 20,011,401 $ 10,160,309 51% $ 9,444,006 51% 
State apiJ'opriation 39,945,600 11,963,700 30% 11,582,000 30% 
lndirer:t cost reimbursanent 1m.sn 26,416 16% 33,548 21% 
Sales and services of 
educational departments 1,647,001 407,573 25% 4!11,443 33% 
Other sources 1,!l23,135 624,459 32% 510,696 31% 
Prior year canyo-.ers and 
encumbrances (Note 6) 3,914,4:)4 N/A N/A 
Total revenues $ 67,595,608 $ 23,204,457 34% $ 22,069,753 34% 
EXPENDITURES (Note B) 
Instruction $ 27,636,797 $ 5,548,357 20% $ 5,212,786 20% 
Research 719,604 161,973 23% 164,769 19% 
Pul:iic service 3,135,036 8<E,700 26% 770,664 22% 
Academic support 2,676,522 703,171 26% 593,366 20% 
Ubrary 2,333,002 937,038 40% 904,160 40% 
Student services 5,449,565 1,405,436 26% 1,159,259 23% 
Institutional support 7,646,933 1,786,636 23% 1,661,036 23% 
Operation & main! of plant 9,660,479 1,798,253 19% 1.416,795 16% 
Scholarships 4,290,647 2,103,137 49% 1,641,543 50% 
Total expenditures $ 63,569,625 $ 15,249,701 24% $ 13,724,418 23% 
TRANSFERS IN (OUl) AND OTHER CHANGES 
MandatoiY transfers 
Consolidated educational bond 
sinking fund $ (3,814,969) $ (178,011) N/A $ (123,314) N/A 
Loan lund match (103,334) N/A (2,100) N/A 
Phone switch note payable N/A (197,601) N/A 
Non -mandaiOI'f transfers 
Transfers to CERR (Ncte 9) (320,00Q N/A N/A 
Transfers from CERR (Note 9) 355,000 850,139 N/A 240,365 N/A 
Transfers to unexpended plant 
lund (Ncte 9) (225,411) (225,411) N/A (33000) N/A 
Transfers from unexpended pl!nt 
fund (Ncte 9) 5,411 5,411 N/A 48 N/A 
Transfers from auxiliaries n,320 n,320 N/A 77,320 N/A 
I Transfers to auxiliaries N/A (24,179) N/A Other changes 444 N/A 1,605 N/A Total Iran sfers and other changes $ {4,a!5,983) $ 529,892 N/A $ {60,856) N/A 
Total expenditures, transfers 
and other changes $ 67,595,608 $ 14,719,009 22% $ 13,785,274 21% 
Net change in fund balance $ 8,484,648 $ 8,284,479 
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MURRAY STATE UNNERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESTRICTED FUNDS - AUXIUARIES 
UNAUDITED SCHEDULE OF REVENUES BY SOURCE, EXPENDITURES BY FUNCllON, AND OTHER CHANGES 
FOf the Period J.Jiy 1, 1995 throuftl Ser:tember :JO, 1995 
With Canpamtive Fig.Hes fOfthe Period Ended SeJ:(ember:JO, 1994 
1995-96 1994-95 
QJrrent Fiscal Year Actual Rscal Year Aaual 
B.Jd~ Actual % B.Jdget Actual %B.Jd~ 
REVENUES 
Food services $ 3,6)4,325 $ 1,610,003 48% $ 1,714,624 46% 
Housilg services 4,517,369 2,005,003 46% 2,005,641 46% 
Bookstore 2,007,$0 1,124,711 43% 1,035,176 45% 
Curris Center 226,000 77,619 34% 73,007 32% 
University parking 170,911 96691 57% 91,710 54% 
Racer Card adninistration 69,664 34,123 49% 32,931 61% 
Vending and Manual canmissions 66,000 16,966 22"k 4,757 5% 
I Miocellaneous N/A N/A Prior year carryo~oers and encumbrances (Note 6) 521,313 N/A N/A Total revenues $12,004,952 $ 5,246,366 44% $ 4,956,046 42% 
EXPENDITURES (Note ~ 
Food services $ 3,517,962 $ 556,526 16% $ 574,452 17% 
Housng services 4,262,200 915,094 21% 762,400 19% 
Bookstore 2,3J6,B55 956,223 41% 692,211 43% 
Curris Center 573,493 156,533 26% 141,065 25% 
University parking 316,690 36,237 11% 53,777 10% 
Racer Card adninistration 69,779 27,497 39% 31,243 46% 
Vending and Manual commissions 174,915 17,791 10% 26,563 16% 
Miocellaneous N/A N/A 
Total expenditures $11 ,243,694 $ 2,669,901 24% $ 2,463,751 23% 
TRANSFERS IN (OUl) AND OTHER CHANGES 
Mandatory tmnsfers 
Housng and dning bond 
sinking fund $ (632,7:31$ $ (306,627) N/A $ (316,57~ N/A 
Non-mandatory transfers 
Transfers to unexpended 
pl,.-,t fund (Note 9) (51,000) (51,000) N/A N/A 
Transfers from unexpended 
pl,.-,t fund (Note 9) N/A N/A 
Transfers from CERR (Note 9) N/A N/A 
Transfers to edJcatimal 
and general (77,320) (77,320) N/A (77,320) N/A 
I 
Transfers from educatimal 
and general N/A 24,179 N/A 
Other changes N/A N/A 
Total transfers and 
other changes $ (761,058l $ !436,94!} N/A $ !369,71!!) N/A 
Total expenditures, transfers 
and other changes $ 12,004,952 $ 3,106,646 26% $ 2,653,470 24% 
Net change in fund balance $ 2,141,516 $ 2,104,576 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESTRICTED RJNDS - AUXILIARIES 
UNAUDITED SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES BY UNIT 
For the Period J.Jiy 1, 1995 throo!tl Sep1!mber 30, 1995 
With Comparative Rg.nes for the Period Ended Sep1!mber 30, 1994 
VEnding Prior Year 
Food Housing Qmis Lhiversity Racer Can:! end Manual 
Carrya.~ers 
Services Services Bookstore CEnter Parkilg Adnin Canmissions Mise 
&Enc Total 
1995-96 
REVENUES 
Qment Budget $ 3,804,325 $ 4,517,389 $ 2,607,350 $ 226,000 $ 170,911 $ 69,664 $ 66,000 $ -
$ 521,313 $ 12,004,952 
Rscal Year Ac\Jal 1,810,803 2,085,033 1,124,711 77,819 96,891 34,123 
16,966 - - 5,248,366 
Ac\Jal % Budget 46% 46% 43% 34% 57% 49% 22% 
N/A N/A 44% 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Qment Budget $ 3,517,962 $ 4,282,200 $ 2,306,655 $ 573,493 $ 318,890 $ 69,779 $ 174,915 $ -
$ - $ 11,243,694 
Rscal Year Ac\Jal 558,526 915,094 956,223 158,533 36,237 27,497 
17,791 - - 2,669,901 
Ac\Jal % Budget 16% 21% 41% 26% 11% 39% 
10% N/A N/A 24% 
TRANSFERS IN (OUT) AND 
OTHER CHANGES $ {14,167) $ (294,460) $ (77,320) $ - $ (51,000) $ - $ - $ -
$ - $ (436,947) 
NET CHANGE IN 
FUND BALANCE $ 1,236,110 $ 875,479 $ 91.166 $ (60,714) $ 9,654 $ 6,626 $ 1,195 $ - $ -
$ 2,141,518 
1994-95 
REVENUES 
Rscal Year Ac\Jal $ 1,714,624 $ 2,005,841 $ 1,035,176 $ 73,007 $ 91,710 $ 32,931 $ 4,757 $ -
$ - $ 4,958,046 
Ac\Jal % Budget 46% 46% 45% 32% 54% 61% 5% 
N/A N/A 42% 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Rscal Year Ac\Jal $ 574,452 $ 762,400 $ 892,211 $ 141,085 $ ss,m s 31,243 $ 28,583 $ -
$ - $ 2,483,751 
Ac\Jal % Budget 17% 19% 43% 25% 10% 46% 
16% N/A N/A 24% 
TRANSFERS IN (OUT) AND 
OTHER CHANGES $ (13,508) $ (278,891} $ (77,320} $ - $ - $ - $ - $ -
$ - $ (369,719) 
NET CHANGE IN 
FUND BALANCE $ 1,126,664 $ 964,550 $ 65,645 $ (66,076} $ 37,933 $ 1,666 $. (23,826) $ -
$ - $ 2,104,576 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT RESTRICTED FUNDS 
UNAUDITED SCHEDULE OF REVENUES BY SOURCE, EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION, AND OTHER CHANGES 
For the Period J.Jiy 1, 1900 througo Sep:ember30, 1995 
With Ccmpamtive Fig.ues for the Period Ended Sep:ember 30, 1994 
1005-96 1994-95 
CUrrent Fiscal Year Actual Fiscal Year Adual 
B.Jd~ Adual % B.Jdg<t Adual % B.JdQEt 
REVENUES 
Federal funds 
Pel I $ 1,ffi5,S20 $ 1,641,795 . 88% $ 1,5l6,Cll5 88% 
SEOG 32),353 2(11,900 65% 224,749 7CJli, 
Worl<studi 473,229 43.136 9% 48,516 1 CJli, 
Grants and contracts 3,000,575 625,991 17% 521,713 26% 
Total federal funds $ 6,319,677 $ 2,518,624 4CJli, $ 2,391.003 52% 
State grants and contracts 1,8J1,628 634,920 35% 534.864 5CJli, 
Other granls and contracls 265,115 60,751 23% 136,576 42% 
Total current restricted 
revenues $ 8,386,620 $ 3,214,495 311% $ 3,064,503 51% 
EXPENDITURES 
Educalicnal and gmeral 
lnstrudicn $ 1,704,079 $ 415,763 24% $ 485,543 25% 
Research 456,547 102,170 22% 154,990 44% 
Pul:Jic service 342,432 102,375 30% 54,803 39% 
Ubrary 1,253 3,905 312% 4,505 100% 
Acada:nic support 1,296,034 144,352 11% 32,919 9% 
StudEnt services 177,668 41,871 24% 18,058 3% 
lnstitutlcnal 9.J pport 26,351 13,055 5CJli, 6,277 100% 
Operaticn & main! of plant 1,226,562 0% 204 100% 
Scholarships and fina1cial aid 3,151,618 2,365,562 76% 2,::00,905 88% 
Total educational 
and gmeral $ 8,364,544 $ 3,209,073 36% $ 3.058,205 51% 
Auxiliary Enterprises $ 2,076 $ 5,422 261% $ 6,298 100% 
Total current restricted 
expenditures $ 8,386,620 $ 3,214,495 311% $ 3,064,503 51% 
I 
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MUFflAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENTUNRESTroCTlEDFUNDS 
UNAUDITlED SCHEDULE OF REVENUES 
For the Period July 1, 1995 through Se;:ternber 30, 1996 
Wfth Comparative Fig.Jres for the Period Ended Se;:ternber 30, 1994 
1995-96 
EDUCA TlONAL AND GENERAL 
Tuftion and tees 
Falltuftion $ 8,642,041 
Spring tuftion 4,573 
Summer II tuftion 484,054 
Summer I tufticn 5,156 
Miscellaneous tuftion 307 
Student activity fees 853,668 
Other fees 100,510 
Total tufticn and fees $ 10,160,309 
State app-opriations $ 11,983,700 
Total state app-opriations $ 11,983,700 
Indirect cost reimbursanen1s 
Federal and state ndirect 
cost reim bursanen1s $ 28,416 
Total indirect cost reimbursanen1s $ 28,416 
Sales and services of ed.Jcational departments 
Archeology Services Center $ 150 
Art cash sales 4,459 
Belize Tropical Escape 579 
BidoiJi Station income 2,711 
Breathitt Veterinary Center 21,443 
Chemical services 
Child Develop-nent Center 6,3JO 
Clinical services 7,320 
Engish Language Institute 166,625 
Envircnmental Education workshop 1,498 
Foreign lang.Jage service 10 
Journalism workshop 30 
Keyboard recruiting 231 
Kentucky Institute of International Studies (KIIS) 
MARC Service Center 
111,421 
MSU News advertising 10,908 
MSU X -Ray lab 1,120 
Offce Systems Service Center 
Pediatric assessment 3,240 
Safety Engineering & Health workshop 60 
Shield 32,794 
Theatre revenue 1,273 
TV studio 420 
University farms 34,881 
Waterfield Center 100 
Total sales and services of ed.Jcalional departmen1s $ 407,573 
Other Sources 
Athletics $ 41,796 
Athletics - Concessions 7,699 
Athletics - Marketing (250) 
Athletic camps 
Gdf 
Mens' Basketball 4,500 
Ladies' Basketball 75 
-8-
1994-95 
$ 7,947,950 
3,370 
492,244 
{7,596) 
338 
851,708 
1 
$ 11,582,oo0 
$ 11,582,000 
$ 33,548 
$ 33,548 
$ 2,924 
4,167 
762 
26,545 
15 
4,650 
7,155 
161,980 
1,133 
50 
188,136 
1,150 
13,328 
1,900 
17E! 
2,860 
354 
33,798 
413 
300 
47,497 
120 
$ 499,443 
$ 28,777 
10,737 
1,3JO 
(200) 
1,616 
115 
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MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESlRICTED FUNDS 
UNAUDITED SCHEOUUE OF REVENUES (cont.) 
For 1he Period .illy 1. 19;15 throu!to Sepanber 30, 19;15 
With Comparative R~JJres for the Period Ended SeptEmber 30, 1$4 
19;15-96 1$4-95 
Educational and General {conl) 
Other Sources 
Athletics - NCAA revenue $ 16,244 $ (9,479) 
Athletics - Programs 1,009 1,715 
Bad debt expense re<XNery 9,404 22,050 
Boar TestUntt 3,743 
Central Stores 12,246 8,595 
Olemistry breakage lees 41 61 
Convnunity educaticn 128 31,022 
Conferences and workshops 47,700 5,323 
I Consolida1ed Educational revenue interest 200,950 140,790 Cooperative Education/Placement income 1,314 1,517 Counseling and Testing 2,300 3,036 Environmental Consortium of Mid-America 2,750 
Fa::ulty Resource Center 1,698 2,223 
Festival of Olampicns 536 
Friends of Qafq)urst 381 
Graphic arts technology 390 1,280 
Hazardous materials training 22,565 28,510 
lntemationa student orienlation 1,410 1,100 
lntranu rals income 983 
Kentucky hcnors roundtable 750 400 
Ubrary - census microfim 156 780 
Ubrary - copy service 10,626 11,434 . 
Ubrary - fines 3,113 2,949 
Ubrary - inter library loan 140 232 
Ubrary - other income 4,355 2,856 
Uwstock and Expositicn Center 3,979 4,112 
Magic Silver Show 200 
Music recital income 464 286 
Nursing continuing educaticn 545 
Operating lund interest 32,328 23,057 
Other revenue 13,048 11,295 
Post Office box rental 3,061 2,780 
Post Office contract 1,333 1,333 
Printing 12,480 4,335 
Psychology copy account 188 204 
Quad state 2,220 
Recyding program 3,136 203 
I Regensburg exchange 51,245 62,851 Rentals 909 700 Rodeo income 323 ROTC equipmmt 139 (162) 
Sale of surplus property 30,654 24,440 
String Prep Progran 2,844 2,279 
StudentGollemmentAssociation 6,662 8,914 
Summer computer science workshop . 250 
Summer Orienlation 23,626 17,085 
Technology Center 14,962 5,633 
Telecommunications commission 9,044 26,407 
West Kentucky Envircnmental Education Ccnsortium 7,316 
Wockliffe Mounds Gift Slop 1,910 2,051 
Wockliffe Mounds Research Center 10,323 6,292 
Total other sources $ 624,459 $ 510,696 
Total educational and general $ 23,204,457 $22,069,753 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT UNRESTRICTED FUNDS 
UNAUDITED SCHEDULE OF REVENUES (cont.) 
For the Period J.Jiy 1, 1995through Seftember 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures lor the Period Ended Seftember 3>, 1994 
1995-96 
AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES 
Food services $ 1,610,803 
Housing services 2,065,033 
Bookstore 1,124,711 
Curris Center n,619 
University parking - fines 24,040 
University parking - permits 71,210 
University parking - ether 1,641 
Racer Card actninistration 34,123 
Vencing and Manual commissions 16,9B6 
Total auxiliary enterprises $ 5,246,366 
Total current unrestricted revenues $ 26,452,623 
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1994-95 
$ 1,714,624 
2,005,641 
1,035,176 
73,007 
19,765 
70,~ 
1,466 
32,931 
4,757 
$ 4,956,046 
$27,027,799 
I 
MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSilY 
PLANT FUNDS 
UNAUDITED BAlANCE SHEET 
As of Se~tember 30, 1995 
With Comparative Fig..~res As of Se~tember 30, 1994 
1995-96 
Renewal Retirement Investment 
Unexpended And Of In 
Plant 
ASSIETS 
Reela::ement Indebtedness Plant Total 1994-96 
Cash $ 5,123,127 $ 920,580 $ 132,195 $ $ 6,175,902 $ 1,627,ne 
Cash on deposl with trustee 
Investments 628,679 1,264,007 4,229,011 6,342,597 11,905,on 
Interest recei1<1ble 12,912 26,752 111,756 153,422 
Accounts receil<ll:je 645,476 645,476 425,000 
Discount en bends 125,706 356,229 483,935 433,195 
Due from other funds 
Property, plant and equifJTlent 146,719,229 146,719,229 141,904,607 
Total assets $ 6,090,424 $ 2,679,715 $ 4,472,964 $149,on,456 $ 162,520,561 $ 156,295,657 
LIABIUllES AND FUND BALANCE 
Uabilities 
Interest payable $ $ $ $ $ $ 279,511 
Due to other funds 17,161 17,161 756 
Netas payable 
Bends payable 3,114,526 29,777,129 32,691,655 35,520,974 
Ql:jigalions capital leases 116,127 116,127 45,319 
Other otjigalicns 
Tctal Uabil~ies $ 3,131,707 $ $ $ 29,693,256 $ 33,024,963 $ 35,646,560 
Fund Balance 
8egimi1g lmd balance - JJiy 1 $ 3,072,343 $ 3,707,671 $ 4,227,959 $ 117,453,627 $ 128,462,000 $ 119,566,021 
Addlions/{deducticns) - YTD (113,62§) (628,1561 245,005 1,730,375 1,003,598 861,276 
T ctall.Jnd balance $ 2,956,717 $ 2,679,715 $ 4,472,964 $ 119,164,202 $ 129,495,598 $ 120,449,297 
Total liabilities and 
fund balance $ 6,090,424 $ 2,679,715 $ 4,472,964 $149,on,456 $ 162,520,561 $ 156,295,657 
I 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
PLANT FUNDS 
UNAUDITED STATEMENT OF OiANGES IN FUND BALANCE 
As ofSeptember30, 1995 
With Comparative Rgures As of September 30, 1004 
1995-96 
Renewal Retirement 
Unexpended and of Investment 
Plant Replacement Indebtedness in Flant Total 1004-95 
REVENUES AND 011-lER ADDillONS: ----
Buildings $ $ $ $ 655,587 $ 655,587 $ 371,439 
Construction in progress 64,559 64,559 130,709 
Equipment 
Improvements other than buidings 
Land 12,500 
Ubrary books 626,666 626,666 'Sl7,276 
Donaled assets 
I Retirement of indebtedness 277,707 277,707 705,802 Emergency fire repair funds Interest ncome 10,514 21,462 71,663 103,859 5,488 Reduction in lease obligation 
Olher additions 1,245 1,402 2,647 310,000 
Total revenues and other additions $ 10,514 $ 22,707 $ 73,265 $ 1,624,521 $ 1,731,027 $ 2,113,214 
EXPENDilURES AND DEOUcnONS: 
Buildings $ $ $ $ $ $ 
Construction n progress 354,631 354,631 174,177 
Equipment 995 995 734,938 
Ubrary books 30,760 30,760 4,661 
Olher assets ~eases) 
Debt ncrease from refunding 
Retirement of indebtedness 525,207 525,207 705,802 
Interest on indebtedness (211,032) (211,032) 54,660 
New bond ndebtedness 
Cost of bond issuance (97, 120) (97,120) 
Bond discount amortization 
Olher deductions 724 743 1,467 (11,664) 
Total expenditures and deductions $ 257,511 $ 724 $ 314 918 $ 31 775 $ 604,928 $ 1,662,774 
TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS: 
Manda1ory. 
Bond principal and interest $ $ $ 466,638 $ $ 466,638 $ 439,892 
Note principal and interest 197,601 
Nonmandatory: 
Transfer from unrestricted 
current to unexpended piEr~! 276,411 276,411 33,000 
I Transfer from restricted current to unexpended piEr~! 756 Transfer from unexpended piEr~! to investment in piEr~! (137,629) 137,629 
Transfer from unexpended pant 
ID unrestricted current (5,411) (5,411) (48) 
Transfer from unrestricted 
current to renewal and repl 
Transfer from renewal and 
replacement to unrestricted !650, 139! 
Total transfers $ 133,371 $ :650,139: $ 466,638 
(650,1~ (240,365) 
$ 137,629 $ (92,501 $ 430,636 
Net ncrease(decrease) - YTD $ (113,626) $ (628,156) $ 245,005 $ 1,730,375 $ 1,033,598 $ 861,276 
Fund baanoe - beginning July 1 $ 3,072,343 $ 3,707,871 $ 4,227,959 $ 117,453,827 $ 128,462,000 $ 119,568,021 
Total fund balance - ending 
September 30 $ 2,958,717 $ 2,879,715 $ 4,472,964 $119,184,202 $ 129,495,598 $ 120,449,297 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
PLANT FUNDS 
UNAUDilED UNEXPENDED REVENUES AND EXPENDilURES 
For the Period .illy 1, 1995 thrwgh SeptEmber 30, 1995 
Revised Fis:al Year Project Year Balance 
Bud ~jet To Date To Date Encumbrances Availal:le 
REVENUES 
Revenue bond proceeds $ 17,296,966 $ $ 17,355,268 $ $ (58,302) 
Local funds 4,286,651 271,000 4,148,215 138,436 
Investment income 2,247,437 2,759 3,151,953 (904,516) 
Olher State funds 1,637,355 2,051,309 (213,954) 
Federal funds 65,627 (65,627) 
Private funds 25,000 25,000 
Olher 16,582 (16,582) 
State appropriations 343 343 
I Total Re11enues $ 25,693,752 $ 273,759 $ 26,814,297 $ $ (1,120,545) EXPENDITURES Architect & engineering lees $ 2,030,063 $ 20,386 $ 1,271,915 $ 135,249 $ 622,899 
General construction 17,627,546 316,376 13,711,926 3,031,264 684,356 
MCNable equipment/llmiture 3,075,624 3,057,624 18,000 
land/right of way 1,142,909 1,139,410 3,499 
Legal & administrative costs 157,606 153,212 4,394 
Transfer for debt service 762,939 901,619 (118,660) 
Miscellanews expense 10,000 2,800 7,200 
Agency labor 143,201 81,359 61,642 
Agency materials 420,616 17,890 323,614 97,002 
Arbillage rebate transfer 175,519 (175,519) 
Contilgency 303,248 303,248 
Total Expenditures $ 25,693,752 $ 354,632 $ 20,818,998 $ 3,166,513 $ 1,708,241 
Net lna"ease (Decrease) $ $ {80,873) $ 5,995,299 $ {3,166,513) $ {2,828,7!!§1 
I 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
PLANT FUNDS 
UNAUDifED SCHEDULE OF UNEXPENDED REVENUES AND EXPENDifURES 
For the Period JJiy 1, 19951hrou!tJ Sepl!mber 30, 1995 
=ditures 
Pnor1o ditures OJ1s1anding Balance 
PROJECT ..lJI ~ 1 , 1 """ ll:::r.::O-~0 Total JJI~1. 1995 1995-96 To1BI Enambrances 
09/30/95 
100 Cearing $ 61,196 $ - $ 61,196 $ $ - $ - $ -
$ 61,196 
131 Land a~isitims 1,200,690 - 1,200,690 1,192,796 - 1,192,796 -
7,894 
251 ndustry md Tectmdogy b.Jidng 13,750,000 - 13,750,000 13,750,000 -
13,750,000 
300 Con 8:1 Series E & F dearing 969,716 - 969,716 682,764 -
682,764 - 106,952 
400 Con 8:1 Series G dearing - - - 83,542 - 83,542 -
(83,542) 
405 Rencva1e Old Fne Ar1s b.JDdhg 3,950,000 - 3,950,000 1,390,067 11,500 
1,401,567 2,403,000 145,433 
410 Natima Boy Scout M.iseum Phase rv 36,814 - 36,814 28,064 -
28,064 8,750 
500 Project 48 bonds dearing - - - 172,368 - 172,368 -
(172,368) 
503 HazardOJs v.es1e storage 85,000 - 85,000 83,112 -
83,112 - 1,888 
514 New can pus phone switch 908,548 - 908,548 908,419 -
908,419 - 129 
534 Are alann replaament and 
compressed gas storage 67,500 - 67,500 63,488 345 63,833 -
3,667 
537 Underground llelmk replacement 137,000 - 137,000 111,020 -
111,020 1 25,979 
543 Serum Chemistry Analysis 80,000 - 80,000 80,000 -
80,000 
551 Hancock Biological Statim-c:abins,balhhOJse 90,000 - 90,000 87,280 576 
87,856 - 2,t44 
600 Project 50 bonds dearing - - - 36,290 - 36,290 -
(38,290) 
605 Expo Cen1er roof replacement 35,000 - 35,000 - - -
2.501 32,499 
621 I-N PC CUrris Cen1er Ball roan 7,700 - 7,700 6,375 -
6,375 - 1,325 
622 BVC I-N PC system 149,070 - 149,070 125,230 -
125,230 15,764 8,076 
623 Expo/Scuta Fann i'wen1ory 90,000 - 90,000 73,591 - 73,591 
1,099 15,310 
624 SlCNVer/eyewash statim 31,500 - 31,500 13,699 4,329 
18,028 - 13,472 
626 E&G fire hom upgrade 43,500 - 43,500 9,864 -
9,864 - 33,636 
628 Pogue paster/paint 20,000 (5,411) 14,589 14,589 - 14,589 
631 Hancock researcher c:abns 30,000 - 30,000 29,624 -
29,624 - 376 
634 Remo1e fire alann mcnitoring system 73,675 - 73,675 66,819 -
66,819 - 6,856 
636 8eva1or fireman's service 89,550 (6,802) 82,748 82,748 - 82,748 -
0 
637 FaaJity Hall elevator rencvaticn 300,000 - 300,000 251,229 -
251,229 - 48,771 
641 Rencva1e Woods Hall 300,000 - 300,000 - - -
5,001 294,999 
643 l.aNry <mergency generator 16,000 - 16,000 - 12,640 
12,640 - 3,360 
644 Cark Hall - shov.er base repacement 136,000 - 136,000 35,738 59,121 
94,859 29,034 12,107 
645 Masonry defects - Curris Cen1er 208,800 - 208,800 8,729 -
8,729 182,880 17,191 
708 Eq.line instructicn laciity 25,000 - 25,000 - - -
4,001 20,999 
708 Roof repaament - General Services Bldg 250,000 - 250,000 14,065 99,189 113,234 
113,356 23,410 
717 Aredanage deanup 1,500,000 - 1,500,000 817,891 195,441 
1,013,332 360,624 126,044 
720 Repair freezer floor- General Serv Bldg 12,500 - 12,500 - - -
-
12,500 
721 Envircnmental audit- Nol1h Fann 2,500 - 2,500 1,506 -
1,506 - 994 
722 Heating system - lcYett Auditorium 55,000 - 55,000 31,606 
(31,606) - - 55,000 
723 MJseum enhancanent - Wi~if!e MOJnds 100,000 - 100,000 7,191 1,117 8,308 -
91,692 
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PROJECT 
724 
725 
726 
727 
726 
730 
731 
732 
733 
734 
735 
736 
737 
736 
739 
.. .. 
Sprinkler system - Lovett Aud~ori.m 
Blackbum Science research modemization 
Wndow replacement - lol.ett Auditofi.rn 
Parkilg lot modifications- 16tl & HlniBton 
Wml.ow Cafeteria renowtion 
BVC b.JDdng system mprovements 
Parkilg lot - Hamlton & Broach Streets 
DO)le elevator ren011ation 
Wilson foundation waterproofing 
Spal1<s exterior repairs· 
Carr Heal1h - pool I ner 
Pogue exterior paint 
QJadrange lightng replacement 
DO)le me arts complex mprowmenls 
Carr healfl windows - lead abate & paint 
Total 
MURRAY STA1E UNIVERSITY 
PLANT FUNDS 
UNAUDffED SCHEDULE OF UNEXPENDED REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
For 1he Period J.Jiy 1, 19951hrou!Jl Septsnber 30, 1995 
Allotments ~ditures 
Pnorto Rereived Pnorto penditures 
JJI~1, 1995 1995-96 Total JJI~1,1995 1995-96 
$ 19,250 $ - $ 19,250 $ $ 2,000 $ 
50,000 - 50,000 - -
60,000 - 60,000 - -
120,000 - 120,000 - -
56,300 - 56,300 - -
4,675 - 4,675 75 -
140,000 51,000 191,000 - -
15,070 - 15,070 - -
5,000 - 5,000 697 -
5,000 - 5,000 1 ,000 -
5,000 - 5,000 690 -
15,000 25,411 40,411 
- -
100,000 - 100,000 - -
- 50,000 50,000 - -
- 150,000 150,000 - -
Total 
2,000 $ 
-
-
-
-
75 
-
-
697 
1 ,000 
690 
-
-
-
-
$ 25,429,554 $ 264,196 $ 25,693,752 $ 20,464,366 $ 354,632 $ 20,616,998 $ 
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Oltstanding Balance 
Enrumbranoes 00/30/95 
13,500 $ 3,756 
20,001 29,999 
- 60,000 
- 120,000 
7,001 51,299 
- 4,600 
- 191,000 
- 15,070 
- 4,303 
- 4,000 
- 4,110 
- 40,411 
- 100,000 
- 50,000 
- 150,000 
3,166,513 $ 1,706,241 
I 
Note 1. 
I 
INote 2. 
Note 3. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL REPORT 
For the Period July 1, 1995 through September 30, 1995 
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
Accounting Basis 
The annual financial statements of Murray State University are prepared on an accrual basis of 
accounting except lor depreciation on physical plant and equipment. 
Tuition and lee revenues lor a semester are recognized upon recording the receivable, normally 
before or shortly alter the semester begins. Revenues of summer school academic terms are 
reported in the fiscal year in which the programs predominately fall. Therefore deferred tuition 
revenues are recorded lor terms which have not begun at year-end. State appropriations revenues 
are recognized upon receipt. 
Expenditures are generally recognized, lor interim reporting, in the period expended rather than 
the period incurred. Some liability accounts on the Balance Sheet are not adjusted until year-
end, at which time all expenditures are accrued. 
Fund Accounting 
To ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of the resources available 
to the University, the accounts of the University are maintained in accordance with the principles 
ol"lund accounting•. This is the procedure by which resources lor various activities are classified 
lor accounting and reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance with activites or objectives 
specified. 
Current funds are used primar~y to account lor the transactions affecting the general operation of 
the University. These resources are expendable lor performing the primary and support objectives 
of the University. Restricted gifts, grants, appropriations, and other restricted resources are 
accounted lor in the appropriate restricted funds. 
All gains and losses arising from the sale, collection or other disposition of investments and other 
noncash assets are accounted lor in the funds which owned such assets. Ordinary income derived 
from investments, receivables, and the like is accounted lor in the lund owning such assets. 
Deposits and Investments 
The University currently uses commercial banks and the Commonwealth of Kentucky lor its depositories. 
Deposits with commercial banks are covered by Federal depository insurance or collateral held 
by the bank in the University's name. At the state, the University's accounts are pooled with other 
agencies of the state. These state pooled deposits are substantially covered by Federal depository 
insurance or by collateral held by the state in the state's name. The investments of the University 
not held in the state Investment pool are insured or registered, or are held by the University or by 
an agent in the Universtiy's name. 
Inventories 
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost, using first-in-first-out valuation, or market. 
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Note 4. 
Note 5. 
Note 7. 
Note 8. 
Note 9. 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL REPORT (cont.) 
For the Period July 1,.1995 through September 30, 1995 
Murray State University Foundation, Inc. 
Murray State University Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) is a Kentucky not-lor-profit corporation 
formed to receive, invest, and expend funds lor the enhancement and improvement of the University. 
The Foundation prepares and issues its own financial statements. 
Reserve for Revenue Contingency 
Carryforward funding of $180,000 has been designated for the KERS contingent liability. 
Prior Year Carryovers and Encumbrances 
Budget Revisions lor Prior Year Carryovers and Prior Year Encumbrance Carryovers are based 
on actual balances brought forward to date from fiscal year 94/95. 
Tuition and Fees and Scholarships 
Incentive Grants of $581,049 have been included as both tuition and as scholarship expenditures. 
The amount of $581,049 is lor Fall1995. 
Unrestricted Expenditures 
In addition to expenditures, outstanding encumbrances as of September 30, 1995 are $1,567,584 
lor Educational and General and $58,463 for Auxiliary Enterprises. 
Non-Mandatory Transfers from/{to) Plant Funds 
I. Transfer from Consolidated 
Educational Renewal and 
Replacement Fund: 
a. 6/30 CERA balances in renovation accounts 
b. Doyle fine arts complex inprovements 
c. Pogue library exterior painting 
Unrestricted 
Educational 
and General 
$ 495,139 
50,000 
20,000 
d. Carr health windows - lead abatement & painting 150,000 
e. High voltage electric feeder 100,000 
I. Wells monument - dismantle & store 15,000 
g. Pogue library - carpet main floor 20,000 
Total $ 850,139 
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$ 
Restricted 
Unrestricted Educational 
Auxiliaries and General 
$ 
$=~= 
.. 
I 
Note 9. 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL REPORT (cont.) 
For the Period July 1, 1995 through September 30, 1995 
Non-Mandatory Transfers from/(to) Plant Funds (cont.) 
Unrestricted 
Educational 
and General 
II. Transfer (to) Unexpended Plant Fund: 
a. Doyle fine arts complex improvements $ (50,000) $ 
b. Pogue library exterior painting (25,411) 
c. Carr health windows - lead abatement & painting (150,000) 
d. Parking lot - Hamilton & Broach streets 
Total $ (225,411) $ 
Ill. Transfer from Unexpended Plant Fund: 
a. Pogue plaster - repair & painting $ 5,411 $ 
Total $ 5,411 $ 
IV. Transfer from Auxiliaries (to) Education & General: 
a. University Bookstore $ 77,320 $ 
$ 77 320 $ 
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Restricted 
Unrestricted Education£ 
Auxiliaries and Gener• 
$ 
(51,000) 
(51,000) $ 
$ 
$ 
(77,320) $ 
{77,320) $ 
I 
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November 10, 1995 
President Kern Alexander 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Murray, KY 42071 
Dear President Alexander and Members of the Board: 
Attached is the Investment Report of Murray State University for the period 
July 1, 1995 through September 30, 1995. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT EARNINGS BY FUND 
For the Period July 1, 1995 through September 30, 1995 
Current 
Funds 
Endowment Plant 
Funds Funds Total 
Investment Earnings to Date $ 284,011 $ 25,081 $ 102,850 $ 411,942 
Composite Interest Rates 5.34% 5.87% 6.04% 5.55% 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT EARNINGS 
BY FUND AND FUND ACCOUNTS 
For the Period July 1, 1995 through September 30, 1995 
With Comparative Rgures for Period Ended September 30, 1994 
Earnings 
To Date 
1995-96 
CURRENT FUNDS 
Local Bank Accounts Interest (Peoples Bank) $ 69,338 
Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 200,939 
Housing and Dining Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 13,734 
Total Current Funds $ 284,011 
ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
Endowed Chair for Ecosys1ems Studies $ 12,074 
Smith Scholarship Endowment 11,074 
OtherEndo~entFunds 1,933 
Total Endo~ent Fund $ 25,081 
PLANT FUNDS 
Consolidated Educational Renewal and Replacement (Frankfort) $ 10,748 
Unexpended Plant (Frankfort) 
Series G Bonds - Capital Construction Clearing 7,311 
Series H Bonds - Capital Construction Clearing 2,195 
Retirement of Indebtedness (Trustee-PNC Bank) 
Consolidated Educational Bond Reserve Sinking Fund 57,622 
Consolidated Educational Series G Arbitrage Rebate Fund 8 
Housing and Dining Bond Reserve Sinking Fund 14,254 
Housing and Dining Repair and Maintenance Fund 10,712 
Total Plant Funds $ 102,850 
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Earnings 
To Date 
1994-95 
$ 44,850 
140,788 
12,194 
$ 197,832 
$ 7,252 
13,407 
1,505 
$ 22,164 
$ 27,094 
5,285 
1,556 
55,685 
5 
8,803 
6,150 
$ 104,578 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT FUNDS 
SCHEDULE OF INVESTMENT ACllVITIES 
For the Period ...Uiy 1, 1995 through Se)1ernber 30, 1995 
Type of 
Investment 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
Maturity 
Interest on Local Bank Accounts (Ncte 4) 
Term 
Days 
Interest 
Earned 
Effective 
Yield 
Average 
Balance 
Peopes Bank of Murray continuous Daily rate per overnight 
Total Local Bank Accounts interest earnings to date 
Consolidated Educational Revenue F~d (Frankfort) 
State Investment Pool 07/31/95 31 days 31 days 
State Investment Pool 08/31/95 31 days 31 days 
State Investment Pool 09/30/95 30 days 30 days 
Total Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund interest earnings to date 
Total Qment Funds Educatiooal and General interest eamings to date 
AUXIUARY ENTE:RPRISES 
Housing and Dining Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 
State Investment Pool 07/31/95 31 days 31 days 
State Investment Pool 08/31/95 31 days 31 days 
State Investment Pool 09/30/95 30 days 30 days 
Total Housing and Dining Revenue Fund interest earnings to date 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises interest eamings to date 
Total Qment Funds interest earnings to date 
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Peopes Bank balances 
5.700% $ 12,644,068 
6.190% 14,216,915 
5.660% 15,505,422 
5.700% $ 1,196,576 
6.060% 492,918 
4.790% 1,852,578 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
1995-96 
Earnings 
69,338 
. 69,338 
61,061 
270,277 
5,669 
2,449 
5,596 
13 734 
13 734 
284,011 
I 
I 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
SCHEDULE OF INVESlMENT ACllVIllES 
For the Period JJiy 1, 1995 through Sef:(ember 30, 1995 
Type of 
Investment Maturity Term 
Days 
Interest 
Esrned 
ENDOWED CHAIR FOR ECOSYSTEMS STUDIES (Note 7) 
Certificate of Deposit 11/17/95 360 days 92 days 
Certificate of Deposit 11/17/95 360 days 92 days 
Certificate of Deposit 11/17/95 360 days 92 days 
Foundation Investment Pool 09/30/95 92 days 92 days 
T .. al Endowed Olair interest eamings to date 
SMITH SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT (Note 7) 
Investment 
Foundation Investment Pool 
T .. al earnings on Smith Endowment 
OTHER ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
Investment 
Foundation Investment Pool 
Taal Other Endowment Funds 
T .. al Endowment Funds eamings to date 
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Effective 
Yield 
6.270% 
6.250% 
6.500% 
5.790% 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Carrying 
Value at 
09/30@5 
240,000 
100,000 
300,000 
131,093 
Carrying 
Value at 
09/30/95 
622,626 
Carrying 
Value at 
09/30/95 
199,066 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
1995-96 
Eaminos 
3,793 
1,575 
4,915 
1,791 
12 074 
1995-96 
Esmin~ 
11,074 
11 074 
1995-96 
Esmin!J§! 
1,933 
1 933 
25061 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
PLANT FUNDS 
SCHEDULE OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES 
For the Period J.Jiy 1 19951hrough Sepember 30, 1995 
Days 
Type of Interest Effective Average 1995-96 
Investment Matur!Jl! Term Earned Yield Balance Eamina;: 
CONSOLIDA lED EDUCATIONAL RENEWAL AND REPLACEMENT (CERR) 
State Investment Pool 07/31/95 31 days 31 days 5.700% $ 856,037 $ 4,070 
State Investment Pool 08/31/95 31 days 31 days 5.920% 747,808 3,845 
State Investment Pool 09/30/95 30days 30 days 5.760% 633,651 2,833 
Taal Consolidated Educational Renewal and Replacement interest earnings to date $ 10 746 
UNEXPENDED PLANT FUND 
Series G Bonds - Calital Construction aearing - Frankfort (Ncte 9) 
I State Investment Pool 07/31/95 31 days 31 days 5.700% $ 495,754 $ 2,357 State Investment Pool 08/31/95 31 days 31 days 6.140% 497,377 2,726 State Investment Pool 09/30/95 30days 30days 5.660% 496,637 2,226 Taal Series G interest earnings to date $ 7 311 
Series H Bonds- Calital Construction aearing- Fra1klort (Note 10) 
Bond Proceeds Pool 09/30/95 92 days 92 days Various $ 147,194 $ 2,195 
Taal Series H interest earning to date $ --2195 
Taal Unexpended Plant Fund interest earnings to date $ 9506 
RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS FUND - Invested by Trustee Carrying 
Value at 
Consolidated Educational Bond Reserve Sinking Fund (Note 11) 09/30/95 
Money Market Securities 09/30/95 92days 92 days Various $ 2,993 $ 40 
Rep.Jrchase Agreement 07/01/04 10 yeaJS 92 days 6.500% 3,543,460 57,562 
Taal Consolidated Educational Bond Reserve Sinking Fund interest earnings to date $ 57,622 
Consolidated Educational Series G Artitrage Retate Fund 
Money Market Securities 09/30/95 92 days 92 days Various $. 573 $ 6 
Total Consolidated Educational Series G Artitrage Fund interest earnings to date $ 6 
Yoeldto 
Housing and Dining Bond Reserve Sinking Fund (Note 12) Maturi!)l 
PNC managed account 09/30/95 92 days 92 days 5.660% $ 684,692 $ 14,254 
I Taal Housing and Dining Bond Reserve Sinking Fund interest earnings to date $ 14 254 Housing and Dining Re!Bir and Maintenance Reseove Fund (Note 13) 
PNC managed account 09/30/95 92 days 92 days 5.650% $ 657,365 $ 10,712 
Tctal Housing and Dining Repair and Maintenance Reseove Fund interest earnings to date $ 10 712 
Taal Retirement of lndel:tedness Fund interest earnings to date $ 62,596 
Taal Plant Funds interest earnings to date $ 102,ffi0 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO INVESTMENT REPORT 
For the Period July 1, 1995 through September 30, 1995 
Note 1. BASIS OF REVENUE RECOGNITION 
Accrual basis accounting is used to recognize interest earnings on the Investment Report. 
Note 2. INVESTMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
I 
POUCJES 
Scope: This investment policy applies to activities of the University with regard to investing the financial 
assets of all funds, including those maintained by: 
I. the Commonwealth of Kentucky's treasury, 
II. local depositories, and 
Ill. external trustees and investment managers. 
Written procedures will indicate which funds are covered under each of the previously mentioned 
investment structures. 
Goals: Consistent with state statutes and administrative regulation, the goals of the University's investment 
program are: 
• preservation and maintenance of the real purchasing power of the principal in the portfolios, 
• maintenance of sufficient liquidity to meet normal and foreseeable expenditures, and 
• attainment of the greatest possible dollar return to the University while observing statutory and policy 
constraints. 
Investment ObJective: The Investment objective is to produce a yield that when compared to the current 
marketplace, would be described as competitive by investment managers. 
Strategy: The University's Investment strategy is designed to match the life of the asset with the date liability 
occurs. 
Delegation of Authority: 
General: The treasurer is responsible for investment decisions and activities, under the direction of the Board 
of Regents. The Treasurer shall develop and maintain written administrative procedures for the operation 
of the investment program, consistent with these policies. Such procedures shall include explicit delegation 
of authority to persons responsible for investment transactions. No person shall engage in an investment 
transaction except as provided under the terms of this policy and the procedures established by the 
Treasurer. The Treasurer shall be responsible for all transactions undertaken and shall establish a system 
of controls to regulate the activities of subordinate investment personnel. 
Bond Funds: With regard to bond funds, the investmenVreinvestment (on instruments authorized by the 
bond indenture and resolutions) by the trustee(s) shall be directed from time to time by the Treasurer. 
Minimal Non-Cash Investment Transactions: In order to correct stock transfer errors or dispose of small non-
cash investments, the Treasurer is authorized to sell or otherwise dispose of Items less than $10,000 without 
specific resolution from the Board of Regents. 
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Note 2. INVESTMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (cont.) 
Reporting: The Treasurer and the Vice President for University Relations and Administrative Services shall 
submit quarterly investment reports to the President and Board of Regents. These reports will include 
investment data for investment securities held at the end of the reporting period. 
PROCEDURES 
Specific investment procedures are contained within the full 'Investment Policies and Procedures' as 
approved by the Board of Regents on May 14, 1994. 
Note 3, DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS 
I 
The University currently uses commercial banks and the Commonwealth of Kentucky for its depositories. 
Deposits with commercial banks are covered by Federal depository insurance or collateral held by the bank 
in the University's name. University funds deposited with the State Treasurer are pooled with funds from 
other state agencies. These state pooled deposits are substantially covered by federal depository insurance 
or by collateral held by the bank in the state's name. The investments of the University not held by the state 
investment pool are insured, registered, or held by the University or by an agent of the University. 
Below is a summary of the investments held by the University. 
U.S. Government Securities 
Stocks 
Certificates of Deposit 
Money Market Securities 
Subtotal: 
Investment in State Investment Pool 
MSU Foundation Pool 
Total Investments 
09/30/95 
Carrying 
Amount. 
$ 4,885,537 
640,000 
3,566 
$5,674,082 
$20,110,641 
1,153,009 
$26,790,538 
09/30/94 
Carrying 
Amount 
$ 5,738,708 
540,000 
1,876,899 
$ 8,155,607 
. $18,732,886 
912,341 
$27,800,834 
Note 4. CURRENT FUNDS • LOCAL BANK ACCOUNT 
I Per banking contract with People's Bank of Murray, interest earnings are based on 100% of the overnight federal funds rate. 
Interest earnings may be expended in Current Fund. 
Note 5. CONSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL BUILDING AND REVENUE BOND FUND (CEBRB) 
This fund was created, as result of the trust indenture established when the first Consolidated Educational 
Building and Revenue Bonds were sold in the 1960's, as a depository of tuition and fees in order to provide 
funds to service the principal and Interest debt requirements of each series of aforementioned bonds. The 
fund also supports the Educational and General Funds operations. 
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Note 5. CONSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL BUILDING AND REVENUE BOND FUND (CEBRB) (cont.) 
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Office of Financial Management and Economic Analysis invests available 
funds of the CEBRB in the State's university investment pool. 
All interest earnings are transferred to Consolidated Educational Renewal and Replacement (CERR) at the 
end of each quarter according to the Board's approval for renewal and replacement projects. 
Note 6. AUXILIARY FUNDS - HOUSING AND DINING REVENUE FUND 
This fund was created, as a result of the trust indenture established when the first Housing and Dining 
System Revenue Bonds were sold in 1960's as a depository of all auxiliary income in order to provide funds 
to service the principal and interest debt requirement of each series of aforementioned bonds. The 
fund also supports the Auxiliary Fund operations. 
lte 7. ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENTS 
ENDOWED CHAIR 
During 1987, the University was awarded $500,000 by the Commonwealth of Kentucky for an Endowed Chair 
for Eco-Systems Studies. University discretion, within the Board Policy, is used to invest these funds. Ten 
percent of the total earnings are returned to the Endowment investment pool. Ninety percent of the earnings 
are transferred to the Restricted Fund (Endowed Chair Grant) for program expenditures. 
SMITH ENDOWMENT 
During the fourth quarter of fiscal year 1991-92 and the first three quarters of fiscal year 1992-93, the 
University received proceeds, in excess of $750,000, from the Laura Smith estate for the Smith Endowment. 
The majority of the proceeds were deposited with the Murray State University Foundation for investment in 
the investment pool. 
Note 8. CONSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL RENEWAL AND REPLACEMENT (CERA) 
As established by the Board of Regents in March 1982, CERA provides a plant fund sub-group so that funds 
transferred from CEBRB could be accumulated for future projects of repair and renovation. 
The University invests the proceeds in the same manner as CEBRB in Note 5. I Interest earnings remain within the fund for future projects. 
Note 9. UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS • SERIES G REVENUE BOND 
This capital construction clearing account holds the proceeds from the University's Series G bond sale until 
such time as they are needed for specific capital construction projects. 
The University issued $14,785,000 in Series G revenue bonds dated December 1, 1987. The proceeds are 
to be used to pay costs of repair, renovation, construction or addition to buildings on the campus of Murray 
State University that are and shall be a part of the Consolidated Educational Building Project. This project 
was established and created by the Board of Regents on April 20,1961. 
-8-
I 
Note 9. UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS - SERIES G REVENUE BOND (cont.) 
The University Invests the proceeds In the same manner as CEBRB in Note 5. 
Interest earnings on Series G can be spent on the Industry and Technology Building project or any other 
Educational and General project the Board and State approves. 
Note 10. UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS· SERIES H REVENUE BOND 
This capital construction clearing account holds the proceeds from the University's Series H bond sale until 
such time as they are needed for specific capital construction projects. 
The University issued $4,625,000 In Series H revenue bonds dated March 1, 1992. The proceeds are to be 
used to pay costs of repair, renovation, construction of addition to buildings on the campus of Murray State 
University that are and shall be a part of the Consolidated Educational Building Project. This project 
was established and created by the Board of Regents on April 20, 1961. 
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Invests the proceeds in a pooled account with other state agency bond 
proceeds. 
Interest earnings on Series H can be spent on the renovation of the Old Find Arts Building and the 
Underground Steam and Condensate Unes as approved by the Board and State. 
Note 11. RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS· CONSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL SINKING FUND (CESF) 
This fund was created, as a result of the first trust indenture established when the Consolidated Educational 
Building and Revenue bonds were sold in the 1960's, to provide a sinking fund to pay debt principal and 
interest expense on all related CEBRB bonds. The amount of interest earned is par1 of the formula for 
annual funding of CERA projects. (See Note 5) 
Interest earnings are used to reduce the amount of semi-annual debt service transferred from University 
Unrestricted Educational and General Fund to this sinking fund. Bond requirements mandate a minimum 
reserve of $3,543,480. 
Note 12. RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS- HOUSING AND DINING SINKING FUND 
I This fund was created, as a result of the trust indenture established when the first Housing and Dining System Revenue Bonds were sold in the 1960's, to provide a sinking fund to pay debt principal and interest expense on related Housing and Dining Revenue Bonds. 
Interest earnings are retained in the fund for future use. Bond requirements mandate a minimum reserve of 
$679,204. 
Note 13. HOUSING AND DINING REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE RESERVE FUND 
This fund was created, as a result of the establishment of the trust indenture in Note 5, to provide a fund to 
pay for extraordinary repairs, not paid from the Auxiliary Fund, to the Housing and Dining System buildings. 
Interest earnings are retained in the fund for future use. The use is determined by Board of Regents 
resolution and the indentures. Bond requirements mandate a minimum reserve of $550,000. 
-9-
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Roberta Bynum 
Michael Kennedy 
Susan L. Larson 
George Ligon 
1IIF Michelle Longworth 
Troy P. Peacher 
Brandon L. Phillips 
Andrew J. Rasmussen 
Sharon L. Wilson 
********************************* 
TOTAL AA DEGREES 9 
********************************* 
I 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
Attachment #3 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME 
Majdi H. Al Ghussein 
John J. Darnall 
Linda Darnell Davis 
Martin D. Ernst 
Jaime S. Newsome McPherson 
James L. Pierceall 
John Abbington Thomas 
Steven Jason Travis 
Dana Carol Wilkins 
********************************* 
TOTAL AS DEGREES 9 
********************************* 
DEGREE 
AS 
AS 
AS 
AS 
AS 
AS 
AS 
AS 
AS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
I 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Diane Marie Jones Wiggins BA 
Angela Beth Wilson BA 
********************************* 
TOTAL BA DEGREES 26 
I ********************************* 
I 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Ange1ique C. Vitua11a BAB 
********************************* 
TOTAL BAB DEGREES 1 
********************************* 
SEMESTER 
951 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Beverly Don Herrin ASVTE 
********************************* 
TOTAL ASVTE DEGREES 1 
********************************* 
I 
I 
SEMESTER 
951 
"· 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STUDENT NAME 
Arletta Joy Blazer 
April M. Boswell 
Margaret A. Cloys 
Amanda D. Cooper 
Jacqueline Kay Dorsey 
Krista Amy Fennel 
Jan Oskar Fredriksson 
Amy Ruth Fulton 
Robert Francis Geis 
Christopher B. Goodlett 
Robin Michelle Greer 
Jenny Blair Gri.ffin 
Kristy Kalee Haffner 
Rebecca Henley 
Pontus Hiort 
Rebecca Hopper 
Shannon Christine Houpt 
John Bradley Noffsinger 
Andrei Novak 
Heather Vashti Potter 
Cynthia Renee Puckett 
Lee Ann Rodgers 
Whitney Leigh Steele 
Marcia Carol Stone 
DEGREE 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Kenneth Michael Hines BFA 
*****************~*************** 
TOTAL BFA DEGREES 1 
********************************* 
I 
I 
SEMESTER 
951 
.. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Traci Erin Mathis BME 
Jeffrey G. Williams BME 
********************************* 
TOTAL BME DEGREES 2 
********************************* 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Jay Codie Adams 
Pamela Jo Adams 
Joey Geanine Alexander 
Nicole M. Allen 
l rity Elizabeth Anderson ryl Lynn Anderson 
Julie Faye Arington 
Michael P. Armstrong 
Robert Shaw Barlow 
Jonathan Marvin Bell 
Susan M. Blake 
Gary G. Bloyd 
Christopher T. Bowling 
Christopher Stephen Boyd 
Michael E. Boyd 
Wesley Giselle Brantley 
41lven Donald Brown 
~phen Glynn Buckingham 
Charles Jobe Bullen 
Cynthia Ann Buntin 
Bradley D. Burchard 
Jennifer McPherson Burchett 
Cynthia I. Burkeen 
Joseph Lee Burton 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Gina Lynn Buscher BS 
Shawn Christian Byrum BS 
Terri Jean Canter BS 
John David Carter BS 
Terry Lee Carter BS 
Todd Cartwright BS 
Kelle Dawn Byassee Cates BS 
Kihoon Choi BS 
William Lovell Christmas BS 
Shaun Alan Collins BS 
Matthew A. Colson BS 
Beverly Jan Cook BS 
Teresa Lynn Cope BS 
Carmen M. Corso BS 
Stephanie Lee Crabtree BS 
Janet Dawn Crawford BS 
Michael Gene Crawford II BS 
Charles Crites BS 
Katrina Kay Croley BS 
Barbara Carol Crump BS 
Christy Rae Cummings BS 
Danielle Brock Darnell BS 
Ryan Oneil Dawson BS 
Christopher Gary Dettloff BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME 
Marcella Lynn Donkin 
Clyde E. Dorn 
Carla Janette Downey 
Justin Wayne Downs 
I nk P. DuPerrieu ey Lee Duncan 
Shanan Dian Dunn 
III 
Wayne Tyler Ebersohl 
Crystal R. Ethridge 
Robert Wayne Fabris 
William W. Fandrich Jr. 
Courtney Anne Fecitt 
Kathryn Denise Finnearty 
John Allan Fisher 
Tracy Sue Fister 
Kara Joanne Futrell 
I Michelle Gaither K i Galloway 
Melinda Morrison Garrett 
Linda Ann Baxter Garris 
Michelle Lee Giltner 
Jayna L. Graham 
Joseph Alan Gray 
Jennifer Ann Green 
DEGREE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951. 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Lorrie L. Green BS 
Roger LaVerne Green II BS 
Keisha Ann Greer BS 
Bonnie Jaye Guhy BS 
Ma Gyan BS 
Barry Sean Hale BS 
Christopher M. Hale BS 
Christine Lee Hallman BS 
Scott Paul Hargitt BS 
Gary L. Harper BS 
Barbara A. Hawk BS 
Angela L. Haywood BS 
Vonya Carole Henderson BS 
Richard Conway Hetrick BS 
Robin Lynn Hodge BS 
Robert Edward Hoffman BS 
Race Michelle Holloway BS 
Carla Renee Hollowell BS 
Melissa Barnes Houser BS 
Joseph Mark Howard BS 
Donald Ray Huddleston Jr. BS 
Pamela Denise Huddleston BS 
Jennifer M. Hudson BS 
Bradley Dale Hutchins BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 I 951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME 
Anne Marie Hutzler 
Rebecca Jane Isaacs 
John Mark Jackson 
Stephanie LeeAnn Jackson 
ln
Elise James 
Keith James 
Gary James 
Joel Oliver Jansing 
Michael DeWayne Johnson 
Scott Kirkham Johnson 
Stuart W. Johnson 
Kelly Laine Jones 
Lana Cothran Jones 
Melissa Lynn Jones 
Patsey Ann Jones 
Heather Lori Keith 
I Kent elle Lee Cornelius Kerruish 
Angela D. Kinsey 
Jodi Roberts Kirk 
Melissa Ann Kleeman 
Michael Klope 
Janet Marie Klueppel 
Matthew C. Ladd 
DEGREE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME 
Kimberly Renee' Lamb 
Jeffrey Neil Lasley 
Candace L. Latimer 
Pamela A. Lovett 
Jason D. Luebker 
Angela F. Luh 
Tamara Michelle Luigs 
Jennifer D. Mabry 
Jennifer D. Martin 
Jerry Douglas Mathis 
Dale E. McCallon 
Lisa K. McCree 
Jonathan A. McCreery 
Shannon Star McCuiston 
Leslie A. McMillan 
Mark F. Melloy 
Philip Meyer 
Ryan D. Midyett 
Michael David Miller 
Jeanna Cheryl Mitchell 
Jason Moody 
Bobby Jay Morris 
Brian Lee Murrah 
Nancy Newsome 
DEGREE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOk OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME · 
Tiffiny Rachelle Nichols 
Loren C. Nusky 
Mary Katherine Oakley 
Paul Edward Pack 
l liam Davis Page nie D. Parker 
William F. Parker 
Jason W. Partain 
Jennifer A. Patterson 
Paul Edward Perry 
Rebecca L. Phelps 
Daniel G. Prevette 
Timothy Ryan Price 
Samuel Pugh 
Kelley Pugh-Austin 
April Nicole Ramey 
l ee ny Diane Rezabeck Ridenour 
Jim Wade Robertson 
Ronald E. Robinson Jr. 
Brian S. Roy 
Sarah Corinne Rust 
Brandon Eric Rustin 
Eric R. Sachleben 
DEGREE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME 
Catherine D. Sames 
Joe Sandefur 
Henry Lanoyed Sanders Jr. 
Paula A. Saunders 
John Theodore Schafer 
Arthur Leo Scott 
Francene A. Scott 
Eric Lynn Seavers 
Jeremy Douglas Shelley 
Pamela Leigh Shouse 
Richard A. Simmons 
Kerry Simpson 
Jeffrey Wayne Smeathers 
Jack Kelly Spivey 
John Aaron Stevens 
Jacinda Kay Streufert 
Bryan Neal Suddith 
Brian David Thomas 
Jennifer Lynn Thomas 
Jason Robert Tolley 
Patrice Renee Tucker 
Bryan Underhill 
Danny Ray Vernon 
Douglas A. Vernon 
DEGREE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STUDENT NAME 
Dmitri Vorontchikhine 
Mark Alan Wahl 
Jamie Lynn Waldrop 
Tomi E. Warren 
l nda Myrl Watkins d E. Watson 
Terrina Sue Weaver 
Tana Daniel West 
Elizabeth Anne Whitfield 
Robert Rhea Wilder 
Gwenda C. Wilhelm 
Brenda Carel Williams 
James Matthew Willingham 
Karen Clayton Wilson 
Nickolas Cole Winsett 
Valerie Durham Wolfe 
l phanie Micheele' D nny R. Woodard 
William W. Woods 
John Thomas Wooten 
Wood 
Christine Lynnea Youngblood 
Jason B. Yuill 
********************************* 
TOTAL BS DEGREES 214 
********************************* 
DEGREE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
. BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
.. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
STUDENT NAME 
Lowell Keith Allen 
Timothy S. Boulds 
Tara Kay Brinkman 
Amy Lyn Bub 
Jason Thomas Cole 
Derek Dean Craig 
Christopher Alan Dill 
Kimberly Sue Gilbert 
Todd William Kirkland 
Lisa Lynn Krystosek 
Joseph Dan Lee 
Kevin Don Masterson 
Brent Eric Moon 
Kellie L. Moss 
Kathy L. Parker 
George Christian Petty 
Christina Lynn Rhodes 
Jason Lynn Rodgers 
Robert Christopher Rodgers 
Bradley D. Spann 
J. Belen Stilwell 
John McCUllough Walton 
Dana Elizabeth Ward 
********************************* 
TOTAL BSA DEGREES 23 
DEGREE 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
"BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
BSA 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
STUDENT NAME 
Bryan M. Anderson 
Bradley Ray Angel 
Josephine Ayda 
Stephanie Ann Baker 
l nifer J. Bennett th Dwayne Berry 
Cassie Renee Bohannon 
Bryan K. Boyer 
Kristie Browning 
Amanda Carrie Bruce 
Carlton Bumphis 
Tammy Renee Burger 
Shannon D. Chambliss 
Roy Dane Chandler 
Paula Chapman 
Latanya Louise Davenport 
l drick Davis Thuc Duong 
Ray E. Egbert III 
Dina Lynne Fazi 
Vicki Lyn Fortson 
Donald D. Guess Jr. 
Teresa K. Harris 
Brandon Lee Hayes 
DEGREE 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
STUDENT NAME 
Lanny Lane Hinton 
John P. Jackson 
Deborah A Key 
Misty Lea Klapp 
Melanie Roxanne Knupp 
Denise Lynn Lewis 
Victor N. Makarov 
Michael Glen Mason 
Samantha Lynn McElya 
Diana M. Muth 
David Lynn Norwood 
Phyllis P. Outland 
Mary Ann Poffenberger 
Donna Gail Pollard 
Robert w. Powers 
Shanda T. Purcell 
Nancy Carol Reagan 
Stephanie N. Richardson 
Jerry V. Rust 
Tammy Renee .Salyers 
Bethany Anne Smith 
Michelle Lynn Stone 
Diana Rae Lewis Stubblefield 
Tangie Renee Triplett 
DEGREE 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
BSB 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Mark Heath Walker BSB 
David Alan White BSB 
Kenneth E. Wray Jr. BSB 
*********************************· 
TOTAL BSB DEGREES 51 
********************************* 
I .. 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
951 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
STUDENT NAME 
Nancy Elizabeth Armstrong 
Carla Ann Boggess 
Amy Michelle Evans Boultinghouse 
Elizabeth Brown 
Susan Marie Foster Burcham 
Agnes Marie McElya Butler 
Amy D. Carroll 
Debbie Carter 
Michelle Leigh Cross 
Emily Sue DeBoer 
Susie Duncan 
Laura Lee Ferguson 
Martha Ann Latham Fiese 
Patricia Leigh Hightower 
Jackie Carver Kirby 
Maresa Elizabeth Lloyd 
Candi Lyn Manis 
Katherine Renee Russell 
Tracy Ann Watson 
Richele L. werline 
Kyli Wright 
********************************* 
TOTAL BSN DEGREES 21 
********************************* 
DEGREE 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
BSN 
SEMESTER 
951 I . 951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
STUDENT NAME DEGREE 
Virginia w. Schwettman BSVTE 
Steve Simmons BSVTE 
********************************* 
TOTAL BSVTE DEGREES 2 
I ********************************* 
I 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
Bachelor of Social Work 
STUDENT NAME 
Michelle Finney Bell 
Beverly Dinkins Boston 
Bryan Brown 
Barbara Wood Egner 
Johnna Renee Ford 
Tana Hook 
Mark S. Lichtefeld 
Patricia D. Martindale 
Molly Logan Norman 
Tina Louise Pollard 
Heather Leigh Rose 
Tanya Lee Sensing 
Melissa Sproatt 
Lorie Nicole Tatum 
April R. Tidwell 
Mary Katherine Ver Wey 
********************************* 
TOTAL BSW DEGREES 16 
********************************* 
DEGREE 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
BSW 
SEMESTER 
951 
951 I 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 
951 I 
951 
I 
I 
I 
Masoud A. Abdulrahim 
Brenda Faye Bowlin 
Randall Jones Bucy 
Staci Carol Cole 
MASTERS DEGREES CONFERRED 
DECEMBER 15, 1995 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Robert W. Schoen 
Rob Hart 
Hye Seon Lee 
Moh Wung Ming (Moh) 
Lori Ann Robison 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Earl Kent Barlow 
Lisa Tankersley Canler 
Monica Lynn Crider 
Lee Ann Crigler 
Cecilia Kurzendoerfer Curtis 
James L'Roy Davis 
Anna Elaine Fields Dorn 
Lori Kindrick Dyer 
Peggy Jean Harris 
Thomas C. Williamson 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Abdelrahman Mohammad Aledhaibi 
Eddie Allen 
Scott Lynn Bazzell 
Randy Lee Bolding 
Kent J. Booth 
Samuel Eric Boss 
Verlene E. Greer Boyd 
Jamie Bradsher 
Warner Dean Brines 
Charles L. Brown 
Melissa Shannon Buckingham 
Timothy J. Capps 
William M. Chapman 
Jennie Elizabeth Church 
Tobatha Renee' Clift 
Lynn Wayne Cobb 
Stacey Hellyer Dunagin 
Jimmy Mitchell Fain 
John R. Fitzgibbon 
Jane Victoria Flint 
Michelle Lynn Gan~t 
Larry Brent Gearheart 
Amy C. Gniadek 
James R. Gray 
Charles Ray Harrison 
Robert Wayne Harrison 
Sheri Lee Henson 
Ashley Hester Joiner 
Kathy Ray Jones 
Christine Anne Knight 
Holly Robertson Lesher 
Kimberly Wade Rickman 
Vera M. Rodgers 
Ashley Pugh Shadoan 
Diane Aileen Still 
Charles Thomas House 
Carman S. Jausel 
Soisuda Kesornthong 
Vanida Khrueareerat 
Barton L. Kimbell 
Michael Steven Lamb 
Timothy P. 'Larson 
Bobby Ann Lee 
Brian Dwight Long 
Dannie Lee McDowell 
Debra Pickering McGowan 
Susan M. Miller 
William Howel Nash 
Brian Scott Oliver 
Jeffrey Matthew Park 
John M. Park II 
Stephanie B. Parker 
Jonathan L. Payne 
Susan Lynn Phelps 
Kelli Susan Powell 
Noila Rodriguez 
Charles M. Rogers 
Leigh Anne Rugen 
Carla Ann Sainato 
Lori Anne Schanbacher-Swanson 
Catherine Louise Schnittger 
n 
Reigh Anne Seifert 
Kerry Lee Shea 
Scott Alan Shultz 
Raymond Douglas Stiff 
Robert Scott Suttles 
Therapong Thanapornapoonpong 
Sheena LaVerne Thomas-Brown 
Eric Scott Thompson 
Felicia Denise Upton 
Christopher Trent Wagner 
Wei Wang 
Bonnie Nall Weber 
Joseph Owen Wilson 
Wendi Ann Wilson 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Naruemol Artamnuayvipas 
Cynthia Banas 
Staci Lynn Banks 
Pamela Wheeler Benzing 
Kendra Sue Blosmore 
John Noel Boarman II 
Deborah Terese Burgess 
Michael Gary Byers 
Cynthia Lynn Caldwell 
Michele M. Sampson 
Siu Man Chan 
Praphai Chaowanawirat 
Deborah Ann Darnell 
Kanjana Euarukpong 
Pamela Dawn Herron 
Penny Mills Kramer 
Cassandra Denise Mosby 
Lena Nordboe 
Jin Qin 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Carrie June Black 
Robinel J. Bradshaw 
Rhonda Evans Edwards 
Lynn E. Fromm 
Annette Houston Haneline 
Judy N. Smith 
Elizabeth Ray Jones 
Sabrina Ann Karraker 
Janie Smith Nance 
Christine J. Nutty 
Lezlie Seibert Russell 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Shatrece W. Bryant-Buchanan 
Johnnie C. Duggans, Jr. 
William H. Eversole 
Porndittha Usanno 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
Elizabeth Lilly Everett 
Michael David Mayolo 
Bradford Alan Rodgers 
Pamuji Slamet 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Murray State University (the "University") as of June 30, 
1995, and the related statements of changes in fund balances and current funds revenues, expenditures, and 
other changes for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the management of 
the University. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require 
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts 
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and 
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. 
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
In our opinion, such financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Murray 
State University as of June 30, 1995, and the changes in its fund balances, and its current funds revenues, 
expenditures, and other changes for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles. 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose offorming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a 
whole. The supplemental schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional 
analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. These schedules are the responsibility of 
the University's management. Such schedules have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in our 
audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects when 
considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole. 
September 15, 1995 
Deloltte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
I...L.-P 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSilY 
BALANCE SHEETS 
AsofJure30,1995 
Wrth Comparati\e Figures as of Jure 30, 1994 
Ctnent Funds Endowrrert Plant Agmey Taals Unrestricted Restricted Lean Funds Funds Funds Funds 1995 1994 ASSETS Cash $ 1,331,545 $ 1,135,656 $ 429,962 $ 21,752 $ 6,718,577 $ 78,978 $ 9,716,490 $ 5,588,913 lnY!!Sirrents 12,083,166 100,000 
- 540,000 6,829,221 
- 19,552,407 21,766,073 
lnwntories 1,213,752 
- - 464 
-
- 1,214,218 1,082,914 Prepaid expenses 147,085 7,807 
-
-
-
- 154,892 89,176 Accounts and loans receivable, ret 875,076 751,550 4,127,156 
- 645,476 34,000 6,433,258 6,228,935 Interest receivable 164,055 1,446 
- - 81,962 
- 247,463 189,847 Discount on bonds payable - -
- - 366,815 
- 366,815 433,194 Due from ether funds 679,366 -
- -
-
- 679,366 655,944 Assets held by MSU Foundation - 223,783 
- 1,095,467 
-
- 1,319,250 1,124,231 Property, plant and equipment - - -
- 147,404,190 
- 147,404,190 141,565,183 
Taalassets $ 16,494,085 $ 2,220,242 $ 4,557,138 $ 1,657,683 $ 162,066,241 $ 112,978 $ 187,108,367 $ 178,724,410 
I LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE 
.. liabilities: I 
Accounts payable $ 1,306,540 $ 68,533 $ 
- $ 12,500 $ 
- $ 
- $ 1,387,573 $ 795,962 Payroll related acauals 3,235,563 -
-
-
-
- 3,235,563 2,733,880 Accrued expenses and other liabil~ies 1,123,007 49,713 
-
-
-
- 1,172,720 1,370,180 Interest payable - -
-
- 318,715 
- 318,715 354,877 
Deposa 236,726 
-
-
-
- 112,978 349,704 256,998 Deferred rewnues 554,912 -
-
-
- - 554,912 677,028 Due to other funds - 679,349 
-
- 37 
- 679,366 655,944 Nc:tes payable - -
-
-
- -
- 197,801 Bonds payable - -
-
- 33,169,362 
- 33,169,362 36,029,175 Obligations under capital leases - -
- - 116,127 
- 116,127 45,319 Taalliabil~ies $ 6,456,748 $ 797,595 $ 
- $ 12,500 $ 33,604,241 $ 112,978 $ 40,964,062 $ ~.116,984 Fund balance: 
Current unrestricted funds: 
Allocated for: 
Working capital $ 1,827,504 $ 
- $ 
- $ 
- $ - $ 
- $ 1,827,504 $ 1,934,922 Prior year carryowrs: Renovation and maintenance 1,874,126 
-
- 1,874,126 2,365,103 other 3,513,202 -
-
3,513,202 2,749,016 
~accompanying nc:tes are an integral part of these financial~ 
.. 
: : 
.. .. .. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSilY 
BAlANCE SHEETS (cont.) 
As of June 30, 1995 
With Comparati\e Rgures as of June 30, 1994 
CISI'ent Funds Endowrrert Plant Agency Totals Unrestricted Restrided Loan Funds Funds Funds Funds 1995 1994 LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE (cont.) 
Fund balance (cont.): 
Encumbrances $ 925,382 $ 
-
$ 
- $ 
- $ - $ - $ 925,382 $ 4fn,OT7 Reserve for general contingency 997,123 
- - - -
- 997,123 913,999 Reserve for seW lrsurance 900,000 
-
- - -
-
900,000 650,000 Current restrided funds 
- 1,422,647 
- - -
- 1,422,647 757,360 Loan funds - restricted 
- - 4,557,138 
- -
- 4,557,138 4,600,871 Endowment funds - restrided 
- - - 1,645,183 
- - 1,645,183 1,601,057 Plant funds: 
Unexpended 
- - - - 3,072,343 - 3,072,343 1,388,910 Renewal and replacements 
- - -
- 3,707,871 - 3,707,871 3,843,225 Retirement of indettedness 
- - - - 4,227,959 
- 4,227,959 4,163,159 Net investment in plant 
- - -
- 117,453,827 
- 117,453,827 110,172,727 Total fund balance $ 10,037,337 $ 1,422,647 $ 4,557,138 $ 1,645,183 $ 128,462,000 $ 
-
$ 146,124,305 $ 
_1_35,607,426 
.!. 
I Total flabiltties and fund balance $ _16,494,085 $ 
- 2,220,242 $- 4,557.138 $ 1.657.683 $ _162.066.241 $ 112.978 $ 187, 108.~- $ - 178.724.410 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
' 
MURRAY STATEUNIVERSilY 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
For the Year Ended June30, 1995 
Current Fund! Plant Funds 
Retirement 
Endowment A.newals and of ln\e!rtment Unrestricted A.stricted lain Funds Funds Unex~nded A>elacements Indebtedness In Plant REVENUES AND OlliER ADDITIONS: 
Current funds reYenli!S $ 74,227,843 $ 9,312,306 $ 
- $ 
- $ 
-
$ 
- $ 
- $ Prilate gits 
- 95,643 
- 39,949 Endowment income 
- 167,605 
- 4,177 Expenditures for plant acmties 
Oncluding $3,771,048 charged to 
current fund expendftures) 
-
- - - 7,554,620 Donated plant facilities 
- - - -
- - - 161,285 A.tirement of indebtedness 
- - - -
- - - 3,057,414 Errergmcy fire repair funds 
- - - - 1,500,000 Interest income - restricted 
-
- 116,746 
- 35,056 143,069 276,254 Federal and state contributions 
-
- 3,470 
A.duction in lease obfigations 
-
- -
- - - 22,234 Other additions 
-
- 24,610 
-
- 1,294 12.957 L Total reYenues and other adcl~ions $ 74,227,843 $ 9,575,556 $ 147,026 $ 44,126 $ 1,535,056 $ 144,363 $ 291,211 $ 10,795,553 I 
EXPENDITURES AND OlliER 
DEDUCTIONS: 
Educational and general expenditures $ 56,946,520 $ 8,726,101 $ 
- $ 
- $ 
-
$ 
- $ - $ Auxiroary enterprises expendlures 10,623,668 50,305 
A.fund to grantors 
- 44,576 
lain cancellations and write-offs 
- - 82,765 
Adjustment in Allowmoe 
fa IBd debts 
-
- 12,666 
Administration, collection, 
rrtigation costs 
-
- 92,777 
Expended for plant tlcilities Oncluding 
non-capmfi:zed expendftures 
of$230,142) 
-
- -
- 2,956,701 Retirement of indebtedness 
- - -
-
- - 3,057,414 Interest on indebtedness 
- -
- -
- - 1,627,943 Deletions and dispcsals 
-
- -
- - -
- 1,969,940 Other deductions 453 
-
3,708 
- - 648 890 46,360 Total expendlures and 
other deductions $ 67,570,841 $ 8,820,982 $ 191,916 $ 
- $ 2,956,701 $ 648 $ 4,686,247 $ 2,016,320 
.. accompanying notes are an integral part ofthese financial sta. .. 
' 
' 
.. .. .. 
MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSilY 
STAlEMENTOFCHANGES IN FUND BALANCES (cont.) 
Fa the Year Ended Jl.ne 30, 1995 
ClJTent Funds Plant Funds 
Retirement 
Endowmert Renewals and of lnwstrnert 
Unrestricted Restricted Loan Funds Funds Unexpended Replacements lndettedness In Plant 
mANSFERS AMONG FUNDS: 
Mandalay: 
Bond principal and irterest $ (4,262,235) $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 4,262,235 $ 
Note payable principal and interest (197,601) - - - - - 197,601 
Perkins rmtch (1,157) 
-
1,157 
Total mandatory transfers $ {4.460,993) $ 
- $ 1,157 $ - ---------$ - $ - $ ~459,836 $ 
Nonrmndatory: 
Transfer to unrestricted current fund 
from renewal and replacemert fund $ 278,669 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ (278,669) $ - $ 
Transfer from current funds to 
unexpended plant funds (1,517,658) (89,287) 
- - 1,606,945 
Transfer bonded dett tom 
J, 
unexpended plant fund to 
inwstment in plant - - - - 1,498,133 - - {1.498,133) I 
Total non-mandatorytransfers $ (1,238,769) $ (89,287) $ $ - $ 3,105,078 $ !278,869) $ - $ (1,496,133) 
Net inaease(deaease) fa the year $ 957,220 $ 665,287 $ (43,733) $ 44 126 $ ___1,_683,433 $ (135,354) $ 64,800 $ 7,281,100 
Fund balance at beginning of year $ 9,080,117 $ 757,360 $ 4,600,871 $ 1,601.057 $ 1,366,910 $ 3,843,225 $ 4, 163,159 $ 110,172,727 
Fund balance at end of year $ 10,037,337 $ 1,422,647 $ 4,557,138 $ 1 ,645,183 $ 3,072,343 $ 3,707,871 $ - 4,22Z,_959 $ 117.453,827 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNWERSrTY 
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures for the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 REVENUES: Educational end general: 
Tuition end fees $ 18,962,318 $ $ 18,962,318 $ 18,155,412 State appropriations 38,955,400 38,955,400 37,629,749 Grants and contracts 8,726,101 8,726,101 7,879,272 Indirect end administrative cost recowrles 244,132 244,132 192,702 Sales end services of educational activities 1,882,423 1,882.423 1,400,346 Other sources 3,005,979 3,005,979 Total educational and general $ 83,050,252 $ 8,726,101 $ 71,n6,353 $ 
I Auxiliary enterprises $ 11,1n,591 $ 50,305 $ 11,227,896 $ 10,874,542 Total Revenues $ 74,227,843 $ 8,n6,406 $ 83,004,249 $ 78,817,105 
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS: 
Educational and general: 
Instruction $ 25,583,n9 $ 2,135,224 $ 27,699,003 $ 25,868,144 Research 653,766 529,327 1,183,093 969,530 Public service 3,127,580 337,120 3,464,700 3,026,540 Ubraries 2,112,012 39,193 2,151,205 2,131,032 Academic support 3,030,602 424,465 3,455,267 2,976,687 Student services 5,200,881 226,561 5,429,442 5,222,611 Institutional support 5,952,715 50,on 6,002,792 6,093,099 Operation and maintenance of plant 7,473,633 683 7,474,496 6,737,123 Student financial aid 3,831,152 4,981,471 6,612,623 6,604,012 Educational and general expandlures $ 56,946,520 $ 8,726,101 $ 65,672,621 $ 61,632,n6 Mandatory transfers for: 
Bond principal and interest $ 3,648,316 $ $ 3,648,316 $ 3,4n,7o1 N~e payable principal and interest 197,601 197,601 209,312 Owen loen fund 
n.eoo 
Perkins fund matching grant 
1157 1,157 733 Total mandatory transfers $ 3,647,074 $ $ 3,647,074 $ 3,765,546 
Total educational and general $ 60,793,594 $ 8,726,101 $ 69,519,695 $ 65,396,324 Auxiliary enterprises: 
I Expendlures $ 10,623,868 $ 50,305 $ 10,674,173 $ 9,962,397 Mandatory transfers for principal and interest 613 919 613,919 837,062 Total auxiliary enterprises $ 11,237,767 $ 50,305 $ 11,266,092 $ 10,599,459 
Total Expenditures and Mandatory Transfers $ 72,031,381 $ e,ns,4oe $ 60,607,787 $ 75,997,783 
.. 
The accompanying n~es are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 
OTHER TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS 
(DEDUCllONS): 
Excess (deficiency) of restricted receipts over 
transfers to rewnues $ $ 799,150 $ 799,150 $ (26,866) 
Refunded to grantors (44,576) (44,576) (13,988) 
Nonmandatory transfers and other changes: 
Transfer to (from) unrestricted current fund 
from renewal and replacement lund 278,869 278,869 (897,691) 
Transfer from current funds to 
unexpended plart funds (1,517,658) (89,287} (1,606,945) (82,721) 
I Other changes !453) !453) Total other transfers and additions(deductbns) $ !1,239,242) $ 665,287 $ !573,955) $ !821,266) 
Net lnaease in fund balance $ 957,220 $ 665,287 $ 1,622,507 $ 1,998,056 
I 
The accompanying nctes are an Integral part of these financial statements. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Note 1. Summary of Significant AccounUng Policies 
Natura of Entity 
I 
Murray State University (the University) is a state supported institution of higher education located in 
Murray, Kentucky and is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. The University 
awards graduate and undergraduate degrees and serves a student population of approximately 8,000. 
The Institution is a component unit of the Commonwealth of Kentucky (the state). 
Accrual basis 
The financial statements of the University have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting. T. 
statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other changes is a statement of financial acliviti 
of current funds related to the current reporting period. It does not purport to present the results 
operations or tha net income or loss for the period as would a statement of Income or a statement 
revenues and expenses. 
To the extent that current funds are used to finance plant assets, the amounts so provided are accounted 
for as (1) expenditures, in the case of normal replacement of movable equipment and library books; (2) 
mandatory transfers, in the case of required provisions for debt amortization, interest and equipment 
renewal and replacement; and (3) transfers of a non-mandatory nature for all other cases. 
Fund accounting 
To ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of the resources available to the 
University, the accounts of the University are maintained in accordance with the principles of "fund 
accounting.' This is the procedure by which resources for various activities are classified for accounting 
and reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance with activities or objectives specified. Separate 
accounts are maintained for each fund; however, in the accompanying financial statements, funds that 
have similar characteristics have been combined and reported as five balanc~;~d fund groups: current 
funds, loan funds, endowment funds, plant funds, and agency funds. Accordingly, all financial 
transactions have been recorded and reported by fund group. Within each group, fund balances 
restricted by outside sources are so indicated and are distinguished from unrestricted funds allocated 
to specific purposes by action of the University's Board of Regents. Externally restricted funds may be 
utilized only in accordance with the purposes established by the source of such funds and are in contrast 
with unrestricted funds over which the University retains control to use in achieving its institution~ 
purposes. 
Current funds are used primarily to account for the transactions affecting the general operations of the 
University. These resources are expendable for performing the primary and support objectives of the 
University. Restricted gifts, grants, appropriations, and other restricted resources are accounted for in 
the appropriate restricted funds. 
Restricted current funds are reported as revenues and expenditures when expended for current operating 
expenses. 
The loan funds group is used to account for loan programs available to students and financed primarily 
by the Federal government. 
-8-
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Note 1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (cont.) 
I 
I 
Endowment funds are those for which donors or other external agencies have stipulated, under the terms 
of the instrument creating the fund, that the principal is not expendable. That is, it is to be maintained 
Inviolate and in perpetuity and is to be invested for the purpose of producing current and future Income 
which may be expended or added to principal. 
Plant fund groups are used to account for the transactions relating to investment in University property. 
Plant fund subgroups include (1) unexpended plant, (2) renewals and replacements, (3) retirement of 
indebtedness, and (4) investment in plant subgroups. The unexpended plant subgroup consists of funds 
to be used for the acquisition and/or construction of physical properties for lnstitional purposes but 
unexpended at the reporting date. The renewals and replacements subgroup consists of funds to be 
expended for renewals and replacements of plant fund assets, including some renewals and 
replacements of a type not ordinarily capitalized In the Investment in plant subgroup. The retirement of 
indebtedness subgroup consists of funds set aside for debt service reserves and charges, and for 
retirement of indebtedness on institutional properties. The investment In plant subgroup consists of funds 
expended for and thus invested in institutional properties and the bond indebtedness incurred to finance 
plant acquisitions and construction. Physical plant and equipment are stated at cost at the date of 
acquisition or at fair market value at the date of donation for gifts. Depreciation on physical plant and 
equipment is not recorded. 
Agency funds are used to account for assets held by the University as custodian or fiscal agent for others 
and used for certain organized activities. 
All gains and losses arising from the sale, collection or other disposition of investments and other 
noncash assets are accounted for in the funds which owned such assets. Ordinary income derived from 
Investments, receivables, and the like is accounted for in the fund owning such assets, except for income 
derived from investments of endowment funds, which income is accounted for in the fund to which it is 
restricted. 
Investments 
The University values investments at cost If purchased or If received as a gift, at market value at the date 
of the gift. 
Inventories 
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost, (first-in-first-out method) or market. 
Pledges receivable 
The University's policy Is to recognize pledges as revenue only when received because, in management's 
opinion, it is not practical to estimate the net realizable value of such pledges. 
Deferred revenue 
Revenues of summer school academic terms are reported in the fiscal year in which the programs 
predominantly fail. Therefore, deferred tuition revenue is recorded for terms which have not begun at 
fiscal year end. 
-9-
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Note 2. Deposits and Investments 
The University currendy uses commercial banks and the Commonwealth of Kentucky for its depositories. 
Deposits with commercial banks are covered by Federal depository insurance or collateral held by the 
bank in the University's name. At the state level, the University's accounts are pooled with other 
agencies of the State. These State pooled deposits are substantially covered by Federal depository 
insurance or by collateral held by the bank in the State's name. The invesbnents of the University not 
held in the State lnvesbnent pool are insured or registered, or are held by the University or by an agent in the University's name. 
Below Is a summary of the lnvesbnents held by the University: 
June 30, 1995 June 30, 1994 
Carrying Carrying 
Amount Market Amount Market (at Cost) Value (at Cost) 
Value I U. S. government 
securities $ 5,145,348 $ 5,152,761 $ 59,100 $ 59,100 Short term investments 
5,100,688 5,100,688 Certificates of deposit 640,000 640,000 540,000 540,000 Subtotal $ 5,785,348 $ 5,792,761 $ 5,699,788 $ 5,699,788 Investment in state 
investment pool $ 13,767,059 $ 13,842,246 $ 16,066,285 $ 16,098,932 Total $ 19,552,407 $ 19,635,007 $ 21,766,073 $ 21,798,720 
The University has been named as the beneficiary, or co-beneficiary, of certain estate trusts. Stipulated 
amounts of the trusts' invesbnent earnings are regularly distributed to the University. At June 30, ·1995 
the market value of the University's pro-rata share of the trusts' assets was approximately $1,183,000. 
The University received approximately $63,000 in trust distributions during the year ended June 30, 1995. 
Note 3. Inventories 
Inventories at June 30 consisted of: 
Current unrestricted funds-
Inventories: 
Central stores - supplies 
Central stores - furn~ure and equipment 
Food and food service supplies 
Physical plant 
University bookstore 
Subtotal 
Endowment fund-
Inventories: 
Folke Tegetthoff- books 
Total 
-10-
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
1995 1994 
85,480 $ 80,980 
3,186 5,883 
88,657 91,038 
283,271 290,372 
753,158 614,041 
1,213,752 $ 1,082,314 
46 4 $--:-:-:-:-:::6...;.0-7-0 
1,214,216 $. ==1,"'0=82=·=91=4= 
I 
" 
I 
Note 4. Accounts and Loans Receivable 
A summary of accounts and loans receivable at June 30 follows: 
1995 1994 
Current unrestricted funds -
Accounts reclevable: 
Student $ 788,156 $ 792,418 
Employee: 
Travel advances 3,666 130,680 
Computer loans 46,252 23,477 
Outside sales 390,916 408,479 
State agencies 2,456 23,435 
Allowance for doubtful accounts (356,370) (330,272) 
Subtotal 875,076 1,048,217 I Current restricted funds -Accounts receivable 
Grants and contracts 751,550 718,226 
Loan funds -
Advances to students 4,370,623 4,268,293 
Allowance for doubtful accounts (243,467) (230,801) 
Subtotal 4,127,156 4,037,492 
Plant funds -
Advance to Commonwealth of Kentucky 645,476 425,000 
Agency funds -
State agencies 34,000 
Total $ 6,433,258 $ 6,228,935 
Note 5. Property, Plant, and Equipment 
I A summary of property, plant, and equipment at June 30 follows: 1995 1994 
Land $ 2,563,393 $ 2,550,893 
Buildings 92,377,123 92,206,406 
Improvements other than buildings 7,909,692 7,649,802 
Equipment 23,199,108 21,896,724 
library holdings 16,580,258 15,770,723 
Construction in progress 4,774,616 1,490,635 
Total $ 147,404,190 $ 141,565,183 
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Note 6. Employee Benefits 
A. Kentucky Teachers Retirement System: 
All faculty and exempt employees required to hold a degree and occupying full-time positions, 
defined as seven-tenths {7/10) of normal full-time service on a daily or weekly basis, are required by 
state law to participate in the Kentucky Teachers Retirement system (KTRS). KTRS, a cost sharing, 
multiple-employer, public employee retirement system, provides retirement benefits based on 
final average salary and number of years service. Benefits are subject to certain reductions if the 
employee retires before reaching age sixty, unless the employee has twenty-seven or more years of 
participation in the plan. The plan also provides for disability retirement, death and survivor benefits 
and medical insurance. 
The Kentucky Teachers Retirement System issues a publicly available financial report that includes 
financial statements and required supplementary Information. That report may be obtained by writing 
to Kentucky Teachers Retirement System, 479 Versailles Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-3868 or b. 
calling (502)573-5120. 
Funding for the plan is provided from eligible employees who contribute 6.16% of their salary throug 
payroll deductions and the Commonwealth of Kentucky, which also indirectly contributes 13.84% of 
current eligible employees' salaries to the KTRS through appropriations to the University. Contribution 
requirements of plan members and the University are established by Kentucky Revised Statute and 
the KTRS Board of Trustees. The University's contributions to KTRS for the fiscal years ending June 
30, 1995, 1994 and 1993 were $3,223,192, $3,030,043, and $3,014,653, respectively, equal to the 
required contributions for each year. 
B. Kentucky Employee Retirement System: 
Substantially all other full-time University employees are required by law to participate In the Kentucky 
Employee Retirement System (KERS), a cost sharing multiple-employer, public employee retirement 
system. KERS provides retirement benefits based on a employee's final average salary and number 
of years of service. Benefits are subject to reduction if the employee retires before reaching age sixty-
five or less than twenty-seven years of service. The plan also provides for disability retirement, death 
and survivor benefits and medical insurance. 
The Kentucky Employee Retirement System issues a publicly available financial report that includes 
financial statements and required supplementary information. That report may be obtained by writing 
to Kentucky Employees Retirement System, 1260 Louisville Road, Perimeter Park West, Frankfort, 
Kentucky 40601 or by calling (502)564-4646. 
Funding for the plan Is provided from eligible employees who contribute 5.00% of their salary througl 
payroll deductions and the Commonwealth of Kentucky, which also indirectly contributes 8.56% o 
current eligible employees' salaries to the KERS through appropriations to the University. University 
contribution rates are determined by the Kentucky Revised Statute and the Board of Trustees of the 
Kentucky Retirement Systems each biennium. The University's contributions to KERS for the years 
ending June 30, 1995, 1994 and 1993 were $772,003,$662,952, and $661,327, respectively, equal 
to the required contributions for each year. 
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Note 6. Employee Benefits (cont.) 
C. Kentucky Employee Retirement System Legal Dispute: 
Due to a legal dispute over contribution rates assessed for the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1995, 
KERS Is proceeding through the judicial system to collect additional contributions from all state 
agencies. If the court system rules In KERS' favor, the University's total liability would be $176,445. 
D. University Self-Insurance Program: 
The University maintains a self-insurance program for employees' health and accident insurance. The 
University funds the entire plan for all permanent full-time employees and their families. Expenses 
incurred to cover claims paid by the University under the plan for fiscal years ending June 30, 1995 
totaled $3,489,213. 
Note 7. Bonds Payable 
Bonds payable at June 30, 1995, consist of the following: 
Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue 
Bonds, Issued 1963 to 1993, with maturities 
to 2012, interest rates 3.0% to 8.00% 
Consolidated Housing and Dining System 
Revenue Bonds, Issued 1965 to 1968, with 
maturities to 2008, interest rates 2.75% to 3.625% 
Others, issued 1987 to 1993, with maturities 
to 2013, interest rates 2.4% to 6. 7% 
Total 
Outstanding 
$ 24,198,000 
5,712,000 
3.259,362 
$ 33,169,362 
Revenues from student housing and dining facilities, certain other auxiliary enterprises and student fees 
are pledged for the retirement of the bonds. All bonds are collateralized by land and buildings. 
A schedule of the mandatory principal payments for the next five fiscal years and thereafter is presented 
below: 
Consolidated Housing 
Educational and Dining Asbestos/ 
Buildings System PCB Ufe 
Year Ending Revenue Revenue Removal Safety 
I 
June 30 Bonds Bonds Bonds Bonds Total 
1898 s 2.255,000 s 495,000 s 102,.28 s 70,071 s 2,922 •• 97 
11197 2,410,000 510,000 109,182 82.723 3,091,885 
1998 2,528.000 525,000 118,813 72,318 3,241,931 
1999 2,650,000 545,000 104,505 68,524 3,369,020 
2000 1,835,000 580,000 105,930 73.280 2,674.210 
Thereafter 12 •• 20,000 3,077,000 1,117,889 1,255,U1 17,869,810 
Total • 24,198,000 s 5,712,000 s 1,856,305 s 1,603,057 s 33,169,362 
The required minimum reserves of $3,543,480 and $679,204 for the Consolidated Educational Sinking 
Fund and the Housing and Dining Sinking Fund, respectively, are on deposit with the trustee and are 
included In the 'Cash' and 'Investments• amounts in Plant Funds in the accompanying balance sheet. 
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Note 8. Utlgatlon 
The University has been named as defendant In several lawsuits. It Is the opinion of management and 
Its legal counsel, based In part of the doctrine of sovereign immunity and other statutory provision, that 
the ultimate outcome of litigation will not have a material effect on the future operations or financial 
position of the University. 
Note 9. Murray State University Foundation, Inc. 
Murray State University Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) Is a Kentucky not-for-profit corporation formed 
to receive, Invest, and expend funds for the enhancement and improvement of the University. 
Accordingly, it operates the Francis E. Miller Golf Course as a separate enterprise, and manages certain 
endowments and investments on behalf of the University. 
The Foundation has a Board ofTrusteas separate from that of the University, however, the President and 
certain other officers of the University are also officers of the Foundation. I 
The University provides office space and pays certain operating expenses of the Foundation at no charg 
to the Foundation. The Foundation prepares and issues its own financial statements. Expenditures of 
the Foundation for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1995 were $2,400,057. 
Note 10. National Scouting Museum 
The National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts of America, Inc. (the Museum) operates a museum 
on the campus of the University. Under an agreement that expires on September 30, 2030, the University 
provides a building on the University's campus to house the Museum at no cost to the Museum and 
provides $85,000 of direct support to the Museum annually. The University also provides office space 
and certain administrative services to the Museum at no charge. 
Note 11. Fire Damage Claim 
On July 18, 1994, while under renovation, the Old Fine Arts building was destroyed by fire. Ancillary 
damage included the Lovett Auditorium and the new Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. The financial impact 
of this situation is uncertain at this time. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
BALANCE SHEET SCHEDULE 
CURRENT UNRESTRICTED FUNDS 
As of June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures as of June 30, 1994 
1995 
Educational 
ASSETS and General Auxiliaries Total 1994 
Cash $ 1,220,868 $ 110,677 $ 1,331,545 $ 2,848,531 ln\eStments 11,619,569 463,617 12,063,166 9,043,041 lnwntories 371,937 841,815 1,213,752 1,062,314 Prepaid expenses 145,152 1,933 147,085 89,176 Accounts and loans 
receivable, net 580,061 295,015 875,076 1,048,217 Interest receivable 140,237 23,818 164,055 26,866 
I Due from other funds 679,386 679,366 655,944 Total assets $ 14.757.210 $ 1,736,875 $ 16,494,085 $ 14,794,109 UABIUTIES AND FUND BALANCE 
liabll~ies: 
Accounts payable $ 1,199,315 $ 107,225 $ 1,306,540 $ 737,547 Payroll related accruals 3,051,244 184,319 3,235,563 2,733,880 Acaued expenses and other liabilities 1,099,287 23,720 1,123,007 1,359,546 Deposits 875 235,651 236,726 205,991 Deferred rewnues 539,620 15,292 554,912 6n,o26 Totalliabillies $ 5,690,341 $ 586,407 $ 6,456,746 $ 5,713,992 
Fund Balance: 
Allocated for: 
Working capitsl $ 1,092,235 $ 735,269 $ 1,627,504 $ 1,934,922 Prioryearcanyove~: 
Renovation and maintenance 1,520,305 353,621 1,674,126 2,365,103 Other 3,476,604 36,396 3,513,202 2,749,016 Encumbrances 660.402 44,980 925,362 467,on Reserve for general contingency 997,123 997,123 913,999 Reserve for sen insurance 900,000 900,000 650,000 Total fund be Ianoe $ 8,666,669 $ 1,170,466 $ 10,037,337 $ 9,060,117 
Totalliabilaies and fund balance $ 14,757,210 $ J,736,675 $ 16,494,065 $ 14,794,109 
I 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES 
For the Year Ended Jure 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures for the Year Ended Jure 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL REVENUES 
Tuition and fees: 
Fall $ 7,886,664 $ $ 7,886,664 $ 7,616,291 Spring 7,480,879 7,480,879 7,112,286 Sumrrer II 492,436 492,436 415,501 Sumrrer I 1,008,971 1,008,971 926,290 Miscellareous tuition 1,308 1,308 1,151 Student activity fees 1,642,726 1,642,726 1,673,604. Other course fees 449,334 449,334 410,289 Total tuition and fees $ 18,962,318 $ $ 18,962,318 $ 18,155,412 
State appropriations $ $ 38,955,400 Total state appropriatbns $ $ 38,955,400 
Govemrrent grants and contracts: 
Federal work study $ $ 381,970 $ 381,970 $ 373,567 Federal PELL 
3,451,861 3,451,861 3,588,969 Federal SEOG 
311,422 311,422 411,887 Grants and contracts - federal 
2,391,368 2,391,368 1,807,397 Grants and contracts - state 1,641,605 1,641,605 1,329,705 Grants and contracts - other 
547,875 547,875 367747 Total gram and contracts $ $ 8,726,101 $ 8,726,101 $ 7,879,272 
Indirect and administrative costs 
recovered: 
FederaVstate grant cost $ 146,192 $ $ 146,192 $ 97,415 Financial aid cost reimbursement 97,940 97,940 95,287 Total indrect and administrative costs recowred $ 244,132 $ $ 244,132 $ 192,702 
Sales and services- educational 
departments: 
Archeology service center $ 23,467 $ $ 23,467 $ 25,570 Art cash sales 27,227 27,227 23,828 Art workshops 11,115 11,115 9,415 Belize tropical escape 2,316 2,316 Biology station income 1,636 1,636 2,157 I Breathlt wt center 194,166 194,166 235,910 Chemical services 15 15 3,000 Child development center 9,300 9,300 9,300 Clinical services 45,876 45,876 30,312 English language lnslito.te 538,783 538,783 191,515 Environrrental education 100 100 64 Environrrental education 
pre-service workshop 4,828 4,828 5,355 Fall busiress education conference 750 750 915 Farm 219,905 219,905 211,148 Foreign language service 50 50 High school journalism workshop 1,494 1,494 1,304 Jesse Stuart collection 675 675 KIIS consortium 635,414 635,414 483,252 Keyboard recruling 315 315 409 MARC service center 4,493 4,493 1,957 Murray State News adwrtlsing 
n,825 n,825 88,486 
" 
Murray State X -ray lab 7,900 7,900 4,500 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 
REVENUES (cont.) 
Sales and services-educational departmerts (cart.) 
Music workshop $ 7,305 $ $ 7,305 $ 7,389 Office systems service center 2,579 2,579 1,403 Pediatric assessment 3,240 3,240 4,860 Psychology center 15 15 Recording studio 555 555 833 Safety engineering and health workshop 1,064 1,064 600 Shield 34,213 34,213 39,906 
I Speech and hearing workshop 320 Summer writing workshop 1,005 1,005 1Vstudio 1,609 1,609 1,758 University theatre 15,517 15,517 12,003 Waterfield business end government center 840 840 2,8n Yucatan program 6,831 6,831 Total sales and services $ 1,862,423 $ $ 1,862,423 $ 1,400,346 
Other sources: 
Air products symposium $ $ $ $ 1,000 Athletics 267,581 267,581 314,720 Athletics - concessions 58,252 58,252 72,883 Athletics - guarantees 65,050 65,050 102,650 Athletics - JICM revenue 202,979 202,979 113,972 Athletics - OI.C basketball tournament 11,406 11,406 7,000 Athletics - markeijng 26,466 26,466 13,089 Athletics - programs 16,612 16,612 16,122 Bad de~ expense recovery 6,491 6,491 5,634 Black student leadership council 1,357 Boar test untt 8,165 8,165 13.465 Camps 
Baseball clinic 5,185 5,185 7,n3 Mens' basketball 33,436 33,436 67,676 Ladies' basketball 2,925 2,925 10 GoW 14.500 14,500 13,025 Tennis 43,150 43,150 64,992 
I Campus lights 3,391 3,391 3.100 Center for econanlc education council 8,867 Central stores 52,320 52,320 47,304 Chemistry breakage lees 4,366 4,366 4,083 Community education 47,293 47,293 79,959 Conferences and workshops 25,153 25,153 16,456 Consolidated educational revenue fund lrterest 785,365 785,365 316,543 Contract residuals 41,575 41,575 3.442 Cooperative education/placement income 6,556 6.556 4,949 Counseling and testing 10.608 10,608 12,333 Environmental Consortium of 
Mid-America 2,250 Faculty resource center 4.383 4,383 6,734 Festival of champions 22,131 22,131 22,019 Friends of Oakhurst 452 452 Graphic arts technology 8,190 8,190 10,126 
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MURRAY STATE UNWERSrTY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 
REVENUES (cont.) 
Other sources (cont.) 
Hazardous waste and material training $ 141,053 $ $ 141,053 $ 153,960 International student orientation 3,150 3,150 3,306 lntramurals Income 4,899 4,899 6,226 Kentucky honors roundtable 1,925 1,925 2,819 Ubrary - census microfilm 1,592 1,592 1,609 Ubrary - copy service 53,066 53,066 55,288 Ubrary - fines 21,562 21,562 16,629 Ubrary - Interlibrary loan 787 787 781 Ubrary - other Income 8,571 8,571 7,651 U\lestock and expos~i:ln center 79,764 79,764 86,019 Magic silver show 200 200 1,783 Math tournament 
463 Meal management luncheons 548 548 840 Music rec~llncome 654 654 1,336 National student exchange 1,200 1,200 383 Nursing continuing education 1,259 1,259 Operating fund interest income 149,965 149,965 91,979. Other income 17,549 17,549 17,663 Perkins loan recovery 6,889 6,889 7,717 Post office box rent 5,683 5,883 4,838 Post office contract 8,000 8,000 8,000 Printing 23,892 23,892 17,267 Psychology copy account 516 516 869 Quad state 18,032 18,032 15,589 Recycling program 9,786 9,786 1,654 Regensburg exchange 71,837 71,837 74,182 Regional tournaments 
Boys' 10,457 10,457 10,468 Girls' 7,869 7,869 7,381 Concessions 23,751 23,751 22,298 Rentals 2,817 2,817 13,416 Residence halls fees 
20,080 Rodeo income 6,025 6,025 11,132 ROn:: equipment (9) (9) 546 I Sale of surplus property 29,293 29,293 143,357 Senior breakfast 898 898 4!12 Spring prep program 4,465 4,465 5,508 Student government associati:ln 70,712 70,712 61,309 Summer chess camp 25,320 25,320 16,670 Summer computer science workshop 1,100 1,100 350 Summer orientation 59,079 59,079 61,948 Super Saturdays 12,157 12,157 5,915. Tae kwon do camp 
350 Technology center 13,393 13,393 19,794 Telecommunications commissions 294,790 294,790 315,613 Wellness center 68 68 395 West Kentucky dance festival 
75 West Ky envronmental education consortium 9,308 9,308 3,201 Wickliffe mounds gift shop 6,039 6,039 5,566 Wickliffe mounds research center 18,226 18,226 25,106 Young authors camp 3659 3659 1ne Total other sources $ 3,005,979 $ $ 3,005,979 $ 2,685,082 
Total Educational and General $ 63,050,252 $ 8,726,101 $ 71.n6,353 $ 67,942,563 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES (cont.) 
For tte Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures for tte Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted 
AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES REVENUES 
Food services $ 3,850,672 $ $ 
Housing services 4,152,675 
Bookstore 2,6t4,699 
Curris center 181,051 
Parking: 
Fines 115,938 
Permits 80,874 
Other 18,164 
Racer card administration 53,212 
Vending & manual commissions 110,306 
Federal workstudy student wages 50,305 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises $ 11,1n,s91 $ 50,305 $ 
Total Current Rewnues $ 74,227,843 $ 8,n6,406 $ 
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Total 1994 
3,850,672 $ 3,735,117 
4,152,675 4,078,723 
2,614,699 2,422,995 
181,051 193,323 
115,938 149,980 
80,874 82,335 
18,164 1,402 
53,212 50,555 
110,306 107,204 
50,305 52,908 
11,227,896 $ 10,874,542 
83,004,249 $ Z8,817,105 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENDITURES 
Instruction: 
College of Business end Public Affairs: 
Accounting and fmance $ 737,582 $ $ 737,582 $ 640,386 Computer studies 694,918 694,918 691,899 Economics and finance 687,517 687,517 764,867 Management and marketing 853,321 853,321 782,650 Olfice systems and business education 381,516 381,516 344,099 Olfice system service center 
106 Pol~ical science and legal studies 642,348 642,348 624,656 MBA program 5,969 5,969 5,803 Owensboro MBA 9,261 9,261 9,003 Fall business education conl!renoe 1,025 1,025 1,031 Summer computer science workshop 636 . 636 198 Other Instruction 81 81 {3,257) 
Total College of Business and Public Affairs $ 4,014,174 $ $ 4,014 174 $ 3,861,441 
College of F111e Arts and Commlllication: 
Art $ 885,768 $ $ 885,768 $ 829,102 Art cash sales 19,178 19,178 30,924 Art wakshops 6,939 6,939 8,144 Journalism, radio and television 625,461 625,461 594,250 High school journalism and 
broadcasting wakshop 1,239 1,239 1,179 Music 981,368 981,368 934,715 Keyboard recruling 451 451 344 Speech, communication and theatre 594,581 594,581 574,508 String prep program 4,126 
.4,126 4,926 Television studios 35,879 35,879 20,551 Other instruction 825 825 1,500 Indirect costs 26 26 
Total College of F111e Arts and Communication $ 3,155,841 $ $ 3,155,841 $ 3,000,143 
College of Science: I Nursing $ 704,037 $ $ 704,037 $ 714,516 Nursing - continuing educatbn 2,409 2,409 157 Biological sciences 921,n3 921,n3 910,988 Biological station 7,652 7,652 10,664 Chemistry 120,on 120,on 6n,136 Geosciences 356,662 356,662 418,258 Mathematics 
en,203 9n,203 973,849 Physics and astronomy 538,366 538,366 527,153 
Total College of Science $ 4,228,179 $ $ 4,228,179 $ 4,232,721 
College of Education: 
Elementary and secondary education $ 1,132,582 $ $ 1,132,582 $ 1,069,683 Environmental educatbn center 4,670 4,670 6,338 Environmental educatbn preservlce 3,837 3,837 5,144 West Kentucky envi'onmental education 
Consortium 6,271 6,271 3,794 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND THANSFERS (cont.) 
For tte Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures lor tte Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Instruction (cont.} 
College of Education (cont.} 
Educational leadership and counseling $ 414,333 $ $ 414,333 $ 390,960 American ht.manics 73,598 73,598 1o.n2 Health, physical education and recreation 627,607 627,607 614,075 Special education 469,258 469,258 461,715 Speech and hearing workshops (79) (79) 526 Office of field services 186,276 186,276 266,381 Other instruction 30,524 30,524 21,030 
I Indirect cost 62 Total College of Education $ 2,949,on $ $ 2,949,on $ 2.910.500 
College of Humanistic Studies: 
English $ 1,469,465 $ $ 1,469.465 $ 1,373,923 English computer lab 51,640 51,640 7,946 ESLprogram 427,429 427,429 139.804 Foreign languages 454,866 454,866 451,399 Foreign language lab 2,716 2,716 3,268 History 660.344 660,344 705,108 Philosophy and religbus studies 173,248 173,248 171,213 Psychology 547,706 547.706 546.453 Regensburg exchange 75,153 75,153 58,929 Sociology and anthropology 537,574 537,574 472,750 Stuart writing conference 6,320 6,320 Kentucky institute lor international studies 592,719 592,719 456,837 Humani>tic studies copy account (1.460) (1 ,460) 294 Yucaten program 6,760 6,760 Other Instruction 71,918 71.918 65,728 Notations 107 107 36 
Total Co/legs of HLmanistic Studies $ 5,116,705 $ $ 5,116,705 $ 4,455.690 
College of Industry and Technology: 
Graphic arts technology $ 224,964 $ $ 224.964 $ 210,464 The technology center 17,068 17,068 16.093 I Industrial education and technobgy 1,036,225 1,036,225 960,478 Safety engineering and health 521,050 521,050 546,911 Safety engineering and health workshops 1,634 1,634 1,011 Military science 40,517 40,517 32,134 Agrlculure 715,917 715,917 675.202 Animal health technology 142,057 142,057 114,672 Rodeo 29,860 29,860 37.600 Home economics 370,511 370,511 362,546 Home economics trawl study tours 173 173 Child development 15,897 15,897 9,593 Indirect costs 956 956 Other instruction 4100 4100 101 
Total College of hdustry and Technology $ 3,120,949 $ $ 3,120,949 $ 2,988,607 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Wrth Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Instruction (cont.) 
Other instruction: 
Bowling course fees $ 4,953 $ $ 4,953 $ 5,025 Communication accross the curriculum 2,474 2,474 15,791 Computer for instruction and research 250,000 250,000 250,000 Consultants 9,198 9,198 Academic assessment 
11,782 Area health education system 54,754 54,754 57,767 Bachelor of independent study degree 128,964 128,964 121,246 I Belize tropical escape (300) (300) Center br econanic education 2,065 2,065 9,216 Center for international programs 173,691 173,691 133,109 Conferences and workshops 71 '153 71,153 75,974 Summer chess camp 18,255 18,255 14,733 Correspondence study 42 42 307 Extended campus programs 481,243 481,243 458,326 Festival of champions 20,922 20,922 23,699 Fme arts building fire damage 144,033 144,033 GoW course green fees 2,575 2,575 2,500 Hazardous waste 2,125 2,125 1,930 Honors program 40,740 40,740 29,428 Indirect costs - VPAA 11,843 11,843 11,224 Instructional support 36,316 36,316 45,433 Jesse Stuart fellowship 
62 Kentucky academic decalhelon 2,931 2,931 4,018 Math tournament 
382 Presidential scholar 3,832 3,832 Quad state feslva Is 20,056 20,056 13,868 Russian experience 390 390 Special ed multi-media and essistiYe 
technology center 17,932 17,932 11,080 Storycrafting 
(22) Summer challenge 
(4) Summer leaves and salaries 698,641 698,641 577,984 Super Saturdays 7,555 7,555 4,170 Trumpet workshop 2,870 2,870 6,200 I Unallotted academic programs 54,181 54,181 55,755 West Kentucky dance festival 375 375 Young aU1hors camp 4,388 4,388 276 Instruction accrued compensation expense 33,330 33,330 2,188 Instruction workstudy 
178,133 178,133 184,459 Matching grants and contracts 
1,957,091 1,957,091 1,623,754 
Total other Instruction $ 2,301,527 $ 2,135,224 $ 4,436,751 $ 3,751,660 
Community education: 
Center for continuing education $ 265,806 $ $ 265,806 $ 268,434 Community education 78,981 78,981 85,576 The Paducah center 118,058 118,058 107,193 
Total community education $ 462,845 $ $ 462,845 $ 461,203 
.. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Instruction (cont.) 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 
Pteparatory.hemedial instruction: 
Learning center $ 214,482 $ $ 214,482 $ 205,979 
Total preparatory/remedial instnJction $ 214,482 $ $ 214,482 $ 205,979 
Total Instruction $ 25,563,n9 $ 2,135,224 $ 27,699,003 $ 25,666,144 
Research: 
I Institutional sponsored research $ 21,178 $ $ 21,178 $ 22,306 Center of excellence and ecosystems studies 386,418 386,418 398,514 Mid-America remote sersing center 163,428 163,428 143,942 Stocker calves project 13,127 13,127 
Research accrued compensation expense 949 949 1,518 Research workstudy 2,510 2,510 2,196 Matching grants and contracts 68,666 526,817 595,483 401,054 
Total research $ 653,766 $ 529,327 $ 1,183,093 $ 969,530 
Public service: 
Community service: 
Environmental Consortium of Mid-America $ $ $ $ s School services office 5,651 5,651 3,645 Archeology service center 44,437 44,437 20,328 Chemica I services 68 Conferences and workshops 23,365 23,365 19,938 Celebrate women 1,844 1,844 2,618 Breathlt Veterinary Center: 
Administrative services 630,741 630,741 551,552 Clinical pathobgy 110,521 110,521 105,873 DNA diagnostics 92,820 92,820 71,092 Diagnostic and research capital 4,046 4,046 10,519 Histology 91,822 91,822 70,674 Seaboard farms 42,656 42,656 30,969 Serology 139,490 139,490 121,390 
I Virology 182,935 182,935 183,567 Miciobiology 261,268 261,268 2B0,5n Pathology 465,387 465,387 410,014 Therapy and field services 32,329 32,329 300 Toxicology 263,426 263,426 136,512 Graphic arts video 3,042 3,042 10,465 National boy scout museum 85,817 85,817 85,987 Psychology center 17 Waterfield center 2,851 2,851 3,456 Uvestock and expos~ ion center 1n.459 1n.459 130,140 MSU X-ray lab 5,835 5,835 4,763 Small business devalopment center 66,827 Clinical services 24418 24 418 39,203 
Total corrmunity service $ 2,692,160 $ $ 2,692,160 $ 2,360,497 
Public broadcasting services: 
" WKMS - radb station $ 183,044 $ $ 183,044 $ 163,506 
Total public broadcasting services $ 183,044 $ $ 183044 $ 163,506 
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MURRAY STAlE UIIIVERSnY 
SCHEDULE OF Cl.fiRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended ..IJne 30, 1995 
Wrth Comparative Figures for the Year Ended ..Une 30, 1994 
1995 
lklrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCAllON AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Public Sefllice (cont.) 
Other public service: 
Baseball Oinic $ 8,892 $ $ 8,892 $ 6,949 Biological station facilities 281 281 2,576 Boar test unit 3,990 3,990 12,328 Corrinunity service workstudy 3,609 3,609 HazardOIB materials worker training project 157,198 157,198 147.271 Public service accrued compensation expense 10,040 10,040 (14,290) Public service wor!Gtudy 17,492 17,492 7,347 
I 
Matching grarts and contracts 68,366 319,626 367,994 342,356 
Total other pth/ic service $ 252,376 $ 337,120 $ 569,496 $ 504537 
Total public service $ 3,127,560 $ 337,120 $ 3,464,700 $ 3,026,540 
Ubraries: 
Ubrary $ 2.on.1es $ $ 2,on,1es $ 2,027,603 Census microfilm program 1,444 1,444 1,914 Ubrary copy service 31,157 31,157 46,149 lntertibrary loan 699 699 609 Ubrary accrued compensation expense 947 947 (10,516) . Ubrary workstudy 39,161 39,161 39,665 Matching grants and contracts 
12 12 24,968 
Total libraries $ 2,112,012 $ 39,193 $ 2,151,205 $ 2,131,032 
Acedemlc support: 
MuselrTIS, galleries, Bnd theatre: 
aara Ea!je art gallery $ 6,736 $ $ 6,736 $ 7,648 Recording studio 145 145 132 Summer arts academy 51 51 lkliversity theatre 37,672 37,672 32,111 Wrather West Kentucky museum 51,172 51,172 52,062 Wickliffe mounds 41,609 41,609 46,506 Wickliffe mounds gill shop 4,114 4,114 3,726 WICkliffe mounds Yoelcome center 18,532 18,532 21,794 
Total museums, galleries, snd theatre $ 162,031 $ $ 162,031 $ 164 179 I Educational meda selllices: Faculty resource center $ 166,642 $ $ 166,642 $ 154,397 
Total educatknal media services $ 168,642 $ $ 166,642 $ 154397 
Ancillary support: 
Academic council $ 696 $ $ 696 $ 235 Farms 227,139 227,139 212,749 Horticulture 6,757 6,757 6,944 Horses 60,953 60,953 66,671 Faculty S818te 9,564 9,564 9,333 
Total ancillary support $ 305,119 $ $ 305,119 $ 295,932 
.. 
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MURRAY STATE UNII/ERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDilURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended Jure 30, 1995 
Wl1h Comparative Figures for the Year Ended Jure 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 
EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Academic suppon (cont.) 
Academic administration: 
Dean - bllliness and public aflars $ 310,792 $ $ 310,792 $ 355,093 
Dean - fine arts and communication 304,492 304,492 2n,890 Dean -science 500,764 500,764 423,557 
Dean - education 447,565 447,565 362,284 
Dean - humanistic studies 183,422 183,422 172,506 
Dean - Industry and technology 265,359 265,359 292,727 
Office of grants dewlopment - sponsored programs 106,767 106,767 105,531 
I Total academic administration $ 2,119,161 $ $ 2,119,161 $ 1,989,588 Academic personnel development: 
Faculty reauitment and travel $ 101,378 $ $ 101,378 $ 74,438 Min·orily faculty recrulrrent 78,595 78,595 65,500 
Total academic personnel development $ 179,973 $ $ 179,973 $ 139,938 
Course and curriculum development: 
Acaeditations $ 9,627 $ $ 9,627 $ 16,853 SACS Re-accreditation (178) (178) 48,798 Curriculum dewlopment 6,797 Un~ plan and program development 25,382 25,382 11,320 
Total course and curriculum development $ 34,831 $ $ 34,831 $ 83,768 
Other academic support: 
Special programs $ 9,674 $ $ 9,674 $ 2,205 Archeology lab 5,696 5,696 7,296 Student advising center 21 21 11 
Academic support accrued compansation 
expense 4,272 4,272 5,120 Academic support workstudy 30,838 30,838 28,099 
Matching grants and contracts 43,382 393,627 437,009 108,154 
Total other academic support $ 63,045 $ 424,465 $ 487,510 $ 150,885 I Total academic suppott $ 3,030.802 $ 424,465 $ 3,455,267 $ 2,978,687 Student services: 
Student service actninistration: 
School relations $ 486,918 $ $ 486,918 $ 506,499 Recruitment and retention 55,168 55,168 19,145 African-American recru~nt 47,219 47,219 13,007 Student government association 187,294 187,294 211,159 Curris center administration 160,190 160,190 174,467 Office of uniYersily school 70481 70481 76,350 
Total student services administration $ 1,007,270 $ $ 1,007,270 $ 1,000,627 
Social and cultural development: 
The Shield $ 48,256 $ $ 48,256 $ 51,023 .. Murrey State University News 109,909 109,909 87,546 
Total social and cultural development $ 156 167 $ $ 156167 $ 138,569 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND mANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures lor the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Student Services (cont.) 
Counseling and career guidance: 
Counseling end testing center $ 215,255 $ $ 215,255 $ 211,393 Cooperative education and placement 192,266 192,266 172,067 Catalogs and bulletins 76,744 76744 9,202 
Total counseling and career guidance $ 484,265 $ $ 484,265 $ 392,662 
Student financial aid administration: I Student fmencial aid office $ 359,941 $ $ 359,941 $ 343.005 Total student financial aid administration $ 359,941 $ $ 359,941 $ 343,005 
Student health services: 
Health services $ 284,814 $ $ 284,814 $ 284,554 
Total student health services $ 284,814 $ $ 284,814 $ 284,554 
Intercollegiate athletics: 
Athletic direaor $ 176,297 $ $ 176,297 $ 224,451 Sports information director 43,036 43,036 28,714 Athletic trainer 129,090 129,090 122,320 Athletic concessions 35,806 35,806 35,136 Athletic marketing 7,236 7,236 8,749 Athletic photography 1,439 1,439 1,001 Athletic programs 10,397 10,397 11,224 Athletic ticket olfica 37,533 37,533 41,924 Basketball referee 
2 Football 426,679 426,679 490,457 Football summer clinic 10 10 425 Men's basketball 320,722 320,722 303,429 NCAA tournament travel 63,123 63,123 OVC basketballtoumament 12,765 12,765 10,539 OVC championship tourney 2,018 2,018 
I Regional tourney 7,797 7,797 6,049 NIT travel 15,646 Baseball 94,314 94,314 92,228 Men's and women's track 81,211 81,211 81,576 Men's tennis 37,984 37,984 41,300 Men'sgon 26,335 26,335 26,557 Racer basketball camp Ill 30,503 30,503 56,412 Athletic compliance 71,265 71,265 74,039 Women's basketball 124,176 124,176 115,369 Women'sgon 26,n8 26,n8 26,063 Women's tennis 37,152 37,152 37,190 Women's volleyball 52,332 52,332 47,365 Rifteteam 12,388 12,388 30,717 Chee~eaders 17,530 17,530 12,690 
Total Intercollegiate athletics $ 1,885,916 $ $ 1,885,916 $ 1,941,592 
" 
" 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Student Services (cont.) 
Student admissions and records: 
Admissions and recads $ 602,426 $ $ 602,426 $ 573,220 De17ee audtt system 37,875 37,875 36,814 Commencement expense 43,471 43,471 7,940 Touch tone registration 15,142 15142 
Total student admissions and recorrls $ 698,914 $ $ 698,914 $ 617,974 
Other student services: 
I African-American program $ 2,616 $ $ 2,616 $ Co-curricular educatbn 82,986 82,986 79,453 Minority student services 59,360 59,360 46,6n Campus lights 2,473 2,473 2,621 Freedom fest concessions 2,208 2,208 4,689 Forensic team 2,468 2,468 10,625 Indirect costs 16,393 16,393 21,193 National student exchange 50 50 2 Regional tournaments 21,649 21,649 19,730 Residence hall association 
Residence halls 4,954 
17,819 Senior breakfast 3,282 3,282 3,373 Student ambassadors 1,490 1,490 Summer orientation 60,200 60,200 65,639 University judical affairs 
6 University forum 
13 Veterans alia is 
35 Wellness center 18,957 18,957 15,307 Women's center 1,133 1,133 402 Roads scholars 8,545 8,545 Student services acaued compensation expense 2,580 2,580 3,290 Student life Improvement 14,025 14,025 3,263 Unallocated student alia is 15,786 15,766 Student services workstudy 56,162 56,162 50,752 Matching grants and contracts 5415 172,399 1n514 153,585 
I Total other student services $ 321.594 $ 228,561 $ 550,155 $ 503,628 Total student sefllices $ 5,200,881 $ 228,561 $ 5,429,442 $ 5,222,611 
Institutional suppon: 
Executive management: 
Board of regents $ 8,431 $ $ 8,431 $ 15,228 President's office 316,261 316,261 291,700 Vice president lor academic a flairs 338,388 338,388 329,854 Vice president lor student deYBiopment 181,5BB 181,5BB 189,480 Vice president lor finance 
and administrative services 163,320 163,320 201,015 Institutional planning and research 51,254 51,254 128,849 Legal services 146,359 146,359 145,426 Overtime (278) (278) (28) 
Total executive management $ 1.225.323 $ $ 1.225,323 $ 1,301.524 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDilURES AND 11'1ANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures for the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unreslrk:ted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
/nstutiona/ support {cont.) 
Fiscal operations: 
Office of the budget $ 95,801 $ $ 95,801 $ 111,190 Accounting and financial services 748,734 748,734 754,607 Bad del::t expense 52,354 52,354 43,106 Bank service charge 42,306 42,306 38,403 
Total fiscal operations $ 939,195 $ $ 939,195 $ 947,306 
General administration end I logistical services: Accountability $ 2,599 $ $ 2,599 $ 15,038 Purchasing and general services 406,192 406,192 440,637 Sale of surplus property 1,479 1,479 360 Central stores revolving fund 38,Q49 38,049 40,614 Personnel services 208,330 208,330 216,877 Campus safety 556,955 556,955 530,227 Microcomputer repair 59,852 59,852 67,923 Mctor pool 146,245 146,245 262,961 Postal services 154,958 154,958 149,534 Recycling program 
25 Rental property 320 320 2,183 Workers compensation 209,237 209,237 207,431 Scottish hertigage 547 547 804 Unemployment canpensation 11,250 11,250 50,220 Flex spending 15,564 15,564 11,724 Public address system 3,979 3,979 4,970 Telecommunications sup!l)rt 383,669 383,669 380,666 Vehicle replacement 41,548 41548 
Total general administration end 
logistical services $ 2,240,773 $ $ 2,240,773 $ 2.382,214 
Public relations and development: 
Office of development & alumni attars $ 470,945 $ $ 470,945 $ 449,033 Marketing and public relations 117,635 117,635 109,590 I News bureau 100,218 100,218 96,231 Photography 2,591 2,591 6,121 Radio/ televisbn 36,893 36,893 34,577 Office of publications 157,243 157,243 152,401 University publications 24,681 24,681 25,534 University wide events 15,055 15,055 3410 
Total public relations end development $ 925,261 $ $ 925.261 $ 876,897 
Admlnistratil'e computing support 
Computing and information systems $ 777064 $ $ 777,064 $ 680,369 
Total administrative computing suppolt $ 777,064 $ $ 777,064 $ 680,369 
.. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures lor the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted 
EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) Restricted Total 1994 
lnstutional support (cont.} 
Other institutional support: 
Other $ $ $ $ 4,390 MSU stall congess s.n8 6,n8 4,827 
MSU stall congess awards 8,687 8,687 7,928 Employee scholarship 71,428 71,428 70,029 Friends of oakhurst 607 607 853 Love letters 2,327 2,327 
Miscellaneous Institutional support 163,342 163,342 69,651 
I President search 3,064 3,064 44,524 Institutional support allocation to auxiliary (461,748) (461,746) (431,052) Touch tone inquiry 168 168 University audits 51,969 51,969 69,681 
Acaued canpensation expense 16,437 16,437 (7,665) Institutional support workstudy ro.on ro.on 51,623 
Total other institutional support $ (154,901) $ ro,on $ (104,624) $ (95,211) 
Total institutional support $ 5,952,715 $ ro,on $ 6,002,792 $ 6,093,099 
Operation and maintenance of plant: 
Physical plant administration: 
Administration $ 353,324 $ $ 353,324 $ 342,651 Engineering and architectural services 101,657 101,657 97,809 Seasonal labor 33,666 33,886 49,668 
Total physical plant administration $ 488,867 $ $ 488,867 $ 490,328 
8.Jilding maintenance: 
Building and equipment maintenance $ 1,79B,n9 $ $ 1,79B,n9 $ 1,746,413 Grounds maintenance 469,270 469,270 469,216 Property Insurance 230,202 230,202 207,754 
Total building maintenance $ 2,498,251 $ $ 2.498,251 $ 2.443.383 
I 
Other operation and maintenance of plant: 
Custodial maintenance $ 1,096,574 $ $ 1,098,574 $ 1,064,603 
Environmental salley and health 148,706 146,706 136,410 Utiltties 2,203,902 2,203,902 2,208,192 Warehouse Inventory 17,311 17,311 (4,6SlJ) Chemical hazardous waste disposal 35,232 35,232 31,963 
Major repairs and renovation 974,923 974,923 349,8SlJ Operation and maintenance of plant 
accrued compensation expense 8,067 8,067 (5,521) Operation and maintenance of plant 
workstudy 663 663 2,565 
Total other operation and maintenance 
of plant $ 4.488,715 $ 663 $ 4.467,378 $ 3.803.412 
Total operation and maintenance of 
plant $ 7,473,833 $ 663 $ 7,474,496 $ 6,737,123 " 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Wllh Comparative Figures br the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATION AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Student financial aid: 
Scholarships and fellowships $ 2,651,650 $ 495,981 $ 3,147,631 $ 3,183,607 Athletic grants-in-aid 1,070,840 1,070,840 1,078,509 Peli, and SEOG grant awards 108,662 4,485,490 4,594,152 4,341,896 
Total studarrt financial aid $ 3,831,152 $ 4,981,471 $ 8,812,623 $ 8,604,012 
Total educational and general $ 56,946,520 $ 8,726,101 $ 65,672,621 $ 61,632,n8 
Mandatoty transfers: 
Principal and interest $ 3,648,316 $ $ 3,648,316 $ 3,4n,7o1 Perkins fund matching grart 1,157 1,157 733 Phone switch ncxe payable 197,601 197,601 209,312 Owen loan fund 
n,aoo 
Total mandatory translers $ 3,847,074 $ $ 3,847,074 $ 3,765,546 
Non-mandatoty transfers: 
From auxiliaries $ (77,320) $ $ (77,320) $ (77,320) To (from) renewal and replacement (278,869) (278,869) 8n,B91 To (from) unexpended plant fund 1,236,658 89,287 1,325,945 (8,219) 
Total non-mandatory transfers $ 880,469 $ 89,287 $ 969,756 $ 792,152 
Total educational and general 
expenditures and transfers $ 81,674,063 $ 8,815,388 $ 70,489,451 $ 66,190,478 
I 
" 
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MURRAY STATE UNWERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 30. 1995 
Wllh Comparative Figures for the Year Ended June 30, 1994 
AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES EXPENDITURES 
Food service 
Housing 
Bookstore 
Curris Center 
University Parking 
Racer Cerd Administration 
Vending and manual commissions 
Auxiliary erterprises workstudy 
Total auxilary enterprises 
expenditures 
Mandatoty transfers: 
Principal and interest 
Total mandatory transfers 
Non-mandatoty transfers: 
To educational and general 
To unexpended plant lUnd 
FromCERR 
Total non-mandatory transfers 
Total auxilary enterprises 
expenditures and transfers 
Total current fUnds 
expenditures and transfers 
Unrestricted 
$ 3,735,011 $ 
3,637,112 
2,364,673 
569,547 
144,059 
62,527 
110,939 
$ 10,623,868 $ 
1995 
Restricted Total 
$ 3,735,011 $ 
3,637,112 
2,364,673 
569,547 
144,059 
62,527 
110,939 
50,305 50,305 
50,305 $ 10,674,173 $ 
1994 
3.524,707 
3,269,022 
2,222,832 
532,266 
172,291 
82,037 
106,334 
52,908 
9,962,397 
$ 613,919 $ ---=-- $ 613,919 $ 637,062 
$ 613,919 $---- $ 613.919 $ 637,062 
s n,320 s $ n,320 s n,320 
281,000 281,000 90,940 
(180,000) 
$ 358,320 $ ---=-- $ 358,320 $ (11 ,740) 
$ 11,596,107 $ 50,305 $ 11,646,412 $ 10.587,719 
s 73,270.170 s 8.865,693 s 82,135.863 s 76,nB,195 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES 
AND TRANSFERS BY MAJOR OBJECT 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Rgures as of June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL-
Expend lures: 
Instruction: 
Penronnel services $ 22,821,622 $ 1,541,638 $ 24,363,260 $ 23,079,058 
Current operating expenses 2,266,565 573,424 2,639,989 2,536,086 
capital outlay 475,592 20,162 495 754 253,000 
Total s 25,563,n9 $ 2,135,224 $ 27,699,003 $ 25,868,144 
Research: I Personnel services $ 470,217 $ 324,357 $ 794,574 $ 618,471 Current operating expenses 150,126 145,594 295,720 273,670 capital outlay 33,423 59,376 92,799 n,se9 
Total $ 653,766 $ 529,327 $ 1,163,093 $ 969,530 
Public service: 
Personnel services $ 2,389,182 $ 251,428 $ 2,640,810 $ 2,367,534 
Current operating expenses 452,056 80,574 532,630 473,463 
capital outlay 286,342 5 118 291,460 187,543 
Total $ 3,127,580 $ 337,120 $ 3,464,700 $ 3,028,540 
Ubrarles: 
Pen;onnel services $ 1,141,189 $ 39,181 $ 1,180,370 $ 1,181,065 
current operating expenses 939,111 12 939,123 910,920 
capital outlay 31,712 31 712 39047 
Total $ 2,112,012 $ 39,193 $ 2,151,205 $ 2,131,032 
Academic support: 
Penronnel services $ 1,855,179 $ 128,836 $ 1,984,015 $ 1,960,503 
Current operating expenses 796,807 109,987 906,794 733,846 
capital outlay 378,816 185,642 564,458 264,338 
Total $ 3,030,802 $ 424,465 $ 3,455,267 $ 2,978,687 
Student services: 
Personnel services $ 3,541,640 $ 227,202 $ 3,768,842 $ 3,568,058 
Current operating expenses 1,555,692 1,359 1,557,051 1,593,146 I capital outlay 103,549 103 549 61 407 Total $ 5,200,681 $ 228,561 $ 5,429,442 $ 5,222,611 
Institutional support: 
Personnel services $ 5,357,241 $ so.on $ 5,407,318 $ 5,368,188 
Current operating expenses 395,435 395,435 425,576 
capital outlay 200,039 200,039 301,335 
Total $ 5,952,715 $ so, on $ 6,002,792 $ 6,093,099 
Operation and mairtenance of plant: 
Penronnel services $ 3,605,889 $ 663 $ 3,606,552 $ 3,588,062 
Current operating expenses · 3,424,469 3,424,469 3,082,732 
Capital outlay 443475 443475 66,329 
Total $ 7,473,833 $ 663 $ 7 474 496 $ 6,737,123 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES 
AND TRANSFERS BY MAJOR OBJECT (CONT.) 
For the Year Ended Jure 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures as of June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1994 EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL (cont.) 
Expendlures (cont.) 
Student fmancial aid: 
Personnel services $ 10,431 $ 9,470 $ 19,901 $ 11,750 Current operating expenses 3,820,721 4,966,520 8,787,241 8,553,238 Capital outlay 5,481 5 481 39,024 Total $ 3,831,152 $ 4,981,471 $ 818121623 $ 8,604,012 
Mandatory transfers lor: 
Bond payable principal and interest $ 3,648,316 $ $ 3,648,316 $ 3,4n,7o1 I Nae payable principal and interest 197,601 197,601 209,312 Owen loan lund n.eoo Perkins lund matching grart 1 157 1 157 733 Total $ 3,847,074 $ $ 3,847,074 $ 3,765,546 
Non-mandatory transfers: 
From auxiliary enterprises $ (77,320) $ $ (77,320) $ (77,320) To (from) renewal and replacement lund (278,869) (278,869) 8n,691 To (from) unexpended plant lund 1,236,658 89,287 1,325,945 (8,219) Total $ 860,469 $ 89,287 $ 969,756 $ 792,152 
• Total Educational and General $ 61,674,083 $ 8,815,388 $ 70,489,451 $ 86,190,476 
AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES 
Expend lures: 
Personrel services $ 3,738,488 $ 50,305 $ 3,788,793 $ 3,786,209 Current operating expenses 6,740,423 6,740,423 6,052,824 Capital outlay 144,957 144,957 Total $ 10,623,868 $ 50,305 $ 10,674,173 
Mandatory transfers lor 
principal and interest $ 613,919 $ $ 613,919 $ 637,062 
Non-mandatory transfers: 
To educational and gereral $ n,320 $ $ n,320 $ n,320 To unexpended plant lund 281,000 281,000 90,940 I From renewal and replacement fund {180,000) Total $ 358,320 $ $ 358,320 $ {11,740) Total Auxiliary Enterprises $ 11,596,107 $ 50,305 $ 11,646,412 $ 10,587,719 
Total Expenditures and Transfers $ 73,2Z0,170 $ 8,865,693 $ 8!1,135,863 s 76,n8,195 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES 
AND ffiANSFERS BY MAJOR OBJECT (CONT.) 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
With Comparative Figures as of June 30, 1994 
1995 
Unrestricted Restricted 
SUMMARY BY MAJOR OBJECT-
Expend lures: 
Personnel services $ 44,931 ,078 $ 2,623,157 Current operating expenses 
20,541,405 5,8n,47o Capital outlay 
2,097,905 275,ng Total $ 67,570,388 $ 8,n6,406 
Mandatory transfers for: 
Bond rxincipal and interest $ 4,262,235 $ Nc.ee payable principal and interest 197,601 Owen loan fund 
Perkins fund matching grart 
1 157 Total $ 4,460,993 $ 
Non-mandatory transfers: 
To (from) renewal and replacement fund $ (278,869) $ To (from) unexpended plant fund 1,517,658 Total $ 1,238,789 
Total Expenditures and Transfers $ 73,270,1ZO $ 8,865,693 
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Total 1994 
$ 47,554,235 $ 45,546,898 
26,418,875 24,635,501 
2,373,684 t,4t2,n6 
$ 76,346,794 $ 71,595,175 
I $ 4,262,235 $ 4,114,763 197,601 209,312 n,eoo 
1157 733 $ 4,460,993 $ 4,402,608 
$ (278,869) $ 697,691 
1,606,945 82,721 $ 1,328,076 $ 760,412 
$ 82,! 35,863 $ 76,ZZ8, 195 
I 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
LDAN FUNDS 
For tre Year Ended Jure 30, 1995 
Student Norris 
Student Nurse Loan Perkins Loan Owen 
Errergency Program Student • Program Student 
Loans Fund Loan Fund Fund Loan Fund Total Fund balance at beginning 
ol!1f!8r $ 1,365 $ 284,136 $ 4,210,715 $ 26,660 $ n,oo5 $ 4,600,871 
Additions: 
Interest $ $ 10,534 $ 102,757 $ 1,658 $ 3,797 $ 118,746 Federal contributions 3,470 '3,470 Other contributions 195 195 Other add lions 139 24,476 24,615 Mandatory transfer -
I Perkins match 1 157 1 157 Total additions $ $ 10,673 $ 131,660 $ 1,853 $ 3,797 $ 148,183 
Deductions: 
Cancellations - teaching $ $ $ 28,686 $ $ $ 28,686 Cancellations - death 894 894 Cancellations - disabiiHy 9,688 9,688 Cancellations - bankruptcy 1,096 5,581 468 7,147 Cancellations - detautt 27,055 6,929 33,984 Cancellations - law 1,894 1,894 Cancellations - medical 300 300 Cancellations - family 172 172 Adjustment In allowance 
lor bad debts 1,782 17,621 (7,663) 926 12,666 Administrative costs 87,040 238 87,278 Collection costs 258 5,269 (28) 5,499 Other deductions 1365 (10) 2,353 3708 
Total deductions $ 1,365 $ 3,128 $ 186,553 $ (56) $ 926 $ 191,916 
Fund balance at end of year $ $ ~].681 $ 4,156,022 $ 28,569 $ 80,866 $ 4,557,138 
I 
" 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Fund balance at beginning .of year 
Additions: 
Gifts and donations 
Investment income 
Endowment income 
Total additions 
Fund balance at end of year 
-36-
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$ 1,601,057 
$ 39,949 
4,044 
133 
$ 44,126 
$ !,645,183 I 
I 
.. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSI'TY 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE 
UNEXPENDI3) PLANT FUND BALANCE 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Fund balance at beginning of year 
Additions: 
Transfers from current funds 
Interest earnings 
Transfer bonded del:t to lnwstrnent in plant 
Emergency f~e repair funds 
Total additions 
Deductions: 
Current expenditures 
Fund balance at end of year 
-37-
$ 1,388,910 
$ 1,606,945 
35,056 
1,498,133 
1,500,000 
$ 4,640,134 
$ 2,956,701 
$ 3,072,343 
MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSilY 
SCHEDULE OF PROJECT AllOTMENTS 
UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
State 
Rewnue Appro- Trust and lnYeS!mert Other State Bond J!iation A~n91 Fund Income Funds Proceeds Other Total 
100 Clearing $ 343 $ 
- $ 56 $ 
- $ 60,796 $ 
- $ 61,195 131 land acquis~ions 
- 844,423 356,267 
- -
- 1,200,690 251 lndtstry and technology building 
-
- 1,250,000 
- 12,500,000 
- 13,750,000 300 Con ed series e & I cearing 
- - 173,606 
- 815,911 
- 989,717 405 Renovate old fine arts building 
- - 330,616 
- 3,619,384 
- 3,950,000 410 National boy scout museum phase IV 
- 36,814 
-
-
- - 36,814 503 Hazardous WlSte storage 
- -
- 85,000 
-
- 85,000 514 New campus phone switch 
- 908,548 
-
-
- - 908,548 531 Old fine arts asbestos rem011al -
- 61,850 12,000 
- - 73,850 534 Fire alarm repl & compr gas storage -
-
- 67,500 
-
- 67,500 537 Underground fuel tank replacement - 62,000 
- 75,000 
-
- 137,000 543 Serum chemistry analy2er - BloC - 80,000 
-
- -
- 80,000 
I 
.... 551 Hancock bio st. cabins, bathhouse 
- 90,000 
-
- -
- 90,000 
., 
I 605 Expo center roof replaoemert 
- 35,000 
-
-
-
- 35,000 621 HVPC curris center bal~oom - 7,700 
-
-
-
- 7,700 622 BI.C HVPC system - 149,070 
-
- -
- 149,070 623 Expo/south farm inwntory - 90,000 
-
- - - 90,000 624 ShOY.er/eyeWlSh station -
-
- 31,500 
-
- 31,500 628 E&G fire hom upgade -
- 24,945 18,555 
-
- 43,500 628 Pogue plaster/paint - 20,000 
-
-
-
- 20,000 631 Hancock researcher cabins - 30,000 
-
- - - 30,000 634 Remcte fire alarm monitaing sy.;tem -
- 13,000 59,800 875 
- 73,675 636 Elevata fireman's service -
- 89,550 
- -
- 89,550 637 Faculty hall elevata ren011ation -
-
-
- 300,000 
- 300,000 638 Hay storage facility - 35,828 
-
- -
- 35,828 641 Renovate woods hall - 300,000 
-
- -
- 300,000 642 Steam & condensate fines 
- 133,763 
-
-
-
- 133,763 643 l.ov.Tyemergency generata 
- - 16,000 
-
-
- 16,000 644 Clark shOY.er base replacement - 136,000 
-
- -
- 136,000 645 Masonry dei!cts - curris center - 208,800 
-
-
-
- 208,800 708 Equine instruction ilcility -
-
-
-
- 25,000 25,000 708 Roof replacement - gen serv bldg - 250,000 
-
-
- - 250,000 717 Fire damange ceanup -
- - 1,500,000 
-
- 1,500.000 719 Paddock fencing - equine center - 25,360 
-
- 25,360 
.. .. .. 
:: : 
' 
.. .. .. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSilY 
SCHEDULE OF PROJECT AUDTMENTS (cont.) 
UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS 
Fa the Year Ended Jt.ne 30, 1995 
State Fewnue 
Appro- Tnstand lnwstment Other State Bond 
[!iation A~n9:Fund Income Funds Proceeds Other Tc:tal 
720 Fe pair freezer floa - gen serv bldg $ - $ 12,500 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 12,500 
721 Envi'onmental audit - nath farm - 2,500 - - - - 2,500 
722 Heeling sy.;tem - Iovett audlaium - 55,000 - - - - 55,000 
723 Museum enhancement - wickliffe mounds - 100,000 - - - - 100,000 
724 l..o\ett auditorium sprinkler system - 19,250 - - - - 19,250 
725 Blackburn science research modernization - 50,000 
- - - -
50,000 
726 l..o\ett auditorium window replacement - 60,000 - - - - 60,000 
727 Parking Itt modifications - 16th & hamilon - 120,000 - - - - 120,000 
728 Winslow cafeteria renovation 
-
58,300 
- - - -
58,300 
730 8I.C bldg system improvements - 4,675 - - - - 4,675 
731 Par king Itt - hemiliton & breech streets - 140,000 - - - - 140,000 
732 Doyle fine arts elevata renol8tions - 15,070 - - - - 15,070 J., 733 Wilson hell foundation Mterproofing - 5,000 - - - - 5,000 
'f 734 Sparks hall exterior repairs - 5,000 
- - - -
5,000 
735 carr health swimming pool finer - 5,000 
- - - -
5,000 
736 Pogue fi trary exterior painting - 15,000 - - - - 15,000 
737 Quadrangle ligtting replacement - 100,000 - - - - 100,000 
Tc:tal $ 343_ $ 4 210 601 $ _2.3j6,090_ $ ____1.13<19.355 $ _11.296,966_ $ __ 25.000 $ 25.698.355 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSilY 
SCHEDULE OF PROJECT ACCOUNTS 
UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS 
For the Year Ended Jllle30, 1995 
Allotments Exllenditures Prior to Prior to Elcpendi- Outstanding Balance July 1, ~ceived July 1, lures Encum- June30, 1994 1994-95 Tctal 1994 1994-95 Tctal brances 1995 
100 Clearing $ 61,196$ 
- $ 61,196 $ 
- $ 
- $ 
- $ - $ 61,196 
131 Land acquisftions 1,200,690 
- 1,200,690 1,192,796 
- 1,192,796 
- 7,894 
251 lndlS!ry and technology building 13,750,000 
- 13,750,000 13,750,000 
- 13,750,000 300 Con ed series e & f clearing 989,716 
- 989,716 862,764 
- 882,764 
- 106,952 
400 Coned series g clearing 
-
-
- 63,542 
- 63,542 
- (63,542) 
405 ~novate old fine arts building 3,950,000 
- 3,950,000 1n,053 1,212,984 1,390,067 2,414,500 145,433 
410 National boy scout museum r:Oase IV 36,814 
- 36,814 28,064 
- 28,064 8,750 500 Projec14B bonds clearing 
-
-
- 172,368 
- 172,368 
- (172,368) 
503 Hazardous waste storage 65,000 
- 85,000 63,112 
- 63,112 
- 1,BB8 
514 New campus phone swftch 871,994 36,554 90B,54B 896,756 11,663 908,419 
- 129 • 531 Old fine arts asbestos removal 96,000 (22,150) 73,650 72,285 1,565 73,650 'i' 534 Rre alarm repl & compr gas storage 67,500 
- 67,500 46,650 16,638 63,488 
- 4,012 
537 Underground fuel tank replacement 137,000 
- 137,000 111,020 
- 111,020 1 25,979 
543 Serum chemistry analysis 80,000 
- 80,000 80,000 
- 80,000 551 Hancock bio st cabins, bathhouse 90,000 
- 90,000 80,527 6,753 67,280 
- 2,720 
600 Projec150 bonds clearing 
- -
- 26,020 12,270 36,290 
- (38,290) 605 Elcpo center roof replacement - 35,000 35,000 
-
- - 2,501 32,499 
621 HVAC curris center bal~ocrn 7,700 
- 7,700 6,375 
- 6,375 
- 1,325 
622 8\C HVAC system 149,070 
- 149,070 11,693 113,537 125,230 22,106 1,734 
623 Elcpo/south farm inwntory 90,000 
- 90,000 40,756 32,635 73,591 1,099 15,310 
624 Shovo.er/eyewash station 31,500 
- 31,500 3,549 10,150 13,699 
- 17,801 
626 E&G fire horn upgade 43,500 
- 43,500 12 9,852 9,864 
- 33,636 
628 Pogue plaster/IJlint 20,000 
- 20,000 5,536 9,051 14,589 
- 5,411 
631 Hancock researcher cabins 30,000 
- 30,000 7,217 22,407 29,624 
- 376 
634 ~mote fire alarm monitoring system 15,950 57,725 73,675 8,475 58,344 66,819 
- 6,856 
636 Elevata fireman's service 78,550 11,000 89,550 4,631 78,117 B2,74B 
- 6,802 
637 Faculty hall elevator renovation 300,000 
- 300,000 383 250,B4B 251,229 
- 4B,n1 
636 Hay storage facility - main farm 30,000 5,628 35,828 4,B4B 30,980 35,828 641 ~novate woods hall 50,000 250,000 300,000 
-
- - 5,001 294,999 
642 Steam & condensate fines 128,200 5,563 133,763 
- 133,763 133,763 643 l..ov.Ty emergency generator 16,000 
- 16,000 
-
-
-
- 16,000 
644 Springer hall -shower base replacement 50,000 86,000 136,000 
- 35,736 35,736 86,155 12,107 
645 Masonry dei!c1s - curris center 5,000 203,600 208,800 
- 8,729 8,729 182,BBO 17,191 
706 Equine instruction acifity 
- 25,000 25,000 
-
- 4,001 20,999 
.. 
708 Roof replacement - general se. 
- 250,000 250,000 
-
.. 14,065 14,065 212,525 23,410 
' ' 
.. .. .. 
MURRAY STATEUNIVERSI1Y 
SCHEDULE OF PROJECT ACCOUNTS (cont.) 
UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS 
Fa the Year Ended Jlne 30, 1995 
Allotments Expenditures 
Priato Priato Expendi- Outstanding ED Ianoe 
July 1, Received July 1, tures Encum- June30, 
1994 1994-95 Total 1994 1994-95 Total bra noes 1995 
717 Fire damage cleanup $ - $ 1,500,000$ 1,500,000$ - $ 817,891 $ 817,891 $ 500,522$ 181,587 
718 Low!~ stag;>/basement repairs tom fire 
719 Paddock fencing - equine center 
- 25,360 25,360 - 25,360 25,360 
720 Repair freezer floor - general serv bldg - 12,500 12,500 - - - - 12,500 
721 Environmerial audH - north farm - 2,500 2,500 
- 1,506 1,506 - 994 
722 Heating system - Iovett adulaium - 55,000 55,000 - 31,606 31,606 - 23,394 
723 Museum enhancement - wickliffe mounds 
- 100,000 100,000 - 7,191 7,191 - 92,809 
724 Sprinkler system - lowtt audHorium 
- 19,250 19,250 - - - 2,001 17,249 
725 Blackburn science research modernization - 50,000 50,000 
- - -
20,001 29,999 
726 Window replacement - Iovett audlorium 
- 60,000 60,000 - - - - 60,000 
727 Parking let modifications - 16th & hamilon - 120,000 120,000 - - - - 120,000 J,. 728 Winslow cafeteria renovation - 58,300 58,300 - - - 7,001 51,299 ... 
I 730 EM: building system improvements - 4,675 4,675 - 75 75 - 4,600 
731 Parking let - hamilon & trcech streets - 140,000 140,000 - - - - 140,000 
732 Doyle elevator renovation - 15,070 15,070 - - - - 15,070 
733 Wilson foundation waterproofing - 5,000 5,000 - 697 697 - 4,303 
734 Sparks exteria repairs - 5,000 5,000 - 1,000 1,000 - 4,000 
735 Carr health - pool finer - 5,000 5,000 - 890 890 - 4,110 
736 Pogue exterior paint - 15,000 15,000 
- - - -
15,000 
737 Quadrangle lighting replacement - 100.000 100.000 - - - - 100,000 
Total $ 22,461,380$ 3,236,975 $ _25.698.355 $ 17,776,464 $ ___2.~5!>.7'03 $ _20,733,167 $ 3,471,044$ 1.494.144 
' 
MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSilY 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
RENEWAL AND REPLACEMENTS 
Forthe Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Consolidated 
Edu:ation Housing 
Renewal and Dining 
and Repair and 
Re~lacernert Mairtenance 
Fund balance at baginnlng of year $ 3,223,482 $ 619,743 $ 
Addttlons: 
lrterest Income $ 105,190 $ 37,879 $ Other addkions 
1 294 Total addkions $ 105,190 $ 39,173 $ 
Deductions: 
Transfers to Cll'rent funds $ 278,869 $ $ Other deductions 
848 Total deductions $ 278,869 $ 848 $ 
Total 
3,643,225 
143,069 
1,294 
144,363 
278,869 
848 
279,717 
Fund balance at end of year $ 3,049,803 $ 658,068 $ 3,707,871 
-42-
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS 
FOR THE ENDED .UNE 30, 1995 
Consolidated Housing Asbestos" Consolidated 
Education and Dining and PCB Education 
Bond and Bond and Fund Series G Ufe Safety Notes Interest Interest Project48 Arbitrage Project 50 Payable-Sinking Sinking and 54 Rebate and 55 Phone Fund Fund Fund Fund Fund Switch Total Fund balance (defiCit) 
at beginning of year $ 3,354,683 $ 87a2n $ (3:!,575) $ 540 $ (2a554) $ (11,212) $ 4.163,159 
Additions: 
lnwstment earnings $ 230,380 $ 47,847 $ $ 27 $ $ $ 278,254 
· Transfer tom currert 
unrestricted fund 3.31a714 841,866 156,351 145.304 197,601 4,459,836 I Other additions 1,294 11,663 12,957 Total add~ ions $ 3.549.094 $ 691,007 $ 156,351 $ 27 $ 145,304 $ 209,284 $ 4,751,047 
Deductions: 
Bonds paid $ 2.220,000 $ 480,000 $ 98,241 $ $ 63,572 $ 197,601 $ 3,057,414 Interest pak:l 1,303,275 186,634 58,237 79,346 451 1,627,943 Other deduotions 867 2 1 890 Total deductions $ 3,523,275 $ 667,521 $ 154,480 $ $ 142,919 $ 198,052 $ 4,686,247 
Fund balance (deficit) 
at end of year $ 3 380502 $ 901,763 $ (28,704} $ 567 $ (28, 169} $ $ 4,227,959 
I 
.. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE 
INVESlMENT IN PLANT 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Fund balance at beginning of year 
Additions: 
Buildings 
Construction In progress 
Equipment 
Improvements other than buildings 
Land 
Ubrary books 
Donated assats 
Paymert on bond principal 
Reduction in lease obligations 
Total additions 
Deductions/Deletions/Disposals/Transfers: 
Buildings 
Construction in progress 
Equipment 
Ubrary books 
Other assets (leases) 
Bond indebtedness transferred from unexpended plart funds 
Amortization of bond discount and issuance costs 
Total deductions 
Fund balance at end of year 
-4f-
$ 110,172,727 
$ 171,218 
3,748,024 
2,502,859 
259,890 
12,500 
860,129 
161,285 
3,057,414 
22,234 
$ 10,795,553 
$ 500 
464,044 
1,361,760 
50,594 
93,042 
1,498,133 
46,380 
$ 3,514,453 
$ 117,453,827 
I 
I 
I 
" 
" 
I 
I 
I 
Unrestricted funds 
Restricted funds 
Endowment funds 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF INVESlMENTS BY FUND GROUPS 
As of June 30, 1995 
u.s. Certificates 
Government of 
Securities Depos~ 
$ $ 
100,000 
540,000 
Renewals and Replacemen1s funds 4,496,092 
Retirement of ndebtedness funds 649,256 
Unexpended Plant funds 
Totallnwstmen1s $ 5,145,348 $ 640,000 
-45-
lnwstmen1s 
In State 
lnwstment 
Pool Total 
s 12,083,186 s 12,083,186 
100,000 
540,000 
4,496,092 
855,194 1,504,450 
828,679 828,679 
$ 13,767,059 s 19,552,407 
.. 
MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSilY 
SCHEDULE OF BONDS PAYABLE 
For the Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Interest 
Matured Funded Experse Bonds Interest Original Currert to Net Maltred Ctrrert Mattring Due Issue Year Date 06/30/95 Year 1995-96 1995-96 HOUSING AND DINING SYSTEM REVENUE BONDS 
Series A bonds dated 9/1/65 with ., interest rate of 2 3/4% 
Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/95. Woods Hall $ 705,000$ 30,000$ 695,000$ 10,000$ 504$ 10,000$ 91 
Series 8 bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 2 7/B"JJ.. 
Final p-incipal payment date 9/1/W. Student Union Building. 605,000 25,000 515,000 90,000 2.682 30,000 1,868 
Series C bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 3 1/8% 
Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/00. Riclvnond Hall. 635,000 25,000 470,000 165,000 5,286 25,000 4,504 
Series D bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 3 1/8% 
Final p-incipal payment date 9/1/00. 0EI'k Hall 760,000 30,000 565,000 195,000 6,249 30,000 5,312 
Series E bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 3 112% : Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/01. College Cotr! I. 387,000 15,000 2n,ooo 110,000 3,937 15,000 3,412 I 
Series F bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 3 112% 
Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/01. Franklin Hall and 
Wirslow Cafeteria 1,29<:\000 50,000 865,000 425,000 15,136 55,000 13,269 
Series G bonds dated 9/1/65 with an Interest rate of 3 3/B"JJ.. 
Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/00. College Cotr! II. 400,000 20,000 280,000 120,000 4,162 20,000 3,487 
Series H bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 3 3/8%. 
Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/03. BizabEth Hall and 
and SJ:ringer Hall 1,845,000 70,000 1,135,000 710,000 24,326 75,000 21,651 
Series I bonds dated 9/1/65 with an Interest rate of 3 5/8% 
Final p-incipal payment date 9/1/04. Hart Hall 2,25(\000 70,000 1,408,000 842,000 30,913 75,000 26,254 
Series J bonds dated 9/1/65 with an interest rate of 3 3/4% 
Final J:rincipal payment date 9/1/04. College Cotr! Ill 510,000 15,000 320,000 19Q,OOO 7,218 15,000 6,656 
Series K bonds dated 9/1/65 with ., interest rate of 3% Final 
prindpal payment date 9/1/02. Hester Hall and Wh•e Hall. 3,280,000 95,000 1,870,000 1,410,000 42,722 105,000 39,522 
Series L bonds dated 9/1/68 with an interest rate of 3% Final 
prindpal payment date 9/1/08. Regents Hall 2.000.000 35,000 555,000 1,445,000 43,499 40,000 42,374 Tctal Housing and Dining System Revenue Bonds $ 14,667,000 $ 480,000$ 8,955,000$~$ 186,634 $ 495,000$ 170,600 
.. .. 
:: 
' 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF BONDS PAYABLE (cont) 
Fa tl'e Year Ended June 30, 1995 
Jnerest 
Matured Funded Expense Bonds lnerest Clrigiral CUrrent to Not Matured CUrrent Maturing Due Issue Year Dee 06/30/95 Year 1995-96 1995-96 CONSOUDATED EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS REVENUE 
BONDS 
Series A bonds daed 5/1~1 wi1h interest ra1es from 3% to 4 1 ~%. 
F1nal princiJBI )Byment dae 5/1/86. Business Education Bldg. $ 1,400,000$ 
- $ 1,400,000$ 
- $ - $ - $ 
Series B bonds daed 11/1/63 wi1h inerest rates from 3 1/4% to 
3 7 ,6%. Final principal )Byment dae 5/1/96. Applied Science, 
Child Dev Ct, Main! Bldg Be. 2,360,000 
- 2,360,000 
Series C bonds daed 4/1/66 wi1h an interest rae of 3%. Final 
principal )Byment due 5/1/96. Nursing, Admin, Bio Slat 
Eh:edcast Center. 2.721,000 145,000 2,631,000 90,000 6,323 90,000 2,249 
~ Series D bonds dated 4/1.156 wi1h interestraes from 4 1/4% to 
... 4 1/.2%. Rnal principal )Byment due 5/1/94. Same as Series C. 5,280,000 
- 5,280,000 I 
Series E bonds daed 5/1/71 wi1h an interest rae 
of 3%. Firal princiJBI )Byment due 5/1/98. Gen Classroom, 
Acad-A1h Fac, Bus Serv, Rne Arts Add, Pedestrian lmpr. 2,733,000 135,000 2,300,000 433,000 16,363 140,000 12,288 
Series F bonds daed 5/1/71 wi1h interest ra1es 
from 6 1/2% to 7 1/4%. Fonal princiJBI )Byment 
originally due 5/1/00. All bonds called in fscal 81-82. 12,500,000 
- 12,500,000 
Series F refunding bonds daed 5/1/81 wi1h interest ra1es 
from5 3/10% to5 7/8%. $7,780,000 refunded on9/30/93. 
Rnal princi)BI )Byment 5/1,!14. Same as Series D. 11,no.ooo 
- 11,no,ooo 
Series F jsecond series) refunding bonds daed 9/01/93 
wi1h interest ram from 2.60% to4.15%. Final princiJBI 
)Byment due on 5/1/00. Same as Series D. 7,955,000 1,135,000 1,630,000 6,325,000 2n,436 1,175,000 239,367 
Series G bonds dated 12/1/87 wi1h lnerest rates 
from 5 3/4% to 8%. Fonal princi)BI )Byment due 5,01 ,07. 
5/1/07. Industry and Technology Bldg and Various Other Bldgs. 14,785,000 510,000 13,050,000 1,735,000 151,689 545,000 116,733 
Series G !second series) daed 3/1/93 wi1h inerest rates 
of 3.10% to 5.60%. Rral princi)BI payment due on 5/1,07. 
Industry & Technology Bldg. 11,660,000 145,000 290,000 11,370,000 598,514 150,000 593,285 
' 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF BONDS PAYABLE (cont.) 
For the Year Ended June 3l, 1995 
lntll'est 
Mat\6ed Funded Elcperse Bond! lnt!l'est Original Curert to Net MltU'ed Curert MatU"ing Due Issue Year Date 06/30,gs Veer 1995-96 1995-96 S...ie H bond! dlted 03/01/92with int!l'est rates 
from 3112% to 6 2/10%. Fmal p-incipal payment 
due 05/01/12. Fine Arts Renovation & Undll'gound 
Steam/condensate Une. $ 4,625,000$ 150,000$ 380,000$ 4,245,000$ 252,950$ 155,000 $ 246,097 Total Consolidated Educational 
Buildings Revenue Bond! $ 77.769.000 $ 2.229000$ 53,591,000 $ 24,196.000 $ 1.3Qg275$ 2.255.000$ 
_1,219019 OTHER BONDS 
Asbestos and PCB rt!ITlOiel bonds (Project 48 
partially refunded by project 54) dated 
12/1 /ffT with an int!l'est rate of 6.20%. 
Final principal payment due 8/1/98. $ 1,66QOOO $ 57,346$ 1,424,951 $ 235,049$ 18,234$ 61,358$ 14,023 
Asbestos and PCB reiTIO\tll bonds (Project 54 
.L refunding a portion of project 48) dlted 
CD 9/1/92 with an int!l'est rate of2.40%to 6.0%. I 
Final p-incipal payment due 9/1/06 1,516,032 38,896 94,775 1,421,257 40,0<2 41,068 37,769 Ute SafEty bonds (Project 50) dated 2/1/91 
with an int!l'est rate of 5.60% to 6. 70%. Final principal 
paymert due 2/1/01. 675,445 29,938 652,645 222.800 15,397 31,720 13,544 
Ute SafEty bonds (Project 55 including partial refunding 
of Project 5Q dated 9/1/93with an intll'est rate of2.70% 
to 5.0%. Fmal principal payment due 9/1/13 1,41~890 ~633 ~634 1,;l!!g258 ~948 ~351 ~797 Total Oth!l' Bonds • -~-- -- ~ 2.206,005 $ 3,25a362 $ 137,581 $ 172.497 $ __ 129,153 
Total all bond issues 
$_97.921.367 $_ 2.859.812 $_64.752.005 $ 33.169.~ _$____1.627.490 $_ 2.922.497 _$_1.509.772 
.. .. 
: = 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Murray State University (the "University") as of 
June 30, 1995, and the related statements of changes in fund balances and current funds revenues, 
expenditures, and other changes for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility 
of the management of the University. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 
statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and 
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
In our opinion, such financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of 
Murray State University as of June 30, 1995, and the changes in its fund balances aitd its current funds 
revenues, expenditures, and other changes for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles. 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated September 15, 
1995 on our consideration of the University's internal control structure and a report dated September 15 
1995 on its compliance with laws and regulations. 
~.It} .. /..._ J.."-f' 
September 15, 1995 
Deloltte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
" 
MURRAY STAlEUNIVERsllY 
BALANCE SHEETS 
As of June 30, 1995 
Wrth Cornpara1ile Figures as of June 30, 1994 
C1m1nt Fund! Endowment Plart Ag!ncy Tdah Um!stricted Restricted Lmn Fund! Funds Ftmd!l Funds 1995 1994 ASSETS 
Cash s 1,331,545 s 1,135,656 s 429,982 s 21,752 s 6,718,sn s 78,978 s 9,716,490 s 5,568,913 lrM!stmerts 12,083,186 100,000 
- 540,000 8,829,221 
-
19.552,407 21,766,073 ln~~ertories 1,213,752 
- - 464 
- -
1,214,2111 1,082,914 Prepaldexperses 147,085 7,fKIT 
- - -
-
154,892 89,178 Accounls and !tans 
receivable, net 1175,0711 751,550 4,127,156 
-
645,478 34,000 8,433,258 8,228,935 Interest reoeileble 164,055 1,446 
-
-
81,962 
-
247,463 189,647 Discount on bonds pa,able 
- - - - 386,815 
-
386,815 433,194 Due Item dher fundi 879,386 
- - - -
-
679,386 655,944 Assets held by MSU Foundation 
- 223,783 - 1,095,467 
-
-
1,319,250 1,124,231 Property, plant and equipment 
- - - - 147,404,190 
-
147,404,190 141,565,183 Tdalassets s 16,494,085 s 2,220,242 s 4,557,138 s 1,657,683 s 162,066,241 s 112,978 s 167,108,367 s 178,724,410 
~ LIABIUTIES AND FUND BALANCE 
I liabilities: 
Accounls payable s 1,308,540 s 68,533 s 
- s 12.500 s 
-
s 
- s 1,387,573 s 795,9112 Payroll related accruals 3,235,563 
- -
- - - 3,235,563 2,733,880 Accrued expenses and 
other liabilties 1,123,007 49,713 
- - -
-
1,172,720 1,370,1110 Interest payabla 
- - - - 318,715 - 318,715 354.8n Deposb 236,728 
- - -
-
112,978 349,704 256,998 Deferred ~e~~enues 554,912 
- - -
- - 554,912 6n,028 Due to Olher funds 
- 679,349 
- - 37 - 679,386 655,944 Ndes payabl! 
- - - - - - - 197,601 Bond!! payable 
- - - - 33,189,362 
-
33,189,362 36,029,175 Obligation!! under capital IBases 
- - - - 116,127 
-
118,127 45,319 Tdal ial:ililies s 8,456,748 s 797,595 s s 12,500 s 33,604,241 s 112,978 s 40,984,062 s 43,116,984 
Fund bahnoe: 
Ctnert uo oes111cled funds: 
Allocaled for: 
Working capital s 1.1127.504 s 
-
s 
- s - s 
-
s 
-
s 1,1127,504 s 1,934,922 Prior year carrytM!IS: 
Renovation and melnlenanoe 1,674,128 
- - - - - 1,674,128 2.365,103 Other 3,513,202 
- - - -
- 3,513,202 2.749,016 
..,.. accompanying notes are an Integral paot of these finllndal ~· .. 
, 
.. .. 
.. 
MURRAY STATEUNIVERSilY 
BALANCE SHEETS (cont.) 
As of .M1e 30, 1995 
Wilh ComJBrathe Figures as of June 30. 1994 
Cwrert Funds Endowmert Plant lq!rrcy Tela II 
llm!stricted ~ded lmn Fund!! Funds Funds Funds 1995 1994 
LIABit.mES AND FUND BAI.N«:E (cont.) 
Fund balance (cort): 
Encumbrances s 1125,382 s 
-
s - s - s - s - s 1125,382 s 4fi1,071 
~1"118 for gel"'llf11ll contingency 997,123 - - - - - 997,123 913,999 
~ lor seW ln!lunmce 900,000 - - - - - 900,000 650,000 
Cwrenl restrltted funds - 1,422,647 - - - - 1,422,647 757,360 
lmn funds- iesblded - - 4,557,138 - - - 4,557,138 4,600,871 
Endowmenl funds - restrlded 
- - -
1,645,183 
- -
1,645,183 1,601,057 
Plant funds: 
Unexpended - - - - 3,072,343 - 3,072,343 1,388,910 
Renewal and replllcewa ots - - - - 3,707,871 - 3,707,871 3,843,225 
Retirement of lndebedness - ..... - - 4,227.959 - 4,227,959 4, 163,159 
Nellmeslment In plan! - - - - 117,453,827 - 117,453.827 110,172,727 
Tela I fund balance s - _j0,037,337 s . 1,422.~7'- s- _4,557,138 s 1,645,183 s 128,462,000 s - s 146,124,305 s 135,607,426 
ol. 
I Tcml iallllilles and fUnd balance s 18,494,085 s 2,220,242 s 4,557,138 s 1,657,683 s 162,066,241 s __ 112.978_ s - 18l.. 108.387_ s 178.724,410 
The accomJBnying naes are an Integral JBrt of these financial staterneniS. 
MURRAY STATEUNIVERSI1Y 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
Fa the Year En<Ed Jl.ne 30, 1995 
Clrrert Fund!l_ .~- Plant Funds 
- Retirement 
End<Mml!nl RallltWals and ol fmoe!llrnent 
Um!strfcted Alstrided lmn Fund!! Fund!! Ure~n<Ed Ra~hcements lndeledness In Plant 
REVENUES AND OTHER ADOI110NS: 
C~.rrent funds rewnt.es s 74.227,843 s 9,312,308 s - s - s - s - s - s 
Prhate gts - 95,643 - 39,949 
End<Mml!nl income - 167,605 - 4,177 
Expencfilure!l for pbntlldlties 
fmcluding $3,771,048 charged to 
current fund expendlures) - - - - - - - 7,554,620 
Donated phntlacilties - - - - - - - 161,285 
Retirement of lndel:fednes!l - - - - - - - 3,057,414 
Emergency lire repair fund!! - - - - 1,500.000 
Interest incorre - restric:led - - 118,746 - 35,056 143,069 278.254 
Federal and- col1ributions - - 3,470 
Raduction in lease oblgaticn!l - - - - - - - 22,234 
Other adcltions - - 24,810 - - 1294 12,957 
' 
Tdal rewnues and other additions 
I 
s . 74.227,843 s 9,575.556_ s - 1.47,026 s 44,126 s .1.535,056 s 144,363 s 291.211 s 10,795,553 
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER 
DEDUCllONS: 
Edumtionsland general expencfilure!l S 56.946.520 S 8,726,101 s 
- s - s - s - s - s 
Auxiliary enterprises expendlln!S 10.623,868 50,305 
Refund to !Jllnkn - 44,576 
lmn cancellations and write-oils 
- -
82,765 
Adju;lment In Allowance 
kr llld del:fs - - 12,666 
Administnllion. collection, 
litigation costs 
- -
92,777 
Expended for planllldltles (Including 
ncn-capilafi2ed expendlures 
of$230,142) - - - - 2,956,701 
Retirement of indel:fed'less - - - - - - 3,057,414 
lrterest en in<Eiedness - - - - - - 1,627,943 
Deletions and disposals 
- - - - - - -
1.969.940 
Other deductions 453 - 3,708 - - 1148 1190 46,380 
Tdal expendlures and 
olher deductions s 67,570,841 s 8,620,982 s 191,916 s - s 2.956,701 s 848$ 4,686.247 s 2,016,320 
~accompanying naes are an integral part of these 
-
.. 
.. .. .. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSnY 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES (coif.) 
For the Year Ended Jt.ne 30, 1995 
Cli'Tenl Funds Plant Funds 
Retirement 
EndCMmenl FIIIIII!Wills and al lmli!!stmert Unrestricted Restricted lean Funds Funds Une~nded ~acemenls lndel:1!.dness In Plant TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS: 
1\.tlnd'ltcry: 
Bond principal and lnlen!st • (4.262.235) $ - • - $ - $ - s - $ 4,282,235 $ Ncle payab.,!Jrindpal and lrterest (197,601) 
- - - - - 197,601 Perkins nutch 
. (1,157) 
- 1,157 
Taal mandltory trarslers s ~.460,993) $ 
- s 1,157 s - s 
-
$ 
- s 4,459,836 $ 
Nannand'ltory: 
Tramler to uowesblcll!d anert lind 
from 18,_1 and 18paoement fund S 278,869 $ 
- s - s Tramler from a.nent fund!l to - s - s CZ78.869) s - s 
une>pended pant fund!l (1,517,658) (89,287) 
- - 1,606,945 Tramler banded dllt tom 
J, une>pended pant fund to lmestment In pant 
- - - -
1,498,133 
- -
(1,498,1331 I Taal nan-mand'ltory bansfets s (1,238, 789) $ (!!9,287! s 
- s - s 3,105,078 s 1278,869) $ 
- s (1,498,133) 
Net lnaease(deaease) fer the year s 957,220 s 665,287 $ ~.733) $ 44,128 $ 1,883,433 s (135,354) $ 84,800 s 7,281,100 
Fund t:aanoe at beginning al )'Bill' s 9,080,117 $ 757,360 s 4,600,871 $ 1,601,057 $ 1,388,910 s 3,843,225 • 4,183,159 • 110,172,727 
Fund l:alonca at end of year $ 10,037,337 s 1,422.847 $ 4,557,138 s .1.845, 183 $ 3,072,343 s 3,707,871 s 4.227.959 s . 117,453,827 
The accompanying notes 1!118 an Integral part of these ftnandal statements. 
' 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES 
For tl'e Year Ended June 30, 1~ 
Wllh Ccmparative Figures br tl'e Year Ended June 30, 11194 
1~ 
lklrestrieted RestriCted Total 11194 
REVENUES: 
Educational and general: 
Tuition end Illes • 111.062,318 • • 111 ,862 ,3111 • 111,155,412 State appropriations 88,955,400 88,955,400 37,629,749 
Grants and oontracls 11,72e,101 11,72e, 101 7,879,272 
Indirect and administrative cost re-ries 244,132 244,132 192,702 
Sales end ~en.ioes of educational activities 1,8112,423 1,1162,423 1,400,346 
Other aouroes 3,005,979 2,685.082 
Total educational and g~~neral • 63,050,252 • 11,726.101 • I 67,942,563 
Auxiliary erterprises • 11,177,591 • 50,305 I 11,227,896 • 10,1!74,542 I Total Revenues • 74,227,1!43 • 1!,776,408 • 63,004,249 • 78,817,105 
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS: 
Educational end general: 
. Instruction s 25.563.779 • 2,135,224 s 27,899,003 • 25,1!68, 144 Research 653,766 529,327 1,183,093 869,530 
Public service 3,127,580 337,120 3,464,700 3,028,540 
Ubraries 2,112,012 39,193 2,151,205 2,131,032 
Academic support 3,030.802 424,465 3,455,267 2,978,687 
Sludent services 5,200,881 228,561 5,429,442 5,222,611 
Institutional supp:>rt 5,952.715 50,077 6,002,792 6,093,099 
Operation and maintenance of plant 7,473,833 663 7,474,486 6,737,123 
Sludent financial aid 3,831,152 4,981,471 8,812.623 8,604.012 
Educational and general expend lures s 56.946,520 s 8,726,101 s 65,672,621 s 61,632.778 
Mandatorytransfer& tlr: 
Bond principal and interest s 3,641!,316 s s 3,641!,316 s 3,477,701 
Note payable principal and Interest 197,601 197,601 209,312 
Owen loan fund 77,800 
Perkins fund matching grant 1157 1157 733 
Total mandatory transfer& s 3,847,074 s s 3.847 074 s 3,765.546 
Total educational and general s 60,793,594 s 11,726,101 s 69,519,695 s 65,398,324 
Auxiliary erterprises: I Ellpendtures s 10,623,1!68 s 50,305 s 10,674,173 s 8,1162,397 Mandatory transfer& tlr prlnclpal and Interest 613,919 637,062 
Total auxiliary enterprises • 11,237,787 • 50305 • • 10,599,459 
Total Expendltlns and Mandatory Transler& • :zg,D33,31!1 • 8,778,406 • 80,807,71!7 • 75,1197,783 
.. 
Tl'e ac:companylng notes are an Integral part of these lnancial statements. 
I 
MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSITY 
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES (cont.) 
For the Year Ended Juri! 30. 1995 
Willi Comparative F"~gures br the Year Ended .kine 30, 1994 
11195 
Unrestricted Restricted 
OTHER TRANSFERS AND AOOmONS 
Total 11194 
(OEDUCllONS): 
Exoesa (deftcienc:yl of restrlcad rwoelpls over 
transfers to rwwnues 
• • 78i.150 • 7119.150 • (26.866) Re~nded to grantors (44,576) (44,576) (13,1188) 
Nonrnandatory transfers and Dlher c:flllnges: 
Transler to (from) unrestricted current ~nd 
tom renewal and replacement ~nd 
Transler tom current ~ncis to 
278,868 278,869 (697,691) 
unelCP8nded plart funds (1,517,658) (89,287) (1,606,1145) (82,721) Olher changes !4531 !4531 
I Total other transfers and additions(deduabns) s !1.239.2421 • 865,287 s @3.955) s !821.266) Netlnaease In tmd balanoe s 957~~ s ~5,~87 s l 1B~i: 507 S 3,228 056 
I 
The accompanying nates are an Integral pan of t"-e tlnancial statements. 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1895 
Nota 1. Summary of Significant Accounting Pollclaa 
Naturt of Entity 
I 
Murray State Univerelty (lha Univerelty) II 1 atlta aupported Institution of higher educetion located in 
Murray, Kllntucky end Is 1ccraditad by the Southam Association of Collegaaend Schools. The University 
IW&rds graduate end undergraduate degrees end aiiMI& 1 atudant population or epproldrnately 8,000. 
The Institution is a component unit or the Comrnonwu.lth or Kllntucky (the state). 
Accrual b11l1 
The flnenclll atatamanll or the Univerelty have baan prepared on the 8CCNII basis or acc:ounling. The 
atatemant of currant funds revenues, expenditures, end other chengas Is a atetement or flnencial 1ctiVitil 
of current funds related to the current reporting period. It does not purport to present the results 
operations or the net income or loss for the period IS would 1 atatement of Income or a statement 
revenues end expenses. 
To the extent that currant funds era used to finance plant ISSeis, thaemounts ao provided era 1ccounted 
for IS (1) expenditures, in the case of normal replacement of movable equipment end librery books; (2) 
mandatory transfers, in the case of required provisions tor debt emortization, Interest end equipment 
renewal end replacement; end (3) transfers of 1 non-mandatory nature for Ill other cues. 
fund ICCOUntlng 
To ensure observance of limitations end restrictions placed on the usa of the resources available to the 
University, the accounts of the University are maintained in accordance with the principles of 'fund 
accounting. • This is the procedure by which resources for verious activitiea are classified for accounting 
end reporting purposes Into funds that ere In accordance with activities or objectives apeclfied. Seperate 
1ccounts are maintained for each fund; however, In the accompanying financial statements, funds that 
have similar characteristics have been combined and reported IS five balanced fund groups: current 
funds, loan funds, endowment funds, plant funds, and agency funds. Accordingly, Ill financial 
transactions have been recorded and reported by fund group. Within each group, fund balances 
restricted by outside sources are ao indicated end are distinguished from unrestricted funds allocated 
to apeclfic purposes by action of the University's Board or Regents. Externally restricted funds may be 
Utilized only In accordance with the purposes established by the source of such funds end era In contrast 
with unrestricted funds over which the University retains control to usa In achieving its lnstitutionall 
purposes. · 
Currant funda era used primarily to 1ccount for the trensactiona affecting the ger~erll operations of the 
University. These resources era expendable for performing the prlmery and aupport objectives of the 
University. Restricted gifts, grents, eppropriations, end other restricted resources era ICCounted for in 
the eppropriata restricted funds. 
Raatrictad current funds ere reported u revenues end expenditures when expanded for currant operating 
expenses. 
The loan funds group Is used to account for loan progrerna available to atudents and financed primarily 
by the Federal government. 
-e-
" 
I 
I 
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Note 1. Summary of Significant AccounUng Pollcln (cont.) 
Endowment funds arathosa for which donors or other extemalagencles have stipulated, under the terms 
of the Instrument creating the fund, that the principal is not expendable. That Is, It Is to be maintained 
Inviolate and In perpetuity and Is to ba lnvnted for the purpose of producing currant and future Income 
which may be expanded or added to principal. 
Plant fund groups are used to account for the transactions relating to lnvutrnent In University property. 
Plant fund aubgroups Include (1) unexpended plant, (2) ranawals and replacements, (3) retirement of 
Indebtedness, and (4) lnvulrnant In plant subgroups. The unexpended plant subgroup consists of funds 
to ba used for the acquisition and/or construction of physical properties for inltitional purposes but 
unexpended at the reporting data. The renewals and replacements subgroup consists of funds to be 
expanded for renewals and replacements of plant fund assets, Including 10m1 renewals and 
raplacamants of a type not ordinarily capitalized In the lnvutrnent In plant aubgroup. The retirement of 
Indebtedness subgroup consists of funds aet aside for debt aervica fiHNII and charges, and for 
retirement of Indebtedness on Institutional properties. The lnvnlrnant In plant" subgroup consists of funds 
expanded for and thus Invested in institutional properties and the bond Indebtedness incurred to finance 
plant acquisitions and construction. Physical plant and equipment are stated at cost at the date of 
acquisition or at fair market value at the date of donation for gifts. Depreciation on physical plant and 
equipment Is not recorded. 
Agency funds are used to account for assets held by the University as custodian or fiscal agent for others 
and used for certain organized activities. 
All gains and losses arising from the sale, collection or other disposition of Investments and other 
noncash assets are accounted for in the funds which owned such assets. Ordinary income derived from 
Investments, receivables, and the like is accounted for in the fund owning such assets, except for income 
derived from Investments of endowment funds, which income Is accounted for In the fund to which It is 
restricted. 
Investments 
The University values investments at cost If purchased or If received as a gift, at market value at the date 
of the gift. 
Inventories 
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost, (first-in-first-out method) or market. 
Pledaes receivable 
The University's policy Is to recognize pledges as revenue only when racaivad bacause, In management's 
opinion, It Is not practical to estimate the nat raellzable value of such pledges. 
Deferred reyenue 
Revenues of summer school academic terms are reported In the fiscal year In which the programs 
predominantly fall. Therefore, deferred tuition ravanua Is recorded for terms which have not begun at 
fiscal year end. 
" 
Note 2. Deposita and Investments 
Note 3. 
The University currently uses commercial banks and lhe Commonwealth of Kentucky for Its depositories. 
Deposits with commercial banks are covered by Federal depository insurance or collateral held by the 
bank in the Univer5ity's name. AI the stata level, lhe University's accounts are pooled with other 
agencies of the State. These State pooled deposits are substantially covered by Federal deposilory 
Insurance or by collateral held by the bank In the State's name. The investments or the University not 
held in the State Investment pool are insured or registered, or are held by lhe lklivar5ity or by an agent 
In the University's name. 
Below is a aummary or lhe Investments held by the Uliverslty: 
June so. 1095 June SO, 18114 
Carrying Carrying 
Amount Markel Amount Markel 
(at Cost) Value (II Cost) Value 
U. S. government 
securities $ 15,145,348 s 5,152,761 $ 1511,100 s 59,100 
Shon term Investments 5,100,688 15,100,688 
Cenificates of deposit 640,000 640,000 540,000 1540,000 
Subtotal $ 5,785,348 s 5,792,761 s 5,6119,788 $ 15,699,788 
Investment in state 
Investment pool $ 13,767,059 $ 13,842,246 s 16,066,285 s 16,098,1132 
Total s 111,552,407 s 19,635,007 s 21,766,073 $ 21,7118,720 
The University has been named as the beneficiary, or co-beneftciary, of certain estate trusts. Stipulated 
amounts of the trusts' investment earnings are regularly distributed to the University. AI June 30, 1995 
lhe market value of the University's pro-rata share or the trusts' assets was approximately $1,183,000. 
The University received approximately $63,000 in trust distributions during lhe year ended June 30, 1995. 
Inventories 
Inventories at June 30 consisted of : 
1995 11194 
Current unrestricted funds-
Inventories: 
Central stores - supplies $ 85,480 $ 80,1180 
Central stores - furnhure and equipment 3,186 5,883 
Food and food service supplies 88,657 111,038 
Physical plant 283,271 2110,372 
University bookstore 753,158 614,041 
Subtotal $ 1,213,752 s 1,082,3t4 
Endowment fund-
Inventories: 
Folke Tegettholl - books $ 464 $ 600 
Total s 1,2t4,2t6 s 1 082,914 
-10-
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Note 4. Accounta and Loana Receivable 
A aummary of accounts and loans receivable at June 30 follows: 
Current unrestricted funds -
1095 1994 
Accounts recievable: 
Student $ 788,156 $ 702,418 Employee: 
Travel advances 8,886 130,680 Computer loans 48,252 23,477 Outside aales 800,016 408,479 State agencies 2,456 23,435 Allowance lor doubtful accounts (356,370) (330,272) Subtotal 675,076 1,048,217 
I Current restricted funds -Accounts receivable Grants and contracts 751,550 718,226 
Loan funds -
Advances to atudents 4,370,623 4,268,293 Allowance lor doubtful accounts (243,467) (230,801) Subtotal 
4,127,156 4,037,492 
Plant funds -
Advance to Commonwealth of Kentucky 645,476 425,000 
Agency funds -
State agencies 34,000 
Total $ 6,433,258 $ 6,228.935 
Note 5. Property, Plant, and Equipment 
A aummary of property, plant, end equipment at June 30 follows: 
11195 1094 I Land $ 2,563,3113 $ 2,550,893 Buildings 
82,377,123 82,206,406 lmprovementa other than buldlngs 7,000,602 7,1149,802 Equipment 
23,1011,108 21,11116,724 Ubrary holdings 
16,580,258 15,n0,723 Construction in progress 
4,774,616 1,4110,635 Total $ 147,404,1110 $ 141,565,183 
-11-
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Note fl. Employee Benefits 
A. Kentucky Teachera Retirement Syatem: 
All faculty and exempt employees required to hold a degree and occupying full-lime poailioN, 
defined as aaven-tenlhs (7/1 0) of normal full-lime aervica on a daily or weakly basis, are required by 
atata law to participate In the Kentucky Teachers Retirement ayatam (KTRS). KTRS, a coat aharing, 
mullipl-mployer, public employee retirement syatem, provides retirement benafita basad on 
t1na1 average aalary and number of yeara aervlce. Benefill are aubjacl to certain reductioN H the 
employee retires before reaching age abcty, unlesa the employee hu twenty-seven or more years of 
participation In the plan. The plan also provides for dilabllily retirement. death and aurvivor benefits 
and medical Insurance. 
The Kentucky Teachers Retirement System llaues a publicly avlllable financial report that includes 
financial statements and required aupplamentary Information. That report may be obtained by writing 
to Kentucky Teachers Retirement System, 4711 Verllllles Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40801-3868 or by 
calling (502)573·5120. I 
Funding for the plan Is provided from eligible employees who contribute 8.1 6% of their aalary throug 
payroll deductioN and the Commonwealth of Kentucky, which also Indirectly contributes 13.84% of 
current eligible employees' lalaries to the KTRS through appropriatioN to the University. Contribution 
requirements of plan members and the University are established by Kentucky Revised Statute and 
the KTRS Board of Trustees. The University's contributioN to KTRS for the fiscal years ending June 
30, 1995, 11194 and 1993 were $3,223,192, $3,030,043, and $3,014,653, respectively, equal to the 
required contributioN for each year. 
B. Kentucky Employee Retirement Syatem: 
Substantially all other full·tlma University employees are required by law to participate In the Kentucky 
Employee Retirement System (KERS), a cost sharing mullipl-mployer, public employee retirement 
system. KERS provides retirement benefits based on a employee's final average aalary and number 
of years of service. Benefill are subject to reduction H the employee retires before reaching age sixty-
five or less than twenty-seven years of aervice. The plan also provides for disability retirement, death 
and survivor benefits and medical INurance. 
The Kentucky Employee Retirement Syatem llauas a pubOcly available financial report that Includes 
financial statements and required supplementary Information. That report may be obtained by writing 
to Kentucky Employees Retirement System, 1260 Louisville Road, Perimeter Park West, Frankfort, 
Kentucky 40601 or by calling (502)564-4646. 
Funding for the plan Is provided from eHgibla employees who contribute 5.00% of their lalary throug. 
payroll deductioN and the Commonwealth of Kentucky, which also Indirectly contributes 8.56% 
current eligible employees' laleries to the KERS through approprlatlona to the University. University 
contribution rates are determined by the Kentucky Revised Statute and the Board of Trustee• of the 
Kentucky Retirement Syaterna each biennium. The University's contributioN to KERS for the years 
ending June 30, 11195, 111114 and 11193 were Sn2,003, $862,1152, and $681,327, raspectlvaly, equal 
to the required contributioN for each year. 
-12-
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Note 6. Employee Benefits (cont.) 
C. Kentucky Employee Retirement System Legal Dispute: 
Due to a legal dispute over contribution rates assessed for the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1895, 
KERS is proceeding through the judicial system to collect additional contributions from all state 
agencies. H the court system rules In KERS' favor, the University's total liability would be $176,445. 
D. University Sell-Insurance Program: 
The University maintains a sell-insurance program for employees' health and accident Insurance. The 
University funds the entire plan for all permanent full-time employees and their families. Expenses 
Incurred to cover claims paid by the University under the plan for fiscal years ending June 30, 1995 
totaled $3,4811,213. 
Note 7. Bonds Payable 
I 
I 
Bonds payable at June 30, 1995, consist of the following: 
Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue 
Bonds, Issued 1963 to 1993, with maturities 
to 2012, Interest rates 3.0% to 8.00% 
Consolidated Housing and Dining System 
Revenue Bonds, Issued 1965 to 1968, with 
maturities to 2008, Interest rates 2.75% to 3.625% 
Others, Issued 1887 to 1893, with maturities 
to 2013, Interest rates 2.4% to 6.7% 
Total 
Outstanding 
$ 24,198,000 
5,712,000 
3.259.362 
$ 33.169.362 
Revenues from student housing end dining facilities, certain other auxiliary enterprises and student fees 
are pledged for the retirement of the bonds. All bonds are collateralized by lend and buildings. 
A schedule of the mandatory principal payments for the next five fiscal years and thereafter Is presented 
below: 
COnaalida1ed Housing 
Edt.~cational end Dining AabeltOI/ 
Buildings System PCB Ute 
Veer Ending Revenue Revenue Removal Baloty 
June so Bonds Bond• Bond a Bonds Total 
1888 • 1.255,000 I •85,000 • 102.•28 • 70,071 • 2.122 .• 87 1117 a.•to.ooo 510.000 101,182 12.723 1.011.185 
1118 2,828.000 825.000 ttl,ltS 72,1t8 I.UUS1 
1ttl 1.&50.000 505,000 100,805 11.52. 1.181.028 
2000 1,135,000 5110,000 105,1130 71.210 1,174,210 
Tllo-llor 12,020.000 3,077,000 1,117,8e8 1,H5,UI 17,111,110 
Total I 24 11te.OOO I 517121000 • '•'581305 • '•103105'7 s 83.188.382 
The required minimum reserves of $3,543,480 and $6711,204 for the Consolidated Educational Sinking 
Fund and the Housing and Dining Sinking Fund, respectively, are on deposit with the trustee end are 
Included In the 'Cash' and 'Investments' amounts in Plant Funds in the accompanying balance sheet. 
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Nota B. UUgatlon 
The University has been named u defendant In aeverallawsults. h Is the opinion of management and 
Its legal counsel, based In part of the doctrine of aovereign immunity and other atatutory provision, that 
the ultimate outcome of Utigation will not have a material effect on the future operations or financial 
position of the University. 
Note 11. Murray State Unlveralty Foundation, Inc. 
Murray State University Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) Is a Kentucky not-for-profit corporation formed 
to receive, Invest, and expend funds for the enhancement and Improvement of the University. 
Accordingly, h operates the Francis E. Miller Golf Course u a aeparate enterprise, and manages certain 
endowments an~ lnveatrnenta on behalf of the lkliverslty. 
The Foundation has a Board ofTrusteasaaparate from that oftha Unlverahy, hoMver, the President and 
certaln other officera of the Univeralty are also officers of the Foundation. 
The University provides office apace and pays certaln operating expenses of the Foundation at no 
to the Foundation. The Foundation prepares and issues Its own financialatatements. Expenditures 
the Foundation for the fiscal year ended June 30, 11195 were $2,400,057. 
Note 1 o. National ScoUting Muaeum 
The National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts of America, Inc. (the Museum) operates a museum 
on the campus of the University. Under an agreement that expires on September 30, 2030, the University 
provides a building on the University's campus to house the Museum at no cost to the Museum and 
provides $85,000 of direct support to the Museum annually. The University also provides office apace 
and certaln administrative aarvicas to the Museum at no charge. 
Nota 11. Fire Damage Claim 
On July 18, 1994, while under renovation, the Old Fine Arts building was destroyed by fire. Ancillary 
damage included the Loven Auditorium and the new Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. The financial impact 
of this situation is uncertain at this time. 
I 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 
ON SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the "University") as of June 30, 
1995, and have issued our report thereon dated September 15, 1995. These financial statements are the 
responsibility of the management of the University. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 
financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing 
StanJi£lrds, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and 
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements of the University 
taken as a whole. The accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards, which is also the responsibility of the 
management of the University, is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of 
the basic financial statements. The information in that schedule has been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied in our audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in 
all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole. 
This report is intended for the Board of Regents, management and officials of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited. 
September 15, 1995 
DeloHte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
MAJOR PROGRAMS 
Student Financial Aid: 
U.S. Department of Education: 
Pell Grant Program 
Federal Workstudy Program 
SEOG Program 
Perkins Loan Program 
Total Student Financial Aid 
Research and Development: 
National Science Foundation: 
Pine Creep 
Artie Ecosystems 
Freshwater Systems II 
Bacterial Succession in the Sediments of Kentucky Lake 
Relationships between Gut Capacity Thyroid Hormone and Energy 
Design and Development of an Interface for Graphite Rod Atomization 
Evaluation of a Reduced Pressure Inductively Coupled Plasma 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: 
SIC Contacts 
Experimental Investigation of Diffraction Effects 
Analysis of Laser Induced Fluorescence Data 
U.S. Department of Interior: 
Land Cover Classification of Eastern and Western Coalfields 
Ecology and Control of Zebra Mussel in Tennessee Waters 
Fort Smith 
Subsurface Archeological Excavations at Fuqua Village Site 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA 
Number 
84.063 
84.033 
84.007 
84.038 
47.046 
47.050 
47.051 
47.074 
47.076 
47.076 
47.076 
43.001 
43.001 
43.001 
15.250 
15.805 
15.904 
15.904 
. Federal 
Expenditures 
I 
$ 3,451,861 
432,2751 
311,422 
3 470 
4,199,028 
II ,819 
13,859 
7,863 
11,837 
10,538 
2,336 
660 
58,912 
25,192 
9,950 
5 790 
40,9321 
21,338 
4,985 
8,082 
40 
34 445 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS -(CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
MAJOR PROGRAMS 
Federal Emergency Management Agency: 
Western Kentucky Access Route Prioritization 
Western Kentucky Access Route Prioritization Year II 
Western Kentucky Access Route Prioritization Year III 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: 
1988 - 89 Bald Eagles/Cross Creek 
Waterfoul and Bald Eagle Ecology at Ballard County 
MARC Construction Engineering Research Lab 
U.S. Department of Agriculture: 
An Investigation of Compression Creep in Oriented Strand BD 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: 
1992 - 95 Characterization of a Transposon in Streptoccocus 
Molecular Characterization of Bacterial Luciferase 
Characteristics of a Murine MHC Hotspot of Recombination 
U.S. Department of Energy: 
Transport, Accumulation, and Utilization of Organic Carbon 
U.S. Department of Education: 
Evaluation of Impact of School to Work Activities 
Federal Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act: 
1993 - 94 VOC ED: Impact of More Effective and Equitable Workshop 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA Federal 
Number Expenditures 
83.521 $ 10,618 
83.521 9,104 
83.521 7 209 
26,931 
12.100 2,000 
12.110 7,375 
12.113 14 991 
24,366 
10.206 23,008 
93.390 23,054 
93.390 15 
93.390 (536) 
22,533 
81.049 22,369 
81.199H 20,786 
84.048 10,896 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS- (CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
MAJOR PROGRAMS 
Tennessee Valley Authority: 
Poultry Diagnostic Services Laboratory 
Mist Netting Surveys for Bat Species on TV A LBL 
Lyme Disease Surveillance: Borrelia Burgdorferi 
U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife: 
Indiana Bat Population 
Total Research and Development 
Other: 
U.S. Department of Education: 
Upward Bound 
Talent Search 
National Science Foundation: 
PRISM 
U.S. Information Agency: 
USIA Student Program 
Total Major Programs 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA Federal 
Number Expenditures 
62.004 $ 3,249 
62.005 4,7131 62.005 145 
8 107 
15.610 I 275 
294,560 
84.047A 319,838 
84.044 225,910 
545,748 
47.066 324,697 
I 203,828 5,567,861 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS- (CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
NONMAJOR PROGRAMS 
U.S. Department of Education: 
Student Support Services 
VOC ED: Gender Equity Resource Center 
VOC ED: Tech Prep 
VOC ED: Integration of Academics and Vocational Education 
VOC ED: Field Based Teacher Education 
VOCED: Eliminating Gender Bias 
VOCED: Agricultural Education Enrichment 
VOCED: Sports Marketing Curriculum 
VOCED: Program Development 
VOCED: Business Teacher Education Enrichment Activities 
VOCED: Home Economics Enrichment Activities 
VOCED: Technical Preparation 
VOCED: Marketing Enrichment Activities 
VOCED: Administration and Coordination 
VOCED: Teacher Education Enrichment 
VOCED: Gender Equity Resource Center 
VOCED: Home Economics Enrichment 
VOCED: Field Based Education for Industrial Education 
KTLN Equipment Grant 
U.S. Information Agency: 
Writing and Sharing Across Cultures 
Baltic/East Central European Assistance Awards 
Small Business Administration: 
Small Business Development Center 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA Federal 
Number Expenditures 
84.042 $ 160,493 
84.048 25,000 
84.048 23,365 
84.048 18,000 
84.048 14,720 
84.048 14,425 
84.048 6,000 
84.048 5,761 
84.048 4,772 
84.048 4,494 
84.048 3,200 
84.048 1,794 
84.048 699 
84.048 498 
84.048 61 
84.048 12 
84.048 2 
84.048 (187) 
84.203B 55,360 
338,469 
82.002 3,146 
75 
3,221 
59.037 151,023 
.. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS -(CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
NONMAJORPROGRAMS 
National Science Foundation: 
Laboratory for Numerical Computation 
Laser Demonstration and Experiment Laboratory 
Kentucky Middle Grades Mathematics Teacher Network 
PRISM: Secondary Mathematics Initiative Year III 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting: 
Community Service Grant 
National Program Production and Acquisition 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting Grant 
U.S. Department of Commerce: 
PADD/MSU Telecommunications Equipment 
Title II Eisenhower Act Program: 
Environmental Specialist Pilot Integrating Math and Science 
Thematic Approach to Math and Science Integration II 
Thematic Approach to Modeling Math and Science Integration 
PRISM: Science Specialist Grades 6- 8 
Primary School Science Resource Specialists 
Primary Plus Grade 4 Robotics 
Grades 4 - 5 Instructional and Curriculum Development 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: 
Combined Undergraduate and Graduate Training Programs 
OSHA: Program Improvement 
Combined Undergraduate and Graduate Training Programs 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA 
Number 
47.049 
47.074 
47.076 
47.076 
11.3 
84.164 
84.164 
84.164 
84.164 
84.164 
84.164 
84.168 
93.263 
93.263 
93.263 
I 
Federal 
Expenditures 
$ 1,074 
11,866 
72,~, 
85,864 
64,586 
28,602 
2 597 
95,785 
78 904 
22,437 
18,332 
12,089 
9,201 
1,898 
8 
11,752 
757171 
52,056 
4,705 
3,268 
60,029 
I 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS - (CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
NONMAJORPROGRAMS 
U.S. Department of Interior: 
Evaluating KY DFWR Wildlife Education Programs 
Processing of Micromorphological Samples/ Archaeology Weekend 
McLean County Civil War Sites 
Kentucky Dam Village Survey 
Archaeological Mapping, Testing & Metal Detecting 
Railroads in Kentucky 
Thematic Survey of Civil War-Related Site in 
Kentucky Jackson Purchase 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act: 
Birth to Primary: Phase II Implementation Project 
Birth to Primary: Phase III Implementation Project 
Federal Emergency Management Agency: 
Incident Command Project 
National Writing Project: 
National Writing Project 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA Federal 
Number Expenditures 
15.611 $ 16,749 
15.804 3,525 
15.904 5,344 
15.904 5,000 
15.904 4,328 
15.904 3,379 
15.904 483 
38,808 
84.024 6,061 
84.024 32 514 
38,575 
83.012 14 000 
84.994 12 714 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS- (CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
NONMAJOR PROGRAMS 
. Tennessee Valley Authority: 
TV A Environmental Education Center 
Soil Loss in TV A's LBL Off Highway Vehicle Area 
Commission on National and Community Service: 
Teach/Write/Read: An Approach to Literacy 
Campus Connection 
Keys to KERA 
National Endowment for the Humanities: 
Interpretive Program for Columbia Belmont State Park 
Archaeology Weekend at Wickliffe Mounds 
First Nations Dancers at Wickliffe Mounds 
U.S. Department of Agriculture: 
MARC: Dix River and Beech Fork Drainage Basins 
Enhancing Undergraduate Programs: Development of an 
Education Model for Environmental Concepts 
REA Grant 
U.S. Department of Energy: 
Energy Workshop for High School Chemistry and Physics Teachers 
(Continued next page) 
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Federal 
CFDA 
Number 
62.005 
62.005 
94.001 
94.001 
94.005 
45.129 
45.129 
45.129 
10.054 
10.063 
10.855 
81.049 
I 
Federal 
Expenditures 
$ 4,926 
I ,500 
3,719 
200 
I 815 
5 734 
2,864 
1,600 
I 000 
5 464 
1,395 
2,9661 
944 
5,305 
2 873 
I 
I 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS· (CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30 1995 
Federal Grantor/Program Title 
NONMAJOR PROGRAMS 
U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife: 
Copperbelly Water Snake Habitat II 
Mapping of Habitat for Northern Copperbelly Snake 
in Western Kentucky 
Institute for Museum Services: 
Museum Assessment Program II 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: 
KSGC Campus Objectives Grant 
Total Federal Financial Assistance 
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Federal 
CFDA Federal 
Number Expenditures 
15.608 $ 1,787 
15.608 739 
2 526 
45.301 I 150 
45.301 703 
$ 6,591,151 
" 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
I 
Basis of Presentation - The accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards includes the federal grant 
transactions of Murray State University (the "University") recorded on the accrual basis of 
accounting. 
2. RECONCILIATION OF THE SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL A WARDS TO THE STATEMENT 
OF CURRENT FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES 
The following schedule is a reconciliation of total expenditures as shown on the Schedule of I 
Federal Awards to the revenue item shown as Grants and Contracts on the Statement of Current 
Fund Revenues, Expenditures and Other Changes, which is included as part of the University's 
basic financial statements: 
Expenditures per Schedule of Federal Awards 
Plus: 
State grants and contracts 
Other grants and contracts 
Less: 
Perkins Loan Program disbursements included 
in the Loan Fund 
College Work Study Program disbursements included 
in auxiliary enterprises 
Grants and contracts as shown on the Statement of Current 
Funds Revenues, Expenditures and Other Changes 
3. LOAN PROGRAMS 
$6,591,151 
1,641,605 
547,120 
(3,470) 
(50,305) 
$8,726,101 
The University has advanced $747,407 to students for the Perkins Loan Program (CFDA #84.038) I 
for the year ended June 30, 1995. The University processed $11,823,925 of new loans under the 
Federal Family Education Loan Program (which includes Stafford Loans, Parents Loans for 
Undergraduate Students, and Supplemental Loans for Students). 
(Continued next page) 
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
NOTES TO SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS- (CONTINUED) 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995 
4. INDIREcr COSTS 
Predetermined fixed indirect cost rates have been approved as follows: 
Period covered 
Based on financial information for fiscal year 
Predetermined rate 
7/1/93 - 6/30/96 
1992 
50% 
These rates are applied to direct salaries and wages, excluding all fringe benefit costs, for on-
campus programs. 
• • • • • • 
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PART II I 
REPORTS ON INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE 
I 
" 
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I 
I 
Deloitte& 
ToucheLLP 
0 Suite 21 00 Telephone: (502)562-2000 220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502)562-2073 Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON THE 
INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE BASED ON THE 
AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the "University") as of and for the 
year ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon dated September 15, 1995. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement. 
The management of the University is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control 
structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgements by management are required to assess 
the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives 
of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that 
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed 
in accordance with managements authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial 
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in 
any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, 
projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may 
become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of 
policies and procedures may deteriorate. 
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the University for the year ended 
June 30, 1995, we obtained an understanding of the internal control structure. With respect to the internal 
control structure, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures and 
whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk in order to determine our 
auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the basic financial statements and not to 
provide an opinion on the internal control structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. 
Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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I 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Our consideration· of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal 
control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or 
operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level 
the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements 
being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of 
performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its 
operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above. 
However, we have communicated other observations involving the internal control structure and its 
operation that we have reported to the University in a separate letter dated September 15, 1995. 
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Regents, management of the University and 
officials of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. However, this report is a matter of public record and its 
distribution is not limited. 
,()~ .J~ J...L r' 
September 15, 1995 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON THE 
INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE USED IN 
ADMINISTERING FEDERAL AWARDS 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the "University") as of and for the 
year ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon dated September 15, 1995. We have also 
audited the University's compliance with requirements applicable to major federal programs and have 
issued our report thereon dated September 15, 1995. 
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards; Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) Circular A-133 Audits of Institutions of Higher Education and Other Nonprofit Institutions. Those 
standards and OMB Circular A-133 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement and about whether the' 
University complied with laws and regulations, noncompliance with which would be material to a major 
federal program. 
In planning and performing our audit for the year ended June 30, 1995, we considered the University's 
internal control structure and assessed control risk in order to determine our auditin~: procedures for the 
purpose of expressing our opinions on the University's financial statements and on its compliance with 
requirements applicable to major programs, and to report on the internal control structure in accordance 
with OMB Circular A-133. This report addresses our consideration of internal control structure policies 
and procedures relevant to compliance with requirements applicable to federal awards programs. We have 
addressed internal control structure policies and procedures relevant to our audit of the financial statements 
in a separate report dated September 15, 1995. 
The management of the University is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control 
structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required to assess 
the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives 
of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that 
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions are executed in 
accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial 
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that federal award programs 
are managed in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 
Deloltta Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors, irregularities or instances of 
noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the 
structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes 
in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may 
deteriorate. 
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure policies and 
procedures used in administering federal programs in the following categories: 
General Requirements Accounting Applications 
I 
• Political activity • Billing I • Davis-Bacon Act • Receivables • Civil rights • Cash receipts 
• Cash management 
• Federal financial reports 
• Allowable costs/cost principles 
• Drug-free workplace 
• Administrative requirements 
Specific Requirements 
• . Types of services allowed or not allowed 
• Eligibility 
• Matching, level of effort or earmarking 
• Reporting 
• Cost allocation 
• Monitoring subrecipients 
Claims for advances and reimbursements 
Amounts claimed or used for matching 
• Purchasing 
• Accounts payable 
• Cash disbursements 
• Payroll 
• Property and equipment 
• General ledger 
• Budgeting 
• Investments 
For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the design I 
of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed 
control risk. 
During the year ended June 30, 1995, the University expended 85% of its total federal awards under major 
federal award programs. 
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular A-133, to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
design and operation of internal control structure policies and procedures that we considered relevant to 
preventing or detecting material noncompliance with specific requirements, general requirements and 
requirements governing claims for advances and reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for 
matching that are applicable to each of the University's major programs, which are identified in the 
accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards. Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to 
render an opinion on these internal control structure policies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not 
express such an opinion. 
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To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Our consideration of the internal control structure policies and procedures used in administering federal 
awards would not necessarily disclose all maners in the internal control structure that might constitute 
material weaknesses under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. 
A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control 
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that noncompliance with laws and 
regulations that would be material to a federal award program may occur and not be detected within a 
timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no 
maners involving the internal control structure used in administering federal award programs that we 
consider to be material weaknesses as defined above. 
However, we have communicated other maners involving the internal control structure and its operation 
that we have reported to the management of the University in a separate lener dated September 15, 1995. 
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Regents, management of the University and 
officials of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. However, this report is a maner of public record and its 
distribution is not limited. 
,fJ-..J--fA . I ":- j . ._ -<- J... , 
September 15, 1995 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON 
COMPLIANCE BASED ON THE AUDIT 
OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the "University") as of and for the 
year ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon, dated September 15, 1995. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatements. 
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants applicable to the University is the responsibility 
of the management of the University. As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatements, we performed tests of the University's compliance 
with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants. However, the objective of our audit of 
the financial statements was not to provide an opinion on the overall compliance with such provisions. 
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. 
The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance that are required to be reported herein 
under Government Auditing Standards. 
We also noted a matter involving compliance with laws and regulations related to federal financial 
assistance, which we reported to the University's management in our reports dated September 15, 1995 on 
compliance related to federal financial assistance programs. 
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Regents, management of the University and 
officials of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. However, this report is a matter of public record and its 
distribution is not limited. 
/J.-~ • I k· ,t..A.. .(.. ..... ,. 
September 15, 1995 
Delollte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON 
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
APPLICABLE TO MAJOR FEDERAL AWARD PROGRAMS 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the "University") as of and for the 
year ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon, dated September 15, 1995. 
We have also audited the University's compliance with the requirements governing eligibility, matching, 
reporting, cost allocation, type of services allowed, monitoring subrecipients, claims for advances and 
reimbursements, and amounts claimed or used for matching that are applicable to each of its major federal 
programs, which are identified in the accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards for the year ended 
.June 30, 1995. The management of the University is responsible for the University's compliance with 
those requirements. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance with those requirements 
based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit of compliance with these requirements in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United 
States; and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133, Audits of Insiitutions of Higher 
Education and Other Nonprofit Institutions. Those standards and OMB Circular A-133 require that we 
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompliance with 
requirements referred to above occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the 
University's compliance with those requirements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis 
for our opinion. 
In our opinion, the University complied, in all material respects, with the requirements governing 
eligibility, matching, reporting, cost allocation, type of services allowed, monitoring subrecipients, claims 
for advances and reimbursements, and amounts claimed or used for matching that are applicable to each of 
its major federal award programs for the year ended June 30, 1995. 
Deloltte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Regents, management of the University and 
officials of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. However, this report is a matter of public record and its 
distribution is not limited. 
,().. ~ • /;:::..J_,._ .(. "'- tD 
September 15, 1995 
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Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562·2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562·2073 
Louisville. Kentucky 40202·5313 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
APPLICABLE TO FEDERAL AWARDS 
To the Board of Regents 
of Murray State University 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the "University") as of and for the 
year ended June 30, 199S, and have issued our report thereon dated September IS, 199S. We have also 
audited the University's compliance applicable to requirements of major federal award programs and have 
issued our report thereon dated September 1 S, 199S. 
We have applied procedures to test the University's compliance with the following requirements applicable 
to its federal award programs, which are identified in the accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards, for 
the year ended June 30, 199S: 
• Political activity • Federal financial reports 
• Davis-Bacon Act • Allowable costs/cost principles 
• Civil rights • Drug-free workplace 
• Cash management • Administrative requirements 
Our procedures were limited to the applicable procedures described in Office of Management and Budget's 
Compliance Supplement for Audits of Institutions of Higher Learning and Other Non-Profit Institutions. 
Our procedures were substantially less in scope than an audit, the objective of which is the expression of 
an opinion on the University's compliance with the requirements listed in the preceding paragraph. 
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. · 
With respect to the items tested, the results of those procedures disclosed no material instances of 
noncompliance with the requirements listed in the second paragraph of this report. With respect to items 
not tested, nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that the University had not complied, in 
all material respects, with those requirements. 
We also reported on compliance with laws and regulations related to our audit of the financial statements 
and with specific requirements related to major federal award programs which we reported to the 
management of the University in our reports dated September IS, 199S. 
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Regents, management of the University and 
officials of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. However, this report is a matter of public record and its 
distribution is not limited. 
/3-~., /~ "'-.C.."P 
September 1 S, 199S 
Deloltta Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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SCHEDULE OF IMMATERIAL NONCOMPLIANCE FINDINGS 
UNALLOWABLE COSTS 
Condition 
The University incorrectly charged the Upward Bound Program a tuition charge for summer session 
classes in one out of a sample of 25 grant expenditures tested. Further analysis indicated the University 
charged the program a total of $9,520 in tuition charges that were not approved under the terms of the 
grant. 
Couse 
The tuition charge was generated by the automated billing and receivables system (BRS). The detail 
charges were not compared to the approved costs in the grant budget to ensure the charges were 
appropriate. 
Criteria 
The approved budget for grant award P047 A20345-94 does not include amounts budgeted for tuition. 
Effect 
The program was charged with unapproved costs totalling $9,520. 
Recommendation 
The unapproved charges should be reversed from the program expenditures. Also, the grant project 
manager should compare the program expenditures to the budget on a monthly basis to ensure only 
approved costs are charged to the program. 
Response 
Unapproved charges have been reversed from program expenditures. The grant project manager is now 
comparing program expenditures to budget on a monthly basis. 
-35-
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' COMMENTS ON 
RESOLUTION OF PRIOR YEAR FINDINGS 
There were no findings from the prior year's audit report requiring follow-up or resolution. 
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PART IV 
INFORMATIONAL DATA 
.. 
AUDITOR: 
LEAD AUDITOR: 
TELEPHONE NO.: 
INFORMATIONAL OAT A 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
SECOND FLOOR, SPARKS HALL 
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071 
Deloitte & Touche LLP 
220 West Main Street, Suite #21 00 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
Joseph A. Blitzko, CPA 
(502) 562-2000 
The audit was performed between the months of June 1995 and September 1995 at the University's 
facilities as follows: 
Location 
Murray State University 
Second Floor, Sparks Hall 
Description of Facility 
Accounting and Financial Services 
and Student Financial Aid Office 
Dates Visited 
June 1995 through 
September 1995 
Institution's Accrediting Organization: Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
Records for the accounting and administration of the SFA programs are located at: 
Murray State University 
Accounting and Financial Services and 
Student Financial Aid Office 
Above address 
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Attachment #6 
··---- ---------------------
Suite 2100 Telephone: (502) 562-2000 
220 West Main Street Facsimile: (502) 562-2073 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202-5313 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON COMPLIANCE 
WITH HOUSE BILL 622 (KRS 164A.555 TO 164A.630) 
BASED ON THE AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Murray, Kentucky 
We have audited the financial statements of Murray State University (the University) as of and for the year 
ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon dated September 15, 1995. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller of the United States, and the "Minimum Audit Scope Compliance 
with House Bill 622 (KRS 164A.555 to 164A.630)", dated August 1983, issued by the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky Finance and Administration Cabinet. 
Compliance with the provisions of House Bill 622 applicable to the University is the responsibility of the 
management of the University. As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of the University's compliance with the 
applicable provisions of House Bill 622. However, the objective of our audit was not to provide an opinion 
on overall compliance with such provisions. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. 
The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance that are required to be reported herein 
under Government Auditing Standards and the "Minimum Audit Scope Compliance with House Bill 622 
(KRS 164A555 to 164A.630)". 
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Regents. management of the University, and 
officials of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. However, if this report is a matter of public record, its 
distribution is not limited. 
September 15, 1995 
Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu 
International 
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MURRAY S'I'ATE UNIVERSITY 
lJltEA THI'IT VUERINARY CENTER Attachment 17 
RECOMMENDED FEE CIIANGES 
TEST CURRENT PROPOSED fEE-companion 
FEE Aftlmal, KY Replldoty A Non·R .. idar•l . COMMENT 
Brucellosis (includes supplemental $ .30 $ .so Uu:n:aoed lnbor 
tests) cxpcnse-KDA 
agreement 
required 
Leptospirosis $ 2.00 $2.00 teat by teal bnois 
(for S serovars) per serovar $2.00 to $10.00 
Mure None $20.00 neWproceduro 
-
Anaplasmosis (Card) $ ),00 $ 4.00 increase in kit 
cost 
Avian Intluenza $ 3.00 $ 4.00 incrcat\e:d lo.bor 
Bovine Lymphoma $ 3.00 $ 4.00 inOI'f)ascd labor 
Blastomycosis (AGID) $ 6.00 $ 7.00 improved 
Brucella canis $ 6.00 $ 7.00 increa><;d lnbor 
CAEY·OPP $ 3.00 s 4.00 incrcataed labor 
Coombs $ 6.00 $ 7.00 ;..,...ll3Cd labor 
Dirofilariasis s 6.00 $ 8.00 inoroa:ood cool 
EIA(AGID) $ s.oo $ 5.00 UK lab <barge• 
EIA (IlLISA) $12.00 $14.00 S2.00 
EliD $ 6.00 $ 7.00 irn:tcaacd lnbor 
Feline Leukemia $ 6.00 $ 7.00 incn:aoed labor 
FTLY(FTY) $12.00 $14.00 utCRued labor 
Histoplasmosis {AGIO) $ 6.00 $ 7.00 inore .. cd labor 
lCD (FA) $ 6.00 $ 8.00 incteated lobor 
r .----------------
TeST CURRENT PROPOSED Pl.!l!-c • ....,~ •• 
FEE Ani~. KY Recui•\Ot'y A Non-Reriden\ COMMENT 
18. Pnratullerculosis •• 
. CF (resident) $ 8.00 $ 9. 00 + $2.00 for ea. addit. 
CF (non-resident) $ 8.00 $12.00 + $2.00 for ea. addit. 
ELISA (resident) $ 2.25 $ 3.00 
ELISA (non·r~•i•lcnt) s 2.25 $ 350 
l'robe (resident) None $1000 CAC action 
Prob~ (nun-resident) None $23 00 required 
~ 
AGIO (resident) None $ 7.00 CAC action 
AUIU (non-residc.lll) None $10.00 required 
Culture (resident) None $15.00 CAC ootion 
Culture (non-resident) $10.00 . $20.00 required 
Probe/Culture (resident) None $20.00 CAC a<1.ion 
Probe/Culture (non-resident) None $35.00 required 
""• Fee~ willln:: ~.;har~cd for llll scnoicc::~to 
non-residents&.. ht:::td t~!Jting of n:~idcnt3 
19. Listeriosis $ 2.00 $ 6.00 antigen increllse 
20. Lyme Di~~a•c !FA $12.00 $14.00 
Lyme Di•casc EUSA $ 6.00 $ 7.00 
21. Rota virus (ELISA) $ 6.00 $ 7.00 
22. Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever $ 6.00 $ 7.00 
23. Toxoplasmosis $ 6.00 $ 7.00 improved m<lhod 
Toxoplasmosis 1gG & lgM None $12.00 
24. Feline Group (FeLV, Toxo & FIP) $20.00 $25.00 
25. FIP $10.00 $11.00 
CEM Culture $15.00 $25.00 lnhorcn~ 
27. Vesicular stomatitis (NJ & IND) . $ 6.00 $12.00 lest by lOIII basis 
28. Bulk Tank Milk (Residents & Non· $ 6.00 $ 8.00 labor intensive 
Residents) 
29. All DNA Probes (Lepto, Serpulina, $15.00 $18.00 covert oost 
M. paratuberculosis, Treponema, 
Erysipelotlu·ix, Jleobacter, 
Pn,teurella, E. coli) 
30. E. coli serotyping $20.00 $25.00 labor intensive 
31. Pasteurella typing $20.00 $25.00 lahor intent:ive 
32. Strep suis typin!l $20.00 $25.00 labor intensive 
2 
'. . 
TEST CURRENT PROPOSED FEE-companion 
FEE Anl!f'BI, K Y Rq:uh&IOry It Non·R01il.lmt COMMENT 
33. Electron microsr.opy $10.00 $14 00 labor intcn!livc 
34. PRRS (IFA) $10 00 $11 00 
PRRS (ELISA) $10.00 $ 7.00 foe redoction 
35 EVA(SN) $ 9.00 $12.00 based on t.03l 
36. ER(SN) $10.00 ' $12.00 
37. PRY (SN) $ 3.00 $ 4.00 origirull fee low 
' 
PPV (HI) $ 5.00 $ 6.00 
TGE (SN) $ 6.00 $ 4.00 sec PRY fcc 
40. Equine ;L· i• (SN) $10.00 - $12.00 
41. Equine lnlluenza (AI & A2) (SN) $10.00 $20.00 tc:<t by test 
42. Virus Isolation $ 3.00 $10.00 labor i.ntcMivc 
4J. Dire~t FA'~ $10.00 $11.00 
44. All Clinical Pathology (No Change) 
45. Aflatoxin only $35.00 $40.00 commercial 
te•ting 
46. Mycutoxins $50.00 $55.00 commercilll 
te.<oting 
47. Mycotoxins plus fumonisin $65.00 $72.00 commercial 
testing 
48. Fumonisin only $:l.~.00 $40.00 OOJIUlli:I"Ciol 
[I testing GC/MS for unknown compounds $50.00 $55.00 labor intensive &: invc•lmcnl cost 
50. (jC/MS for known compounds $25.00 $40.00 labor inttMivc &: 
invc•lmtnl L"OSI 
51. Specific loKins, i.e., rodenticides, $15.00 $25.00 
ethylene g!yrn!, etc. 
.rJJ. 
52. Micronutrients, Blood & Liver None szo.oo ror [.;lf'&,.sz.oo each uew prognun-
Diopsy (Se, Ca, Mg, Mn, Mo, Zn, fe, addit.~ requires CAC V 
Phos, Cu 
opprov•l 
53 .. Water Screen (FI, Cl, NU1, NU2z, None $37.00 new program· 11 
PO,, S04 , TDS & pH plus coliform requires CAC 
count 
approval 
54. Water coliform count $6.00 $1 S.OO conuucrciul 
55. Anaerobic culture $6 00 $15.00 new [(:e 
